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Chapter XIII
Expanded Tenses Continued
With always, etc
13.1(1). Subjuncts like always, ever, constantly, all
day long, all that afternoon, etc., are very often combined
with expanded tenses, and it is not always easy to apply
the rule of 'frame-time' to them. N o w it is noticeable
that these combinations were particularly frequent in M E ,
i. e. before the expanded tenses came to be swelled by
the on (a-) -f- ing constructions. It is also worth pointing
out that in these combinations always does not mean 'at
all times in the history of the world' (as in "the sun
always rises in the east"), but 'at all the times w e are
just now concerned with', and thus connects the action
with what w e are n o w talking about; in this way a resemblance to the usual employment of the expanded
tenses is brought about. " H e is always doing that" m a y
generally be paraphrased 'he is continually beginning that
again'.
Examples: C h A 92 singinge he was, or flowtinge,
al the day | C h B 1217 a m o n k , That ever in oon was
drawing to that place | Roister 12 All the day long is he
facing and craking Of his great actes j North 241 Doson
who was euer promising, and neuer giuing | Sh Meas I.
2.53 Thou art alwayes figuring diseases in m e | Sh Sonn
76.13 For as the sun is daily new and old, So is m y
loue still [ = always] telling what is told | Di D 163
until something turns up (which I a m , I m a y say, hourly
expecting) ] Hardy R 242 you are always thinking of
that | Angell I 39 those curious contradictions w e are frequently meeting in the development of ideas | Shaw 2.27
[the English]: their climate makes them so dirty that they
have to be perpetually washing themselves | Mackenzie
C 37 ink that was every day losing more and more of
its ancient blackness.
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13.1(2). But the simple tenses may also be used
with these subjuncts, e. g. Sh Gent II. 4.31 you alwaies
end ere you begin.
Simple and expanded tenses are found side by side
in Wilde S 12 I a m always saying what I shouldn't say;
in fact, I usually say what I really think | Maxwell G
89 H e is always thinking about other people. H e never
thinks of himself | M a u g h a m T L 49 w h e n you're doing
one thing you always want to do another | N P '26 [De
Quincey] T h e truth was that he d r e a m e d — h e was always
dreaming | Milne P 5 He's always asking m y advice about
things—he doesn't take it, of course, but still, he asks it.
13.1(3). Sometimes a distinction m a y be made.
Mason R 88 She always dreams of running water = 'whenever she dreams, it is of r. w.\ When she is in Paris,
she always reads Le Temps = 'the only paper she reads is
Le T.'. She is always dreaming of r. to., she is always reading Le T. would m e a n that she was always occupied in
dreaming and reading, respectively. Smokers always drink
= all smokers are drinkers; smokers are always drinking
would imply that that they were constantly so occupied.
He always sleeps in the afternoon (i. e. part of the afternoon); he is always sleeping in the afternoon (i. e. the whole
of the afternoon). She is always speaking of herfinefamily—but Bronte V 214 She tells m e that they are poor
at h o m e ; she always speaks candidly on such points.
13.1(4). The combination of an expanded tense
with always and its synonyms very often gives an emotional
colouring to the sentence (12.5(5)):
H e is always (constantly) laughing at everything
you're always finding fault with m e .
In Kingsley H 51 you are always giving me presents
there is a kind of mild reproach: w h y are you giving
m e a present on this occasion though you have done so
very often before?
Other examples: M i A 53 were it not the chief strong
hold of our hypocrisie to be ever judging one another |
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Gay BP 165 Since, women will be always talking [will is
also emotional] | Austen P 460 W h a t can he mean by
being always so tiresome as to be always coming here |
ib 460 she was really vexed that her mother should be
always giving him such an epithet | Thack P 900 W h y
was she always having letters from abroad? [he asked
in irritation] | Kinglake E 109 and accordingly these m o n k s
inquire—they are always inquiring—inquiring for 'news'!
Expanded Perfect (and Pluperfect)
13.2(1). T h e various modes of using these tenses
can be explained from the general definition given above.
The element of (relatively) longer time is at bottom of
the meaning of incompletion which is so frequent with
the expanded perfect: in he has collected much evidence
against her nothing is said about the time w h e n he collected it, the only thing said being that the act of collecting is finished at the present m o m e n t ; in he has been
collecting evidence against her, on the other hand, w e understand that the collecting began some time before, and
m a y be continued some time after, the present m o m e n t ;
therefore the implication is that it is recently that this
collection has taken place. W e shall now discuss various
points more in detail.
13.2(2). In the first place, the expanded perfect
is extremely frequent with subjuncts like all this day,
which indicate a period that is not yet finished at the
time of speaking. T h e action or state indicated by the
verb may, or m a y not, have stopped, but it must at any
rate have been of a durative character:
Ch A 929 w e han ben waytinge al this fourtenight j
Lyly C 307 he hath found Dedalua old waxen wings,
and hath beene peecing them this moneth | Marlowe F
1144 I haue beene al this day seeking one maister Fustian |
Sh Meas IV. 3.46 I haue bin drinking all night | Goldsm
657 what soft things are you saying to your cousin Constance this evening?—I have been saying no soft things I
Jespersen, Modern English Grammar. IV.
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ib 670 [they] have been laughing at Mr. Marlow's mistake
this half hour | Keats 5.39 all that time I have been day
by day expecting letters from you | Austen M 251 I have
been talking incessantly all night | Peacock M 9 Elphin
had been all the morning fishing in the M a w d d a c h |
Hankin 1.47 W h a t have you been doing all this time?
13.2(3). This cannot be separated from the following
instances of inclusive time:
C h P F 4 7 2 he that hath ben languishing Thise twenty
winter | Johnson R 89 I have been long comparing the
evils with the advantages | Goldsm V 1.105 I have been
for some time looking out for another [companion] | Austen
M 5 5 I have been long wishing to wait upon your mother |
ib 56 an uncle with w h o m she has been living so m a n y
years | Hawthorne S n 67 ever since sunrise he has been
standing on the steps | Hankin 2.42 H o w long has M r . H .
been preaching in this absurd w a y ?
Palmer, Gr 154, gives the two sentences: he hasn't been speaking since three o'clock (but only since half past three)—he hasn't
spoken since three o'clock ( = he's been silent since three o'clock).—
The explanation (which Palmer does not give) seems to be, that in
the first sentence the negative belongs to the time-indication (he is
speaking and has been speaking, though not from three o'clock till
now); in the second sentence the negation refers to the speaking
itself.
13.2(4). Next, the expanded perfect is used without
any indication of duration, but the implication is 'recently, just now'. Thus, w h e n Darwin writes in a letter
(June 1860) "I have been making s o m e little trifling
observations which have interested and perplexed m e
m u c h " , he m e a n s "recently". H a d he written, "I have
m a d e " , he would have been understood as referring to
his whole previous life. Similarly in Austen S 162 I had
the pleasure of hearing it at M r . Palmer's, where I have
been dining. Here, the implication is "to-day", and "I
have dined" would hardly give any sense (unless accompanied by "frequently" or some such adverb). In
most of the following examples the adverb just might
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have been added without modifying the sense of the
sentence.
S h Oth III. 3.42 I haue bin talking with a suitor
heere | S h R 2 V. 5.1 I haue bin studying, h o w to compare This prison where I Hue, vnto the world | G o l d s m
616 I have been seeking you. M y friend H o n e y w o o d
here has been saying such comfortable things | Boswell
2.74 A m a n w h o has been drinking wine at all freely,
should never go into a n e w c o m p a n y | Kingsley H 52 I
wonder whether the old lady has been getting into a
scrape, and wants m y patronage to help her out of it |
Wilde D 183 All during this wonderful M a y that w e
have been having, I used to run d o w n and see her [ m a y
be said towards the end of M a y , or in the beginning of
June] | S h a w 2.142 Y o u dont m e a n to say youve been
drinking champagne? j Galsw IC 85 W h o ' s been seeing
her? | Bennett T 441 I've had a sleep.—What?—I've
been having a sleep | id L R 52 That's w h y w e haven't
been hearing from Geoffrey | Mackenzie C 192 It's a terrible night . . . S h a m e after the glorious weather we've
been having | Walpole C p 119 She's been having rather
a dull time here, I'm afraid.
Note the familiar expression he has been drinking with
its two implications, that the drink has been "stronger
than water", and that the drinking has taken place quite
recently, so that the effect m a y still be working. Literary
examples (of the pluperfect): Defoe M 2 0 4 it was plain
still that he had been drinking, though very far from
what w e call being in drink | Walpole C p 81 W h e n he
was excited the colour ran into his nose as though he
had been drinking | L o n d o n V 139 Saxon k n e w that the
old w o m a n had been drinking | Rogers W i n e of Fury 287
I couldn't m a k e out what was the matter with her. I
thought at first that she had been drinking.
13.2(5). In a third employment of the expanded
perfecfT there is a distinct implication that the action
itself is not yet completed (compare for the present tense
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127(2)). Thus in Shelley's letter (L 749) I have been
reading Colderon without you. I have read the uCisma de
Ingalaterra", the "Cabellos de Absolom", and three or four
others, he means that he has not read the whole of Calderon, but that he has read completely the plays specified.
So also: Carlyle in Tenn L 1.247 I have just been
reading your poems; I have read certain of them over
again.
It would be impossible to use the perfect of a transitive verb without an object (I have read). But the expanded perfect m a y very well stand alone, because of the
idea of incompletion attached to it: I have been reading
(all afternoon) (cf. drinking 13.2(4)). This applies only to
the perfect, for in the (habitual) present and future the
unexpanded verb m a y be used without an object: I generally read in the afternoon | when I was at Oxford, I
always read in the afternoon | next winter I shall read
every afternoon.
T h e expanded perfect is, of course, excluded when
thefinalresult is thought of, as in Goldsm V 1.210 poverty has brought not only want, but infamy upon us.
13.2(6). This leads us to expressions for the attempted or ineffectual action:
Goldsm 654 I have been for some time persuading
m y aunt to let m e wear them [jewels]. I fancy I'm
very near succeeding | Butler Er 81 he has not heard
what you have been saying n o w | Wells J P 247 Mr. S.
lands at Southampton to-night.—He has always been
coming.—This time he has come. (Cf. on come 14.1.)
13.2(7). The expanded perfect m a y be used of
repeated actions: Where have you been meeting them?—different from Where did you meet them? (Note here the
preterit). How have you been spending the money f implies
that the money has been spent gradually, not all at once.
13.2(8). T h e expanded perfect is often used with
an emotional colouring, cf. 12.5(5): What have you been
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doing (all this time)? is often said in impatience and so
as to imply that the other person has been doing something that he ought not | I suppose you have been telling
tales again (the implication is: as you m a y be expected
to do in the future, too).
I see that you have again been tampering with the
clock | Di P 347 her confounded little bill. H o w long
has it been running? | Maxwell W F 95 Charles! Have I
been neglecting you? H o w horrid of m e !
13.2(9). The expanded perfect infinitive is used in
the same ways as the indicative.
Harraden S 18 I a m tired of reading. I seem to
have been reading all m y life.
Mi A 15 Plautus w h o m he confesses to have bin
reading not long before | Mason F 287 he spoke in his
usual hard voice. H e might have been speaking of a
stranger.
The expanded perfect participle refers to what has
recently taken place, in Thack N 361 Having been abusing
Clive extravagantly, Barnes must needs hang his head
when the young fellow came in.
Expanded Pluperfect
13.3. The expanded pluperfect is used correspondingly in different ways:
(1) W a r d M 195 W h a t had Kitty indeed been doing
with herself this six weeks? | Bronte V 124 N o w the bell
had been ringing all the morning.
(2) Indicating some period not far remote from the
time of the other action (mentioned or implied); examples
with drinking above 13.2(4).
Goldsm V 1.145 one of our little boys, who had
been playing abroad, brought in a letter-case, which he
found on the green | Austen M 312 I knew he had been
talking to you | ib 375 not considering in how different
a circle she had been just seeing him | ib 254 M r C. had
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been sitting by her long enough | Thack N 827 the shares
had been going lower and lower, so that there was no
sale for them at all | Hope R 41 he had been smoking
a cigarette; now he threw the end of it into the grate
and rose from the bed where he had been sitting | Ward
M 193 'Meanwhile the m a n whose affairs they had been
discussing walked h o m e | Lawrence L 118 Banford's eyes
were red, she had evidently been crying.
(3) Denoting incompletion:
Goldsm V 1.5 m y wife, w h o during her pregnancy
had been reading romances, insisted upon her being called
Olivia | Wordsw P 5.140 I saw the book, In [NB] which
I had been reading, at m y side.
(4) Repeated action: Maxwell B Y 6 H e hadfirstproposed to her when she wore an ugly pigtail, and off and
on he had been proposing ever since.
The pluperfect may, of course, also be a backshifted perfect in indirect speech: Defoe R 44 they told
m e they had been musing very m u c h upon what I had
discoursed with them of.
Expanded Infinitive and Imperative
13.4(1). In the infinitive, the expanded form very
often corresponds exactly to the expanded present and
preterit of the indicative; thus in
G a m m e r 151 What deuil nede he be groping [ = he
is groping, but why?] | Swift J 29 Very pretty that I
must be writing to young w o m e n in a morning fresh and
fasting [ = I a m writing] | Hawthorne Sn 76 while we
supposed the old m a n to be reading the Bible to his wife
[ = supposed that he was reading], the pair of hoary
reprobates have whisked up the chimney | Caine C 25
that is what most young m e n seem to be doing now-adays [ = are doing, it seems] | Maxwell W F 205 The
young girls in all classes of society seem to be marrying
soldiers on leave | Priestley B 180 W h a t he really wants
is not to be wanting somebody, d'you see?
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T h u s also with always, etc. (13.1):
Spect 1 4 4 it is ill-bred to be always calling Mother |
Austen M 1 4 8 you m u s t not be always walking from one
room to the other | Di P 2 2 4 he couldn't read in the
evening: he got nervous and uncomfortable, and used to
be always snuffing his candles | Mackenzie C 11 he seemed
always to be either washing his hands or wiping his boots.
13.4(2). W i t h such verbs as can, ought to, the expanded infinitive thus gives a m e a n s of denoting precisely
"on the present occasion": what can he do? refers to all
times, what can he be doing? (e. g. G o l d s m 635) to the
actual m o m e n t . Cf. also
Wells A m 125 these working children cannot be
learning to r e a d — t h o u g h they will presently be having
votes | Caine C 181 I ought to be kissing the feet of
everybody in the house [to be now k., m o r e precise than:
to kiss, which might be done at s o m e future time] | Austen
M 196 I do beseech you not to be putting yourself forward [not to put would be a m o r e general advice].
13.4(3). Similarly with must:
Y o u m u s t read H a m l e t (some day) | you m u s t be
reading H a m l e t [I infer from your frequent quotations that
you are reading H . n o w ] | Austen M 3 0 2 they sat so m u c h
longer than usual in the dining-parlour, that she was
sure they m u s t be talking of her. Another use of must
be -ing see 13.4(6).
O n the meaning of may with the simple infinitive
see 7.2(3,4); he may be reading it = 'is perhaps n o w
engaged in r.'; similarly with might:
Austen M 327 he cared very little for the havoc he
might be m a k i n g in young ladies' affections | Austen S
168 Elinor's thoughts were full of w h a t might be passing
in Berkeley Street during their absence.
13.4(4). But be -ing from denoting the actual m o m e n t easily becomes a sign of the immediate future.
Mered H 4 8 M r . A n d r e w intimated that they had better
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be dressing for dinner . . . "We'd better be dressing for
dinner" [ = begin to d.; we'd better dress for dinner might
be said early in the morning and refers only to the kind
of garment, not to the time]. Cf. further:
Galsw IC 220 A n d I suppose each time you see her
you put your opinions into her m i n d . — I a m not likely
to be seeing her [i. e. soon] | ib 45 A n d n o w that Cicely
had married, she might be having children too. H e
didn't know.
13.4(5). O n the whole be -f- ing seems to become
pretty frequent as a substitute for the missing future infinitive :
Defoe M 159 W e resolved to be going the next
day | Austen N 393 to be finding herself, perhaps within
three days, transported to M , was an image of the greatest
felicity | Di D 60 P'raps you might be writin' to h e r ? —
I shall certainly write to her | Barrie M O 122 I'll need
to be rising now | H o u s m a n J 1 doing one thing always
reminded him that presently he would have to be doing
another | Hankin 1.117 If I were here m u c h longer I
might be falling in love with Stella | Kaye Smith T 45
Perhaps w e ought to be turning back.
Thus frequently with words like wish, anxious,
eager, etc.:
Sh Shr II. 1.74 I would faine be doing | Walton A
41 lets m a k e haste, I long to be doing | Johnson R 69
dost thou wish to be again wandering and inquiring? |
Austen M 46 he was returned very eager to be improving
his own place | ib 139 I will not interrupt you any longer.
Y o u want to be reading | ead S 171 Impatient in this
situation to be doing something | Browning 1.409 A n d his
fingers, they noticed, were ever straying A s if impatient
to be playing U p o n his pipe | Masefield M 219 H e longed
to be going up the beach.
13.4(6). While I must go says nothing about the
time of going, I must be going denotes the going as immediate:
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A V Judges 19.28 let vs be going (also Bunyan G 15) |
Walton A 45 lets go to your sport of angling. Lets be
going with all m y heart; cf. ib 83 | Swift P 67 Well, I
must be going; also Di F 380, Kingsley H 165, G E M
1.106, Stevenson M 281, Wilde I m p 49, etc. | Chesterton
F 177 I must be getting h o m e ; also Hankin 3.118, Ridge
S 114 | Phillpotts M 24 she expressed a conventional
regret that she must be leaving them at last | Hardy F
217 H e drew near and said, 'I must be leaving you' |
Hankin 1.25 now we really must be saying good-night |
Bennett R S 82 I must be opening m y shop, she said,
nervously. A n d I must be getting away again, too, he
said | Masefield M 84 we shall have to be starting in a
minute | Macdonald F 266 it was time to be getting back
among his own folk || Hankin 1.25 it's time we were going.
W e really must go. Stella, m y dear, we must be putting
on our things.
Cf. the obsolete Dekker Sh V. 2.93 Y'are best be
trudging.
The examples show that the phenomenon is not exclusively confined to verbs of movement, though of course
most often found with them.
13.4(7). In other cases, be -f- ing implies rather repetition or iteration:
Bunyan G 4 It is profitable for Christians to be often
calling to mind the very beginnings of grace | Kingsley
H 35 What's the use of being an Amal, if one has
always to be giving reasons | Quiller-Couch M 1 he has
no right to be offering presents to m y m e n | Bennett W
1.144 you are m u c h too young to be meeting young men.
13.5(1). After will and shall the expanded infinitive
m a y be used exactly in the same ways as the expanded
present indicative, only transferred to the future:
Massinger N 11.2.124 Will you still [ = constantly]
be babling Till your meate freeze on the table? | Austen
M 112 w e shall be doing no harm [through that definite
act; we shall do no harm is more indefinite] | Di N 643
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Stop him. He'll be doing something desperate—he'll
murder somebody [murder momentary, doing longer time] |
Kipling L 36 I shall be having breakfast in a minute
[shall have begun breakfast] | Gissing B 288 Shall you
be living here then? | Chesterton F 57 I shall be writing
in m y study if there is any more news [i. e. when you
get more news] | Bennett R S 36 while you're out I'll be
cutting the h a m for you | Galsw P 11.15 About the time
we're bringin' ourselves to drink it, w e shall be havin'
the next great war | Dane L 63 I forgot! It's going to
be ghastly. I believe I shall always be forgetting.
13.5(2). But very often the expanded infinitive in
itself takes the same meaning of future as after must, and
then the periphrasis gives a possibility of a nuance: people
will come speaks only vaguely of the future; people are
coming speaks of the immediate future; but people will be
coming as in Stevenson M 291 refers to the coming as
near, though not exactly immediate; thus also
Osborne 52 I beleeve . . . hee will be comeing this
way | Zangwill G U I shall be going in a moment |
Benson N 68 Well, shall we be going? I Hardy L 38 I
shall not be leaving Exonbury yet | Galsw IC 151 W h e n
shall you be going? To-morrow | id P 46 m y children
are at school, and they'll be coming h o m e | Maxwell F 29
Will Mrs. Faulkner be coming back before dinner? | QuillerCouch M 73 Whoever was ringing the bell will be returning this way presently.
This is frequent with see (often = 'meet'):
Gissing G 247 W h e n shall you be seeing Marian? |
Galsw IC 156 I shall be seeing you . . . before long j
Bennett P L 34 W h e n shall you be seeing your husband? j
Ridge S 111 I shan't be seeing you again [said to someone dying].
13.5(3). With other verbs:
Osborne 154 I shall bee sending you all I heare |
Sheridan 360 m y wife will soon be inquiring for m e j
Ward M 122 the baby looks rather frail; I hope you will
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soon be sending him to the country | H o u s m a n J 73 I
shall be sending him a copy of m y book on the day of
publication | Wilde I m p 18 I bet you anything you like
that half an hour after they have met they will be calling
each other sister | Galsw IC 63 I shall be knowing him
at Oxford | Kennedy C N 28 it's odds she'll be bringing
him h o m e a grandchild one of these days | Rea Six 108
"I don't think he can possibly expect your company this
year" . . . "Of course Jim will be expecting m e to join
up with him" | Priestley G 362 I m u n tell somebody,
or I'll be going right clean off m e dot [Yorksh., go m a d ] .
13.5(4). The notion of repetition is often implied
in this expanded infinitive:
L a m b R 36 some of the neighbours will be dropping
in by-and-by | Austen M 21 the two families will be
meeting every day in the year | ib 177 after a little while
we shall be meeting again in the same sort of way [we
shall meet would imply on one single occasion] | Herrick
M 22 D o you come this way often?—Perhaps I shall be
coming this way oftener now. I shall be coming this
way every morning if you will ride with m e .
13.5(5). Examples in which the emotional colouring
is more or less distinct:
Bronte J 160 n o w you will perhaps think differently
of your post; you will be coming to m e some day with
notice that you have found another place | Kipling L 51
Can I show him your diggings?—Surely. You'll be asking
whether you must knock at m y door, next | Galsw F M
250 Shall I be disturbing you if I do the winders [ =
windows] here? [modest inquiry] | Locke G P 85 I'll be
forgetting m y o w n n a m e next | you'll be telling m e next
that I'm mad.
13.5(6). In some cases will before the expanded
infinitive denotes nothing but probability (cf. 16.7) and
futurity must be inferred from the periphrasis, if at all
(cf. the last sentence which refers to the present time):
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Scott A 1.228 He'll be coming hame | Di D 219
Mother will be expecting m e , and getting uneasy | Walpole Cp 196 D o I look queer? will people be looking at
m e ? || R u F 60 Y o u probably will be having a dinnerparty to-day.
Will denotes volition in Sh Ado I. 1.117 I wonder
that you will still be talking | Walpole S T 116 Will you
be having some tea, sir? No, thank you, A n n y [dialectal?].
13.5(7). I add a few examples of the expanded
infinitive after would and should without classifying them;
they correspond to various employments with will and shall:
Defoe P 90 As the church doors were always open,
people would go in [habit] single at all times . . . and
locking themselves into separate pews, would be praying
to God with great fervency and devotion | Austen P 35
I knew you would be wishing m e joy | id M 59 she was
almost overpowered with gratitude that he should be
asking her leave | Scott A 1.132 ye wad maybe be rueing
it the morn | Trollope W 127 She must wait till the
Bervant would no longer be coming in and out | Stevenson
T 116 it instantly awoke m y fears. More m e n would be
coming [indirect: I thought: more m e n will be coming] |
W a r d M 125 Kitty, you would be doing a thing perfectly
unheard of [if you did what you are just talking of].
I should for once be paying off a score that has run on
too long.
In Ireland the expanded infinitive seems to be used in peculiar ways:
Moore L 73 I do be hearing that . . . [ = I hear, or have
heard] | ib 75 I wouldn't be saying that ... [ = 1 shouldn't sayj.

Expanded Imperative
13.5(8). In the imperative, the expanded form is
not used nowadays; where the Elizabethans said Be going!
the usual phrase today is Off with you! (Be off!) or
Clear out!
Marlowe E 1960 M y lord, be going | Greene J4 387
Take your earnest, friend, and be packing | Dekker Sh
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V. 2.93 Sirra, take vp your pelfe, and be packing . . .
Y'are best be trudging | Burns 1.199 Tho' dinna ye be
speakin' o't.
Cf. modern Irish Moore L 252 Be leaving the woman alone.—
Cf. begone 7.4(3).
Expanded Participle
13.5(9). A n expanded participle is very rare indeed;
in the following quotation it is a purely literary and rather
clumsy way of saying 'As I was going . . . and m a n y
people were passing . . .' Defoe P 326 Going one day
through Aldgate, and a pretty m a n y people being passing
and repassing, there comes a m a n out . . .
Poutsma (II. 2.329) has two quotations: Sh C y III.
6.63 and Austen Pers. ch. X X . 191.

Expanded Tenses in the Passive
Is building
13.6. T h e construction is (was, etc.) building in a
passive sense, which was frequent from the 16th to the
18th century, while it has n o w been largely superseded
by is (was) being built, can easily be accounted for on our
assumption that the expanded forms originated (or to a
great extent originated) from combinations with on (a)
with the verbal substantive, in which a was later dropped
through aphesis; for the substantive in -ing like all other
verbal substantives (construction, completion, conquest, discovery, punishment, etc.) is in itself neither active nor passive; is on (a) building therefore m a y m e a n both 'is engaged
in the act of building' (active) and 'is being built', as we
say n o w (passive).
13.6(1). First I shall give some examples of the
construction with on and a retained:
N E D 1387 while pe mass iB on syngynge . . . while
pe gospel was on redynge.
Mai 84 as this was a doyng | Sh Merch II. 5.17 there
is some ill a bruing towards m y rest | Cor IV. 2.5 Let vs
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seem humbler after it is done Then when it was a dooing |
M c b III. 4.33 the feast is sold That is not often vouch'd,
while 'tis a making [the 2d folio = 'tis making], 'Tis
giuen with welcome | BJo A 2.281 The hay is a pitching |
A V 1 Pet. 3.20 while the arke was a preparing | Deloney
54 m y silke gowne is a making | Bunyan G 108 while
m y mittimus was a making | Swift J 505 It [the picture]
is now a mending | G E M m 225 roof or keel were
a-making | Carlyle F R 303 while the Constitution is
a-making [conscious archaism] | ib 445 Our Parliament,
which indeed has been a-choosing since early in August,
is now aa good as chosen | Di P 237 Such a precious
loud h y m n , S a m m y , while the tea was a brewing | Kaye
Smith T 237 Marlingate was once more a-building at
both ends.
Compare also with in: Happy is the wooing that is
long in doing.
13.6(2). Next we have examples without a.
The following verbs are found more commonly than
others in this passive expanded form:
do: BJo 3.61 this very minute, it is, it will be doing |
Df R 12 while this was doing (ib 70, 146, 191, 305) j
Swift U L 107 I mind little what is doing out of m y
proper dominions | Johnson Letter Bosw 1.169 There is
nothing considerable done or doing among us here |
Quincey 291 complaining that there was nothing doing j
Wordsw P 8.627 W h a t in the great city had been done
A n d suffered, and was doing, suffering, still | Macaulay E
4.125 what was doing in Poland | Di D o 24, 191, Kingsley
H 145, Mac Carthy 2.185, Doyle G 115 | Hardy W 98
there was not m u c h business doing.
The phrase nothing doing, which was quoted above
from Johnson and de Quincey, is still in colloquial use,
but is by some thought an Americanism; Galsw W M 261
mentions it as a new phrase; cf. also Lewis B 265 K n e w
there was nothing doing!
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make: Eastw 434 while their preparation is making |
Cowper L 2.93 the house that is making ready for us |
Shelley L 498 the hay was making under the trees | Di
D 762 while m y supper was making ready | ib 607 | Macaulay H 2.116 while these preparations were making in
Scotland | MacCarthy 2.380, Zangwill G 20 | Dreiser F
358 little progress was making.
build: M i A 47 while the Temple of the Lord was
building | Austen S 214 at what coachmaker's the new
carriage was building | Shelley L 757 Everybody here is
talking of a steam-ship which is building at Leghorn |
Wordsw 363, Carlyle R 1.45, Collins W 473 | Kipl J 2.138
while the bridge was building | Harrison R u 66 S. Sophia
was built by the husband of the Empress Theodora; and
St. Paul's was building in the era of Charles II | R u Sel
1.472 | Kaye Smith T 352 America or Australia, where
new towns were building.
13.6(3). Other verbs (arranged alphabetically):
Di T 2.73 their very names were blotting out | Hughes
T 2.99 while the tea was brewing | Austen E 187 while
the parcels were bringing down and displaying on the
counter | ead M 131 where the conference was eagerly
carrying on (also ib 144) | Fielding 4.289 whilst the gun
was charging | Swift 3.112 there was some mischief contriving | Di F 180 the supper was not cooking, but set out
ready to be cooked | Darwin L 2.149 m y M S is now
copying \ displaying (Austen above) | Di F 407 poles on
which clothes were drying | Thack N 695 I was thinking
of the tragedy yonder enacting [cf. ib 694 the idea of this
crime being enacted close at hand quite overcame her] |
Mi A 22 while thus m u c h hath bin explaining ] Di D 158
how some points in m y character were gradually forming
[also Swift 3.72, Macaulay H 2.117] | Swift J 304 a peace
is forwarding | Butler Er 61 apple-trees from where the
apples were now gathering | Bronte J 323 the horses are
harnessing | Swift 3.13 while the whole operation was performing | Thack N 128 there is some wickedness planning |
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More U 98 whyles a commodye of Plautus is playinge |
S h H m l III. 2.93 the whil'st this play is playing | Di D
475 if any fraud or treachery is practising against him |
Goldsm V 1.93 some absurd proposal was preparing (Fielding
5.554) | Shelley L 717 [the tragedy] was then already
printing (also Swift J 437) | Gibbon M 141 while the new
militia was raising | Goldsm V 1.78 while this ballad was
reading J Di N 114 Kate hung down her head while it
[the anecdote] was relating | Shelley 223 the equilibrium
between institutions and opinions is n o w restoring, or is
about to be restored | Fielding 4.525 whilst his fate was
revealing | Kipl L 73 somewhere there's saving up for you
a tremendons thrashing | Browning 1.411 like fowls in a
farm-yard when barley i3 scattering | Scott Iv 445 the
stockfish and ale, which was just serving out for the friar's
breakfast | Swift J 331 just when dinner was setting on \
Macaulay H 1.235 while innocent blood was shedding \
Sheridan 331 while m y favourite air is singing \ Scott A
1.163 while the verses were yet singing | Di F 407 Doors
were slamming violently | Defoe R o x 7 all the ready money
was thus spending off; yet he spent it, so I m a y say,
foolishly too | suffering, W o r d s w P 8.627 quoted above,
do | Di T 1.99 the jury were swearing in | Scott Iv 222
while these measures were taking | W o r d s w P 5.110 while
this was uttering | [there's an answer waiting].
S o m e of these (dry, form, prepare, slam) m a y be taken
as active, cf. Ill ch. X V I .
With the collocations mentioned above (7.5(4)) should
be mentioned also Shelley L 732 I suppose it is at present either m a d e or making.
13.6(4). S o m e verbs must also be specially mentioned here. Is owing is frequent in the passive sense
(it has not really the meaning usually attached to the
expanded tenses, and is only a kind of substitute for is
owed, which is not said idiomatically):
Sh Alls I. 3.108 there is more owing her then is
paid | Fletcher 1.282 there is a matter of 10000 pounds
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too was owing here | Gay B P 178 T o him are owing m y
life and liberty | Goldsm 619 that perhaps m a y be owing
to [ = on account of] his nicety | Austen E 6 a large
debt of gratitude was owing her | Di C h 66 there's a
matter of ten or twelve shillings owing to Mr. Chickenstalker. It oughtn't to be owing | Galsw Ca 829 It was
all she had, and the week's rent was owing. Cf. Di N
399 he was accustomed to owe small amounts and to
leave them owing.
13.6(5). Wanting: The combination is wanting is
rare in an active sense, except w h e n it is followed by
in: he is wanting in discretion | Austen M 25 the parsonage had never been wanting in comforts | James S 69
she had probably been wanting in tact; note that it is
impossible to say 'she wants in tact', instead of 'wants
tact', which shows that wanting (in) is really to be considered an independent adjective. In the passive sense
is wanting is frequent, thus already Sh R 2 III. 4.13 joy,
being altogether wanting. But then want in itself m a y
have the (pseudo-)passive signification 'be absent'. A wanting is frequently spelt awanting, as if from a verb awant,
in Sc writers: Scott Iv 467 jesters and jugglers were not
awanting.
Similarly is missing is frequent (also as an adjunct:
the missing link) though miss in the unexpanded forms is
not used in the pseudo-passive sense. Di F 241 lest
anything should be missing. (Not used actively in the
sense 'feel the want of; it is not good English to say:
ask them about the things they have been missing.)
13.6(6). Compare also the following use of the
form in -ing in a passive sense without the auxiliary be:
Sh Tro I 2.312 w o m e n are angels wooing [ = while
being wooed] | Swift J 89 you hear the havoc making [ =
that is being m a d e ] in the army | ib 143 I would always
have one letter from Presto reading, one travelling, and
one writing [thus parallel to the active travelling] | Sheridan 334 I met a wounded peer carrying off [ = w h o was
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being carried] | Shelley L 688 as to the poem now printing, I lay no stress on it | L a m b E 1.165 the grand liturgy, n o w compiling by m y friend H o m o | Tennyson L
2.228 Hallam was showing Guizot the Houses of Parliament
then building | Di D 119 I had never heard one [a coffin]
making | Di F 316 I feel the domestic virtues already
forming | M a c Carthy 2.232 the offensive means acquired
and acquiring by other Powers.
Is being built
13.7(1). The construction ts building in the passive
sense was liable to misunderstanding in some combinations,
and could not be applied to all verbs; it would, thus,
be impossible to say is always murdering in Dickens's sentence D 488 somebody is always being murdered. In
the 18th c. grammarians began to object to the passive
is building and looked upon it as faulty, thus Dr. Johnson
(who used it, however, occasionally in his o w n writings).
The origin from on (a) building was, of course, unknown
to these grammarians. It was natural, therefore, that the
unambiguous construction is being built should come into
existence, the more so as the w a y was paved for it through
such combinations as Sh H m l II. 1.118 which, being kept
close might m o u e more greet to hide | ib II. 2.11 That
being of so young dayes brought vp with him . . . That
you vouchsafe . . . | H 6 B IV. 2.67 he should stand
in feare of fire, being burnt i'th hand for stealing of
sheepe | H 4 A II. 4.238 these nine . . . their points being
broken . . . began to giue m e ground | Spect 113 the old
philosopher, w h o upon being asked what countryman he
was, replied, That he was a citizen of the world | Richardson (q) Miss Jervois loves to sit up late, either reading or being read to by Anne.
Cf. also from a modern writer Black Ph 172 we had
some very good music being played to us [expanded instead
of the more usual had . . . played].
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Here should also be compared the passive verbal
substantive as in Bennett A 71 A n n a tried to imagine
herself converted, or in the process of being converted.
13.7(2). T h e history of the construction is being
built has been investigated by Fitzedward Hall, Modern
English, especially p. 3 2 1 — 3 5 9 , and various articles in
periodicals; Stoffel, Taalstudie 3.321ff.;Storm, E P h 760,
791; N E D be 15 b, c; Akerlund, ESt 47.344. It began
to be c o m m o n in colloquial use (and letters) in the last
years of the 18th c, thus Southey 1795 a fellow, whose
uppermost upper grinder is being torn out by a muttonfisted barber | id 1797 [he] is n o w being educated for a
Catholic priest | Coleridge 1797 while m y hand was being
dressed by Mr. Young, I spoke for the first time. Other
early examples are found in L a m b , Landor, Mrs Shelley.
13.7(3). Examples from m y own reading:
Keats 4.79 [1818] I a m being greatly amused with
your poem | L a m b E 2.20 the pitiable infirmities of old
m e n . . . are being acted before us | Quincey 266 W h e n
a murder is in the paulo-post-futurum tense—not done,
not even (according to modern purism) being done, but
only going to be done | Di Sk 61 some alterations were
being m a d e in the interior of the shop | id D 65 when
I was being helped up behind the coach | ib 85, 488,
543, F 384 | id N 397 while some bruises were being
rubbed with oil | G E A 191 the horses were being led
out to watering | ib 398 the key was being turned in the
lock | G E M m 176, 199, etc. | M a c Carthy 2.78 rebellion
was being planned there | Wilde D 153 the most dreadful things are being said about you | Kipl L 147 Dick
felt that he was being hardly used | id J 2.126 m y village was being built | ib 2.130 | Thomson Spencer 210
Were that work being written to-day, it would have to
be entirely recast | Bennett P 149 The next m o m e n t he
was being introduced to a middle-aged w o m a n | Wells O H
200 In China the classics were being printed by the second century A. D.
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13.7(4). The simple and expanded passives are
found together in
Bennett L R 284 I'm very well looked after ... N o
doubt he was indeed being well looked after, but really
he didn't k n o w | Walpole C 55 She was excited by her
discovery of him, but that meant very little, because juBt
now she was being excited by everything.
13.7(5). The form is being built, though clearer
than is building, is a little heavy at times; and at first
people objected strongly to it; de Quincey's expression
'modern purism' probably was not meant as a praise;
other writers were severer (see Fitzedward Hall); the North
Amer. Review in 1837 termed the construction 'an outrage
upon English idiom, to be detested, abhorred, execrated
and given over to six thousand penny-paper editors'.
Richard Grant White in 1871 calls it 'a novelty as well
as a nuisance', Marsh 'clumsy and unidiomatic, at best,
but a philological coxcombry'. See also the droll story
quoted by Storm E P h 793 from Harper's Weekly. Macaulay objected to the modernism and said he preferred
'the tea is a-making', which, however is not found in his
writings, though is being read and are being bound are found
in his letters (Thum, ESt 4.426; cf. R. O. Williams, Some
Questions of Good English). According to T h u m ESt 16.382
Macaulay wrote "while prayers were read [ while brave
m a n were cut to pieces" to avoid the construction with
being.—Bacon A 27.21 also has while it is read, which
n o w would be is being read.
Though I have not found it mentioned, one reason
w h y people objected to is being built was probably that
was being with an adjective predicative (polite, etc.) was
not in use at that time (cf. 14.7(3)). In spite of all opposition, however, t's being built is n o w firmly established
in the language.
13.7(6). It is rare to find being to be, as in Di D o
122 he had to think of everything familiar to him as
being to be parted with.
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Nor is the infinitive be being frequent, from obvious
reasons: Barrie Barbara's Wedding: She has gone down
to the village to a wedding.—There's no wedding. W h o
could be being married? I Galsw F 110 I shall always
be being pushed away. T h e difficulty is evaded in Wells
JP 275 Nothing seemed to be getting done, he complained.
I have no examples of the perfect and pluperfect:
has (had) been being -d.
13.7(7). There seems to be a curious dialectal expanded passive in M a n x English, see Caine M 261 that's
what's going doing | 266 something going doing in R a m say | 269 what's going doing? | 279 the child's going
bringing up by hand [cf. actively 344 what right has a
man's heart to be going losing him?].
13.7(8). T o s u m up: through the enormous extension in the course of the Modern English period of the
use of the expanded tenses the language has been enriched with means of expression that allow nice logical
distinctions and at the same time in m a n y cases have
emotional value. In comparison with the uncompounded
verbal tenses these forms with be -f- participle serve to
actualize and vivify, one effect of which is the curious
approximation in time to the present m o m e n t seen both
when he has been doing expresses the recent past, and
when we must be dressing expresses the immediate future,
while he has done and we must dress say nothing about
the distance in time from the present moment. But it is
here as with other happenings in linguistic history, which
though on the whole progressive and beneficial, are not
so in every respect: this development, too, has its disadvantage, for the expanded forms are undoubtedly heavy
(and hence not often used in poetry), and the clumsiness
is especially felt in the passive constructions, whence w e
see that combinations like he has been being (introduced)
are practically impossible. Nor is it always possible to
carry through a sharp logical line of division between
the simple and expanded forms, consequently the choice
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of one or the other form is in some cases of very little
importance for the meaning of the sentence.

Chapter XIV
Expanded Tenses Concluded
Verbs of Movement
14.1(1). Various groups of verbs present some peculiarities in their expanded tenses. First we shall deal
with verbs of movement, like go, come. These may, of
course, be used in the expanded tenses in the usual way,
thus especially when repeated goings or comings are
implied (some before, some after, the 'shorter time' in
question):
Goldsm V 2.63 the real hardships of life are now
coming fast upon us | Hardy R 240 she turned to the
window. Her breath was coming quickly | Caine C 33
m y breath was going and coming so fast | Galsw P 3.33
First would go your sentiments; then your culture, and
your comfort would be going all the time.
Cp. also: he is going under the n a m e of Sneezer
just now.
Next when go and come have some modified signification, that does not imply starting:
M y watch has stopped, but the clock is going | things
are coming m y way now | you're going it, I must say |
Haggard S 203 I began to think that I must be going
m a d | Galsw P 3.11 Here we are, going from bad to
worse—losing our customers | ib 27 every m a n of us is
going short.
Besides, the expanded forms are quite natural in
cases like Goldsm V 2.74 the good are joyful, like travellers that are going towards h o m e ; the wicked but by
intervals happy, like travellers that are going into exile |
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Bennett Cd 34 even then . . . cigarettes were coming
into fashion.
14.1(2). But in the plurality of cases am going, am
coming implies futurity—generally a nearer future than
shall go, come; compare the use above of come also in its
simple tenses to indicate future time, and the similar
phenomena in other languages, Greek eimi, erkhomai,
Serbian iden (cf. Sarauw K Z 38. 159 f.). Note also the
adjunctal use of coming in a futuric sense: the coming
revolution, age, etc. (see 7.5(2)), and the phrase at auctions: Going—going—gone! In the nursery rhyme: "Christmas is coming, the geese are getting fat" the former periphrasis refers to the future, the latter to the present time,
or we m a y say, that ts coming equals is approaching.
Here must also be mentioned the usual reply of
servants "Coming" (which the children of one of m y
friends in the Danish West Indies took to be a peculiar
English negative form of the verb = 'I do not come').
Pinero M 62 Waiter! Waiter'rr! Where the deuce are
you?—Coming, sir, coming.
Note the distinction in Wells Par 356 Catastrophe!
A fig for your old catastrophe! Which is always coming
and never comes.
14.1(3). Examples of going and coming:
Ch E 805 M y newe wyf is coming by the weye | Sh
Caes III. 1.279, 283 H e did receiue his letters, and is
comming ... Is thy master comming? H e lies to night
within seuen leagues of R o m e | Lr II. 1.26 Hee's coming
hither, now i'th' night, i'th' haste | Di D 174 Where are
you going? Where do you come from? | Tennyson L
1.273 I a m going up to Cambridge to-morrow | Hardy
R 66 W h e n are you coming indoors? | Doyle R 49 A n d
really he is coming to see us? W h e n do you think he
will come? | Englishwoman's Love Letters 34 W h e n you
come, w h y a m I any happier than when I know you are
coming? [ = W h y does your actual presence m a k e m e
happier than the expectation?] | Wilde W 37 I'm going
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away to-morrow | ib 15 We're coming to-night, so we'll
see you again | Shaw 2.237 Are you quite sure Mrs. Clandon
is coming back before lunch?
Note the distinction between coming (futuric) and
arriving (actually): Wells JP 505 It was all coming—always coming and never arriving, that new and better state
of affairs.
14.1(4). Thus also when the preterit is a backshifted present:
Sh Lr IV. 2.5 I told him you were coming | Di D
125 I mustered courage to ask Mr. Murdstone when I
was going back to school | ib 192 m y aunt informed m e
that he was coming to speak to her himself on the next
day | ib 44 I gathered from what they said that an elder
sister was coming to stay with them | Mered R 381 she
heard that her friend was going—would go | Caine C 263
Before Glory knew she was going she was gone || Austen
M 258 I wish he was not going away. They are all going
away, I think.
14.1(5). With was coming in the following quotation
compare was to have (above 10.8(7)):
Bronte V 356 I was coming to see you to-morrow
[ = it was m y intention to . . .]; but n o w to-morrow you
will come and see me.
14.1(6). Examples of is -ing in a futuric sense with
other verbs of movement:
Fielding 5.431 he was departing with it towards his
own house, but was stopt in his way by the landlady |
Goldsm V 1.127 [I'll] perhaps come once more to take
a final farewell when I a m quitting the country | Vachell
H 237 Scaife was leaving at the end of the summer!
Desmond was staying on for the winter term | Masefield
C 242 I'm sorry to hear you're sailing | Caine C 260
(telegram) Postpone journey—am returning h o m e tomorrow | AHuxley Jest. Pil. 158 I a m glad to be leaving
India ... I a m glad to be going away.
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Going to
14.2(1). The combination is going to with an infinitive as an expression for future time naturally derives
from the mentioned use of is going; going loses its meaning
as a verb of movement and becomes an empty, grammatical word; cp. French je vais faire and similar expressions in other Romanic languages. The weakening of
the original meaning is particularly clear when it becomes
possible to say "I a m going to go", "I a m going to come'',
etc. This use began towards the end of the 15th c, but
is not yet frequent ab. 1600. Akerlund has one example
from Greene and one from Sh, and that is also the only
one I know (Wiv. IV. 3.3 the Duke himselfe will be to
morrow at Court, and they are going to meet him). It
does not seem to be found in Milton or Pope, but after
that time it is increasingly frequent.
Bunyan B 73 [she] little thought that both her peace
and comfort were going to her burial, when she was
going to be married to Mr. B a d m a n | Swift J 215 it is
going to be printed | id P 145 are you going to take a
voyage | Fielding T 4.263 Nightingale was going to cease,
when Mrs. Miller begged him to relate . . . | ib 4.302 a
man who is just going to be hanged | Di M C h 40 [Pecksniff's horse] was full of promise, but of no performance.
H e was always, in a manner, going to go, and never
going | Caine C 11 Whatever is going to happen to the
girl when the grandfather is gone? | Black Ph 325 Y o u
say you are going to get married.—So I shall | Kipl L
219 you might be going to be hanged by the look of
you | Norris O 363 Are they going to be gone long? | Is
he dressing? No, but he's going to.
Note the contrast between the ordinary (indefinite)
and the immediate future in Maxwell B Y 105 when you
wish that something will happen, you m a y gain by announcing that it is going to happen.
14.2(2). The construction with going does not always
refer to what is immediately impending: Wells P F 7 not
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to the child you are now, but to the man you are going
to be.
See "The going-to Future" by J. F. Royster and
J. M . Steadman (The Manly Anniversary Studies, Chicago
1923, p. 394ff.)(The three passages alleged from Sh seem
all wrong: Meas. III. 1.94, Shr I. 2.165, Merch II. 1.24).
They say that this combination is not synonymous with
is about to. "Limitation of future action to the immediate
or very near future is indeed a function of the going-to
futuie; but in actual usage it is comparatively rare that
going-to and about-to are almost identical in meaning or
interchangeable. About-to has a fixed meaning (colorless
incipient action), while going-to is used most frequently
with other shades of future signification. B y far the most
c o m m o n use of the going-to future is its employment as
an auxiliary of intention . . . intent, plan, resolution, or
determination . . . the sense of inevitableness that is sometimes expressed by the construction . . . the sense of
dread of an impending act or condition".
14.2(3). W e m a y therefore call he is going to marry
a prospective present, and in the same w a y he was going
to marry a prospective preterit. This often serves to denote what was not carried into effect: H e was going to
answer back when he was stopped by his mother.
14.2(4). A rare synonymous combination is found
with getting in Bentley T 43 I a m getting to be an old man.
Other Futuric Expanded Tenses
14.3(1). A s die means 'cease to exist' or 'leave this
world' and thus is parallel to the movement-verbs, the
expanded form is dying, is generally used in a futuric sense
= 'is on the point of dying, is going to die', (cf. 2.7(4))
though, of course, not in instances like M a c Carthy 2.327
the cattle plague had broken out. F r o m 6000 to 8000
animals were dying every week. T h e expanded form is
futuric in:
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Goldsm 66 Another account came: she was expiring |
Caine C 57 they were dying or dead already | Wells Blw
13 being told that m y mother was dying and then dead.
Cf. also: he was bursting with impatience; and Kipl J
2.57 he dropped fainting by his side, for the chill of the
night was killing h i m (kill is the causative of die).
14.3(2). Hence also the transferred sense is dying
to = 'is longing to', a sense which the simple form dies
never has: Wilde L 17 Arthur is dying to have his
hand read | Zangwill G 35 that's just the one thing I've
been dying for.
14.4(1). I'm dining also is frequently used in a
futuric sense (cf. I dine 2.4(3)):
Wilde W 14 I must go, as w e are dining out | Masefield C 226 Perrin has just reminded m e that w e are
dining to-night at the Governor's | Bennett L R 199 I can't
eat here. I'm dining out.—But not till nine o'clock |
M c K e n n a SS 153 "Will you tell mother you're coming
to dinner to-night?" "But I'm dining out already." "Oh,
well, w h e n will you c o m e ? " | Bennett E C h 211 She inquired . . . about his meals, and he replied that he was
eating at the inn.
14.4(2). In the same w a y as I am dining indicates
part of a social programme for the future, other verbs
m a y be used to indicate an agreement or appointment
with regard to the future:
Osborne 32 M y Lady A n n e Wentworth I heare is
marryeing | Tracy P 13 Mr. Coleman and I are riding in
the Park at 8.15 | Galsw F M 19 I'm shooting with Chantrey to-morrow | id IC 105 Are you sleeping here, m y
boy? [ = going to spend the night here] . . . assuring
his father that he was sleeping in the house | Bennett
Helen 213 I'm calling on the Swetnams the day after
to-morrow. I'll tell them about to-day.—Somewhat differently in Rea Six 47 We're having a baby in about six
months.
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14.4(3). If you telegraph home m a y refer to any
time in the future, but if you are telegraphing home (Doyle
S 5.194) implies a near future.
Compounds
14.5. A special paragraph must be devoted to such
compounds as the following, in which the object (or other
complement) precedes the participle (cf. above 12.2(6)):
though the participle (and verbid substantive) woolgathering
is frequent, there is really no verb woolgather, and if the
verb stargaze is not at all rare, it is, as the N E D remarks,
a back-formation from stargazing and stargazer:
Congreve .187 Mr. Brisk and I have been star-gazing,
I don't k n o w h o w long | Austen M 240 William was out
snipe-shooting | G E M m 211 they thought that young
Vincy was pleasure-seeking as usual | Di D 180 h o w can
you pretend to be wool-gathering | Hardy W 65 her husband had been holiday-taking away from h o m e | Locke
SJ 227 as I a m holiday-making in a certain little backwater of the world | Mackenzie S 1.386 as if he were
lotus-eating | Collingwood R 327 his two pupils were
harbour digging and Xenophon-translating at Brantwood |
Bennett L R 16 She was bus-conducting [i. e. acting as a
bus-conductor].
Expanded Forms Avoided
14.6(1). Verbs denoting a state which generally
lasts for some time, like sit, stand, lie, hang, are very
often found in the simple tenses, with the same meaning
as expanded forms, because these would seem superfluous
by expressing over again something which enters into the
idea of the verb itself; hence they can in themselves be
used as synonyms of be in forming 'expanded' combinations, as he sat smoking, etc. (below 14.8). It therefore
matters very little, whether stood or was standing, sat or
was sitting is used; formerly the shorter forms were generally preferred; cf. also Di D 44 she kept the purse in
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a bag which hung [ = was hanging] upon her arm by a
heavy chain.
14.6(2). The expanded forms of these verbs seem,
however, to be growing in frequency; the simple form
has lain has even been largely superseded by the expanded
has been lying. A s examples of the expanded forms I give
Sh C y V . 5.296 I a m right glad he is not standing
heere T o tell this tale of mine | Gent III. 1.143 where
senceles they are lying | Goldsm V 2.93 A s I was sitting
in a corner of the gaol, one of m y fellow-prisoners came
up | Quincey 437 I ascended to m y seat on the box,
where m y cloak was still lying as it had lain at the
Bridgewater A r m s | Macaulay E 2.95 That great Queen
has now been lying two hundred and thirty years in
Henry the Seventh's chapel | Di T 1.25 as he sat, waiting
for the meal, he sat so still, that he might have been
sitting for his portrait.
14.6(3). Verbs which express psychological states
(feelings, perceptions, etc.) such as feel, know, like, love,
hate, etc., are generally used in the simple tenses only.
This is easily explained if w e start from the o»-eombination, for it seems very unnatural to say: I am on (in,
occupied in, engaged in) likingfish,etc.
14.6(4). The rule, however, is not absolute. The
expanded forms of feel often denote some transitory perception :
Kipl L 109 I'm feeling a little cold | ib 217 I'm not
feeling frolicsome | Mackenzie C 7 W e have come to see
how you are feeling | Maxwell B Y 7 those tremendous
moments when he believed that all he felt she too was
feeling.—Very often in the perf. (inclusive time): I've
been feeling ill for some time.
14.6(5). In recent times even such verbs as like,
love, hate, are sometimes found expanded in accordance
with the general rule. One m a y say: yes, I am pitying
him, when one would imply the possibility of a cessation
of the feeling, but this is not the case in Harraden D
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122 [a servant speaking] it's not a job I'm liking. Already
and still explain the expanded tense in Austen M 157
there was nothing disagreeable in Mr. R's appearance, and
Sir Thomas was liking him already | Galsw S w 178 Is she
still liking England ? — T h u s also the coextension (cf. 12.9(4))
in Bronte J 506 while I was mourning her, she was loving
another | Maxwell B Y 11 and while he talked I was liking
him more and more.
Further examples: Jameson F 176 I like you best
as you are. How's Oxford?—I'm not liking it very m u c h |
Lawrence L 30 W h a t a lovely day! Are you liking the
world any better? j Galsw T w o Fors. Interl. 23 I don't
expect you'll ever forgive m o for this.—Why! I'm just
loving it | Maxwell W F 235 long before the dinner ended
he was actively hating him.
In speaking of a transitory feeling w e say he is in
love with her rather than "he is loving her".
Instead of "she is fearing this" w e say she is afraid
of this; instead of "he is desiring praise" we say he is
desirous of praise.
14.6(6). The modern verb think represents two originally distinct verbs, O E pyncean which does not admit
of expansion: I think it's going to rain ( = 'it seems to
me' me Pyncp) \ W h a t do you think of the new play?—
and O E pencean, which is frequently expanded:
I was just thinking of you! | Sh Lr I. 2.151 what
serious contemplation are you in ? I a m thinking, brother,
of a prediction I read this other day | Di D 126 N o w , I
have been thinking, that perhaps you might. . . | ib 130
[this is] what I have been thinking of, this month back
... I have thought of it night and day | Shaw 1.187 it
is time for us to be thinking of h o m e | Hope C h 112
the m a n is thinking of nothing but nihilists and what not.
The difference between the two verbs or senses is
seen in Masefield C 274 what do you think of our home?
I'm not thinking of that. I think that all these things
are images | Mackenzie S A 191 I think it's so clever of
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you to play at all. I was thinking I should have to take
it up myself.
In Scotch, however, where there is a general tendency
to use the expanded tenses loosely, we find frequently
I am thinking, where Standard English has I think:
Scott A 1.127 Sir Arthur's far by that, as I a m
thinking | Barrie M O 103 And a gey black price, I a m
thinking.
14.6(7). Expanded forms of hope (and synonyms)
are not at all rare in recent times:
Bennett P 258 and I'm hoping that you'll straighten
it out for m e | Rose Macaulay T 126 I a m hoping that
when one is elderly one will mind less ) Ferber S 351
She has been hoping to see you but she thought you'd
grown so grand | Bennett T 381 I'm hoping he'll come
with us | Oppenheim L a x w 72 I was hoping that I should
see you this morning [and now she sees him] || Locke
F S 133 I was so looking forward to your seeing m e (very
frequent).
Some mixed examples: Walpole O L 168 I know you
want m e to be ill. You're wishing m e to be ill now . . .
You want m e to die | ib 164 She's standing there with
her head on one side, waiting. She hopes I'll go away.
She's praying that I will.
14.6(8). It is easy to see w h y such verbs as see,
hear, smell cannot easily be used in the expanded forms,
when they denote one single act of perception; but otherwise nothing hinders the expanded forms:
H e is seeing the sights ( = he is engaged in . . .) |
he is hearing lectures | I've been hearing that noise for
the last quarter of an hour | N E D 1743 but you at crusts
are smelling.
Examples of hearing and seeing under Perfect 13.2.
14.6(9). If owe in the meaning 'be under obligation to pay'
is not used in the expanded tenses, the reason is that ts owing is
used in a passive sense 'is owed, is due', see 13.6(4).
Palmer, Gr. p. 149, gives a long list of verbs that are never
or hardly ever susceptible of being used in the expanded form,
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thus, besides the verbs mentioned above, believe, belong, detest, deserve, hate, equal, consist, contain, matter, know, possess, p
prefer, recognise, resemble, result, seem, signify, suffice, und
No attempt is made to classify the meanings or to give reasons for
this peculiarity; but on the following page a number of sentences
are given in which some of these verbs are expanded in special
meanings. And in § 302 the important remark is made that verbs
which generally are insusceptible of being used in the exp. form,
may be so used in connexion with always, continually, etc.: he's
always differing from his colleagues | you're always doubting my
words | he's for everfindingfault with whatever I do, etc. In most
of these sentences we have the emotional element mentioned in
12.5(5).
Cf. also the lists in Poutsma II. 2.339 ff.
Have and be
14.7(1). T h e expanded tenses cannot be used with
those verbs that do not take do in interrogative and negative sentences; indeed, most of t h e m (may, must, etc.)
have no form in -ing. In recent times, however, is having
is found pretty often (cf. the corresponding use of does
have), especially w h e n have m e a n s 'enjoy', 'partake of,
'cause to', etc. (thus in those cases where it is impossible
to say I have got instead of have, see above 4.3(3, 4)).
Examples: Di D 159 "a little m o r e flip", for we
had been having s o m e already ) Jerome N N 5 4 he took
his meals with the other lodgers—whenever they happened
to be having meals.
Thack P 613 after she had seen Arthur light his
lamp in his chambers, whilst he was having his interview
with B o w s | id N 191 you. are always having a shy at
Lady A n n | ib 207 the Barkerites were having the best
of that constant match | R u in Collingwood 3 2 4 I'm
having nasty foggy weather just n o w | R u Sel 2.447 you
probably will be having a dinner-party to-day | H o p e D
58 the sense of her position is having a sobering effect |
Harraden F 110 the dull time I have been having with
h i m | Doyle S 5.275 in the heavy weather that w e were
having | G E M m 201 she was impelled to have the ar-
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gument aloud, which she had been having in her o w n
mind | Hardy L 188 he was having 'a good think' | Shaw
2.139 James and I are having a preaching match | Bennett C 2.187 w e shall be having you ill next.
W e are having the manuscript copied for you [which
implies that the copying is going on]. Note the difference
between "I a m having m y Browning rebound" and "I
have all m y books bound in red"; the latter generally
means the same thing as "I always have m y books bound
in red" rather'than "all m y books are bound in red".
14.7(2). He is having to with an infinitive is comparatively rare:
Kennedy R 94 as a matter of fact, he's having to
sell his house. He's very badly off | Chambers Saga of
Sir T. More 10 She was a shrewd mistress of a house
.... and she was having to keep house on nothing.
14.7(3). The expanded form of be (is being, etc.)
with an ordinary predicative is younger than the corresponding form with a passive participle (13.7). I have
only two examples before the middle of the nineteenth
century, but from the end of that century it becomes
more and more frequent, and I have collected scores of
examples from such recent writers as Anthony Hope,
Bennett, E. F. Benson, Wells, Masefield, Galsworthy, Merrick, H u g h Walpole, Shaw, Beresford, McKenna, Compton
Mackenzie, Rose Macaulay, Miss Kaye Smith, Sinclair
Lewis.
Examples: Keats 5.72 Y o u will be glad to hear . . .
how diligent I have been, and a m being | Di D 488 they
are always being hungry and discontented somewhere |
Benson D 89 Dodo was making an effort to read, but
she was not being very successful | id B 169 N o w you're
being personal | Galsw D 193 I a m sorry if you think I
a m being ungrateful | ib 216 | Hope Q 93 I'm being
absurd, I know | Bennett A 205 Now, Mr. Price, the coroner said blandly, and it was plain that he was being
ceremoniously polite | N P '08 It is very painful to be
Jespersen, Modern English Grammar. IV.
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thought obstinate when one is merely being firm | Russell Soc Reconstr 114 In acting as they do they imagine
that they are being virtuous.
14.7(4). The predicative is generally an adjective
denoting some characteristic mental or moral quality, and
very often a transitory condition or behaviour is meant
in contrast to the person's habitual or real character (cf.
the contrast in Spanish between soy and estoy, and similar
distinctions m a d e in different ways in other languages,
P G 280). The transitoriness is particularly clear in quotations like these:
Walpole O L 124 H e was only being kind for the
m o m e n t | id Cp 125 Or was he only being friendly because he was happy? | Wells Br 53 over here w e are
being and over there you are beginning | id T B 1.152
She's been being a model—she is a model really [has
just been—is professionally] | S h a w A 71 dont be horrid
. . . I'm not being horrid. I'm not going to be horrid.
14.7(5). Examples with substantives as predicatives
are rarer and comparatively unnatural:
Benson D 2.309 then I was being a w o m a n , now 1
a m talking as an artist | Lawrence L 191 She was being
a heroine in a romance | Wells J P 618 in certain matters
you are being a fool; cf. T B 1.152 just quoted.
14.7(6). The connexion between this construction
and the expanded tenses of other verbs is seen in
Wells T B 1.253 contrasting all I was being and doing
with m y adolescent ambitions | id M a 2.200 were they
perhaps quarrelling or being naughty or skylarking gaily
across the Park | Phillpotts G R 89 I had to tell him he
was being rude and forgetting that he spoke to a lady.
14.7(7). The expanded tenses are not often used
when a second ing-participle is following; indeed m a n y
authors seem to avoid this construction altogether.
Examples: Di D 168 The master of this shop was
sitting at the door in his shirt-sleeves, smoking. [Here,
the distance between the two forms makes the sound
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more tolerable] | id Do 261 Florence was, one day, sitting
reading in her room | Thack N 462 the young m e n were
sitting smoking the vesper cigar | G E A 51 she was sitting
stooping over her sewing | Zangwill G 224 some of the
working m e n w h o had been standing waiting by the shafts
of the hansom | Rose Macaulay P 126 She was not writing when I came in, but sitting doing nothing.
Compare also Di F 621 A s L a m m l e , standing gathering up the shirts . . . said this | Ritchie M 241 w e
have all seen her, sitting stitching in her arm-chair.
In the following two (American) quotations the expanded form
is as it were exhausted, and a simple tense is used in the second
place after and: 0. Henry 313 You ain't going away and leave me
to die with this . . . | Bromfield G W 61 A m I dreaming, and really
lie asleep in the hut at Megambo?
Similar Constructions
14.8(1). Very m u c h the same thing as is expressed
by the auxiliary be in the expanded tenses is pretty
often expressed by some full verb, expressing a state or
condition, like sit, stand, etc., combined with the first
participle:
G a m m e r 95 As G a m m e r Gurton . . . Sat pesynge
and patching of H o d g her m a n s briche | Goldsm V 1.78
immediately after, a m a n was seen bursting through the
hedge | Di D 131 I k n e w the way, and presently found
myself strolling along the path to .meet her | Thack P
132 W h e n Miss Costigan came h o m e , she found her father
pacing up and down their apartment | ib 260 they appeared bowing humbly | Mackenzie C 8 the unladylike
bedroom where her niece lay suckling her baby girl
Priestley G 365 H e found him in a corner of the deserted
room, eating cheese and biscuits.
14.8(2). A special case is seem with thefirstparticiple = 'seem to be': a distinction between he seems to
nod = 'it seems that he nods', and he seems nodding =
'it seems that he is nodding' cannot, however, be carried
through with perfect strictness.
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Examples: Sh Mcb V. 1.33 It is an accustom'd action
with her, to seeme thus washing her hands | Mitford O V
89 Brindle seems meditating another attack | Bronte V
69 she seems turning m e round in her thoughts | Lytton
K 200 She seemed standing on the very verge of the
upland | Wells M a 1.141 he seemed always looking at her
instead of the ball j Masefield S 274 he couldn't speak
nor swallow, but seemed trying to clear his throat | Galsw
Ca 189 H e never showed his feelings, yet he never seemed
trying to hide them, as I used always to be | id T 307
The passionate shame she seemed feeling at her abandonment (very frequent in Galsw) || Bronte W 245 she had
undressed, and appeared going to sleep.
Both constructions, with participle and with infinitive,
used side by side:
Thack N 121 The rosy little children . . . seemed
mocking her. She seemed to read in the book, " O Ethel,
you dunce!" | Di P 151 The old m a n seemed gradually
blending into the chair, the damask waistcoat to resolve
into a cushion, the red slippers to shrink into little red
cloth bags.
14.8(3). There are certain constructions which resemble the expanded tenses though strictly speaking they
must be analyzed differently. In thefirstplace w e m a y
have the verb be in its ordinary use combined with an
indication of locality, and followed by a participle in
apposition to the subject, as in Lyly C 313 I had rather
be in thy shop grinding colours than in Alexander's court
following higher fortunes | A V Mark 14.49 I was daily
with you in the temple, teaching.
14.8(4). Second, a participle m a y be added to the
subject preceded by the weak there -f- a form of the
verb be:
Sh H 4 A 1.2.66 Shall there be gallows standing in
England, when thou art king | A V Mark 2.6 But there
were certaine of the scribes sitting there, and reasoning
in their hearts [already O E : par wseron sume of p a m
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bocerum sittende and on heora heortan pencende] | Defoe
R 164 there was no wind stirring to help m e | Gissing
0 32 there were three hundred people elbowing and
jostling one another | Kipling Barrack R 59 A n d there
ain't no busses running from the Bank to Mandalay |
Priestley B 23 If there were any drinks going later, he
must point that out to Waverton | Galsw Ca 529 I cannot
like this smoking in a room where there are ladies dining.
Cf. other predicatives after there is III 17.72.
The participle dwelling (== now living) m a y precede
the subject, but the grammatical analysis is the same as
in the sentences just quoted: C h A 3187 W h y l o m ther
was dwellinge at Oxenforde A riche gnof . . . With him
ther was dwellinge a povre scoler | Mandeville 213 where
there is dwellynge gret plentee of the lytylle folk.
14.8(5). Third, the form in ing m a y be used in a
purely adjectival w a y (cf. the remarks above 12.1(5) on
OE.). T h e adjectival character is shown by the possibility of having an adverb of degree:
This is very amusing (surprising) | her features are
very striking indeed | Swift P 17 I have been very sparing
of this ornament | Thack N 62 there is no part of the
world where ladies are more fascinating than in British
India | Cowper L 1.184 a friendship that bid fair to be
lasting ( N E D has an example with so lasting).
14.8(6). In some cases the adjectival character is
shown by the preposition to, where we should have had
the simple object if it had been a case of an expanded
tense of a transitive verb:
Di P 262 It is very distressing to m e , sir, to give
this information | id X 182 a broken hint was always
worrying to him | H a y B 54 the very fact was wounding
to his self-love | Barrie M 296 what is interesting to such
as I, m a y not be for a minister's eye | id A d m . Cr. 33
Your father's views are shocking to m e | Galsw Frat 51
His glance was evidently disconcerting to the girl | id IPh
141 the strangeness of the place was stimulating to his
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brain | Walpole C 127 he was ready to be charming to
his aunt | id G M 144 Philip had been away for so long
that everything in London was exciting to him | Tarkington F 196 it struck m e that light gray was becoming to
you | Kennedy R 78 Everything about her welcome had
been depressing to him | the night has been very trying
to everybody.
14.8(7). In sentences like the following the adjectival
character is evident (though not shown formally) because
the transitive verbs from which they are derived could
not be used without an object: it is gratifying to see so
m u c h tenderness | it is saddening (irritating, exasperating)
to see so m u c h ingratitude | the weather is promising |
Goldsm V 1.86 by all that's tempting | Galsw IC 19 the
knowledge of what was comforting j Kaye Smith G A 129
she was irritating at times.
Cf. also Di D 60 Barkis is willin'.
14.8(8). If he is fasting means 'he is abstaining
from food as a religious observance' w e have an expanded
present, but if it means 'he has not yet broken his fast
today' (as in BJo A 1.364 you must be fasting), it must
rather be considered an adjective.
14.8(9). W e have also an adjective in Trollope Aut
26 W e had already learned to k n o w that they would be
forthcoming at stated intervals,—and they always were
forthcoming [there is no ordinary verb forthcome].
Criticism
14.9(1). Sweet's treatment of the expanded tenses (NEG
§ 288, 2203 ff.) is, as might be expected, most instructive on m a n y
particular points, but he seems to labour under the inappropriate
n a m e he gave to the tenses: it is true that I am writing a letter
is more 'definite' than I write my letters in the evening, but when
w e come to / was writing a letter when he came, the expanded
tense should rather be called 'defining' than 'definite'. A n d yet in
both cases the distinction between the expanded and the simple
tenses is exactly the same. Note also the contradiction implied in
Sweet's terms: I have been seeing is a 'long tense' (§ 283), but in
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§ 288 he says that the shorter a tense is, the more definite it generally is—and yet have been seeing is called a 'definite perfect'.
Cf. also Sweet § 2217 " w e m a y say that the definite present
and perfect are absolute tenses, while the definite preterite and future are relative tenses, because they m a k e us expect another clause".
Sweet does not mention (he fact that what he calls an 'absolute'
tense, is really 'relative', namely in relation to the present moment.
It is useless in a survey of English verbal forms or phrases
to give such paradigms as those in Sweet's Elementarbuch, in which
combinations like "I have been being seen", "I had been being
seen", "I shall be being seen", "I should be being seen", "I shall
have been being seen" are registered as normal expressions on the
same footing as "I a m seeing", etc., while as a matter of fact they
are so extremely rare that it is better to leave them out of account
altogether.
14.9(2). Nor can I see that Akerlund's definitions are always
to the point: "the indefinite tenses are used where no special time
is thought of" [how about Cxsar was killed on the Ides of March
the train starts at €.23 ] he lived there from 1910 till 1920 and innumerable similar sentences?], "the periphrasis gives, so to speak,
a stronger inner stress to the verb, makes it more sentence-stressed
I sentence-stress is a term generally used about relations of quite a
different order], by calling the interest directly to the idea of time [V,
see above]: the indefinite tense is more neutral and apt to act in
a way more as copula than as a tense, properly taken [how is this
contrast to be understood?] whereas the definite tense is more pregnant in this respect and is preferred where the action, as such, is
to be emphasized" (p. 2).
14.9(3). Western's definition (De m e d hjaelpeverbet be og
nutids particip omskrevne verbalformer, Christiania Vidensk. Selskab
1895) is as follows: T h e only general rule that can be laid down
is that while the simple tenses denote what is infinite or has no
limits, as in: "the church stands on a hill—I have never seen him",
or the instantaneous, as "he fell dead", or a series of successive
events, as "when he had gone I sat down, and wept"—the periphrastic forms'denote the action or state as limited within some
period which m a y be specially defined or understood, as "he has
been sleeping for six hours", or as simultaneous with some other
action, e. g. "he was dressing w h e n I entered the room".—Western
himself sees that this rule requires modifications and qualifications,
and gives valuable contributions to this end in going through the
various tenses separately; it should, however, be possible to arrive
at more precise results, even though perfectly sharp lines of demarcation cannot be drawn between the two sets of tenses.
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14.9(4). Grattan and Gurrey (Our Living Language, 1925,
p. 215 ff.) give a very able vivid exposition of the question, and I
a m glad to see that they have been influenced by m y o w n views.
Their formula is that continuous tenses make clear the relative
duration of two actions which roughly synchronize. They give the
following diagram, which closely resembles m y o w n of 1914:
The band was playing
while I wrote
The band played
while I was writing
The band was playing
while I was writing
———
—
The band was playing
at six o'clock
The band played
while I wrote
Poutsma's treatment of the Expanded Tenses (II. 2. 317—348)
has the same qualities as the other parts of his grammar: wealth
of quotations and solid discrimination in judging them, though I
cannot always accept his explanations.
14.9(5). A. Brusendorffs "The Relative Aspect of the Verb
in English", which he has done m e the honour to write for the
Miscellany offered to m e on m y birthday 1930, contains a great
m a n y shrewd observations in connexion with modern psychology
and the theory of relativity. H e has not, however, converted m e
to all his points of view; I think m y o w n 'frame'-theory explains
most of his interesting examples just as well as his own. Let m e
take a few of the most salient ones. (229) "Then, suddenly, she
was clinging to him, and his arms went about her": the exp. t.
follows the rule above 12.6(5); teas clinging and went are not or
need not be simultaneous: w e might insert then (while, or, because
she was clinging to him) before his arms. If the exp. t. here means
simultaneity, why is it not used in the second v e r b ? — " W h e n I
entered the room, he was following m e " : his following had begun
before and continued after the m o m e n t of m y entering.—(234) "In
1579 Drake, w h o was circumnavigating the globe, was thefirstto
claim British sovereignty in the N e w World": it was during bis
circumnavigation of the globe (whether this was ultimately completed or not, does not concern us here) that he claimed, etc.—
There is no necessity to invoke dual time ("a n e w time track") or
dual personality to explain (237): "She heard the car draw up to
the gate of their garden. H e was coming up the stairs.—He came
into the room. Her heart was beating wildly and her hands were
shaking; it was lucky she lay on the sofa. She was holding an open
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book as though she had been reading. H e stood for an instant on
the threshold and their eyes met", etc. The exp. tenses simply denote what was the frame round the successive events told in the
simple tenses; with regard to lay cf. 14.6(1), but if "everything passing within her o w n particular time-system" was to be 'expanded',
lay should have been so just as well as shaking and holding. The
following quotations offer no difficulty.
14.9(6). With regard to the passive C u r m e ( P M L A 28.182ff.;
1913) 'energetically' repudiates the theory that is building in the
passive sense originated in the combination of a (on) + verbal substantive, and tries to show that it goes back to a passive use of the
present participle in O E . H e admits that there is a long gap in the
chain of evidence: "The lack of exampls of this usage in the period
between 950 and the sixteenth century does not disprove their
existence, but only indicates the hostil attitude of the m e n of letters
toward this construction"—as if everything written during these six
centuries were due to 'men of letters' and as if medieval writers
were likely to be strongly influenced by a hostile attitude towards
any syntactical construction found naturally in their mother-tongue I
In order to believe in continuity w e must, at any rate, have valid
proof of the existence of the construction in Ihe O E period, but
Curme's o w n examples are far from convincing. Let us look at
them separately. Lindisf. Lu. 7.12 and heono dead wxs ferende:
et ecce defunctus efferebatur. It is true that the Latin and the
modern English versions here have passive verbs, but that should
not make us forget that O E feran does not m e a n 'efferre' or 'carry
out', but is intransitive and means 'go, set out, depart'; ferende
thus is not passive. C u r m e seems to have confounded this verb
with the transitive ferian. Next, ib. Mattb. 13.19 ff., where seminatus est is rendered four times sawende wses. These passages are
not clear, and it is possible that the glossator took the Latin form
in an active sense 'sowed' as if from a deponens seminor. A n y h o w
he does not seem to have understood the text, which in itself is
not too clear and caused the translators of 1611 and of 1881 considerable difficulty. It is always dangerous to draw syntactical conclusions from isolated occurrence in interlinear glosses, and Curme's
endeavours to explain the ingenuity of the old translator, w h e n he
wanted to say that the seed 'was being put', are not at all to the
point as this would give a completely wrong sense instead of the
correct 'what has been sown'. Curme's third O E passage is from
Bede: land wses forhergiende. But this too is corrupt, and w e must
abide with Waiting's solution (Syntax Alfr. 2.41) that the reading
of the other M S is preferable: forheregode u-seron. These three passages are the only ones adduced from the entire English literature
during nearly one thousand years!
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Akerlund (E. St. 47.324; 1914) gives one O E example: JElfric
Lives XXIII B 109 " N u ic wille aefter p y s u m areccan hu paes mynstres gesetnysse healdende wses", but be is doubtful whether this
should be translated 'how the ordinance of the minster was being
kept'. There is evidently something wrong about the passage, as
gesetnysse cannot be the nominative case, but only some oblique
case; read hu he pees with the personal pronoun omitted by haplography? At any rate, this isolated example proves nothing; nor
are the examples adduced by Akerlund from the 14th and 15th c.
unimpeachable, as he sees himself clearly. There seem therefore
to be strong reasons for upholding the view that the passive is -ing
does not appear before the 16th c.—a strong argument in favour of
the on (a)-theorj.
Akerlund thinks that this construction has a twofold source
(ib. 333), namely is + a (or in) + -ing and is -f- present participle
used in an intransitive sense—the phenomenon dealt with in m y
vol. Ill ch. XVI. But he does not seem to realize the fact that this
pseudo-passive use is not found in those verbs that are most frequent
in the passive-expanded construction. T h e test is whether it is
possible to use the verb intransitively outside of the expanded
forms; and though the house is building is frequent, it is impossible
to find the house builds, and the same holds good with the rest
of the examples given in Akerlund's paper of ts -ing, with the sole
exceptions of form, prepare, dry, slam, brew, mature, perhaps also
play. In other instances there is a distinct difference between the
two senses in which the verb is used, the subject being always
thought of as more or less self-active with the pseudo-passive verbs,
but not in the passive expanded construction; compare thus
pseudo-passive
his prose reads like poetry
he is n o w mending rapidly
while George was dressing for
dinner (he dresses)

passive expanded
while this ballad was reading
m y periwig that was mending
there (Pepys)
while something is dressing for
our dinner (Pepys).

Though I a m quite ready to admit that the 'pseudo-passive'
application has entered for something in our expanded form in a
passive sense, I do not think that it can at all compare in importance with the combination of a preposition and the verbal substantive, which I continue to regard as the chief source of the
construction.
Cf. also F. Mosse, Histoire de la forme periphraMique 'etre -f
partidpe present' e» gcrmanique. I—II. Paris 1938.

15.1(1), 15.1(2).]
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Chapter X V

Will
T h e Full Verb
15.1(1). T o express volition emphatically and unambiguously w e have the fully inflected verb will (OE
willian), which is distinct from the auxiliary will (a) by
its flexion, (b) by its syntactic construction, and (c) by
being used chiefly, if not exclusively, in literary style.
(a) Flexion: 3rd sg present: willeth, wills
pret. and participle: willed
inf. and imper.: will
first participle: willing (with to and an
inf., to be considered an adj. rather
than a real participle; the meaning
is not quite that of .the vb will, but
'having no objection'.
Examples of the infinitive are found in Shelley 824
It follows, that the Gods would always will That which
is best, were they supremely good. H o w then does one
will one thing, one another? | N . Angell N P ' 1 7 If Northcliffe would but will it, the aspirations of mankind would
be realized. T w o examples in 15.1(2).
Cf. Ch E 720 a wyf . . . nothing ne sholde Wille in effect, but
as hir husbond wolde.

Imperative: Deloney ed. M a n n 27 therefore will him
to come to mee.
15.1(!8). (b) Syntactically this verb can take
(1) an ordinary object (chiefly neutral pronouns)
Sh V A 550 Paying what ransome the insulter willeth |
Byron IV 352 D o G o d no wrong! Live as he wills it,—
die, when he ordains | G E A 1.38 whatever God wills
is holy, just and good | id ABarton 73 all the children
were there, for A m o s had willed it so | Tenn 129 to do
the thing he will'd | id 407 I needs must break These
bonds that so defame m e : not without she wills it: would
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I, if she will'd it? | Thack N 698 I told Florae that we
should remain, if he willed it, his guests for a little
longer | Lecky D 38 W h a t Gladstone willed he willed
very strongly | Doyle S 4.182 he had when he willed it,
the utter immobility of countenance of a red Indian |
Galsw S w 267 [her thoughts:] W h a t she willed would
be accomplished, but none should k n o w of iti
Hence it m a y be used (rarely) in the passive:
Sayce Intr ScL 1.68 Language originated without
being willed into existence.
(2) an inf. with to:
Ch H F 446 Which who-so willeth for to knowe H e
moste rede m a n y a rowe | H a w t h Sn 43 a m a n who
might have fulfilled the prophecy and had not willed to
do so | Dickinson S 150 poverty and wealth will continue
in spite of all changes of form, until m e n will to get
rid of them | Bennett H L 153 If only I willed to move
away, I could move away. But, nol I shall not will it.
(3) an ace. with inf.:
Greene F B 4.40 But w e will send forth letters for
m y son, To will him come from Oxford to the court.
Other examples see ace. with inf. in vol. V.
(4) a clause with that:
Beaconsf L 452 God had willed that His revelation
should rest in the world | Hope R 12 So he seemed to
will that it should be.
(5) Finally this will m a y be used with adverbs like
so or as or by itself:
Ch R 6920 But they ne shulde not willen so | Caxton
R 30 yf he had willyd | Wordsw P 7.9 so willed the
muse | Lowell Engl Poete 141 Hamlet wishes to will, but
never wills | Haggard S 113 Does the lady go with us?
"If she wills".
In M E will (without the ending -eth) in the third person sg
might take a that-cWuse (e. g. C h B 1843); C h also has hath wold =
has willed, e. g. B 2189, 2714.—There w a s also an old verb wilne(n),
see NED., but it had become obsolete before the M n E period; final
•In phonetically became -I, see I 7.1.
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T h e Auxiliary
15.2(1). Next w e come to the 'empty word' will,
which shares with other auxiliary verbs the following
characteristic traits: it has neither infinitive nor participles, hence it does not take do and forms no composite
perfect and pluperfect; it is combined with the infinitive
without to; it is frequently unstressed and in that position has developed weak forms; its meaning, too, is
m u c h more vague than that of the full verb will, as seen
in its extensive use corresponding to what in some other
languages is expressed by temporal and modal forms of
the main verb.
The Modern English forms of this auxiliary are the
following:
Present will [wil]—weak [al, 1]; written I'll, E1E generally lie; you'll, E1E youle; he'll, etc.; Sweet gives
the pronunciation [al] after [r]: [da weciar al bi setld].
Rare forms in literature: Kaye Smith T 276 the
whole thing ull fall to pieces | Jameson F 65 it u'll [sic]
be perfect.
Second person fwilt, weak thou'lt, sometimes thou't.
Occasionally in Sh woo't, wot = wilt ( M E wolt) or wilt thou.
Preterit would [ w u d ] — w e a k [ad] after a consonant: [it ad],
sometimes written it'd (Meredith E 480, S h a w 1.178) |
Shaw M 84 one ud think, [d] after a vowel: I'd,
he'd, etc.
Second person fwouldst.
O n the consequences of the falling together of the
w e a k forms of would a n d had see 19.9.
It is sometimes said that '11, 'd are contracted forms
not only for will, would, but also for shall, should. This
is quite w r o n g ; the sound [ w ] often disappears (I 7.3),
[J] never, a n d in those syntactic cases in which shall,
should is strictly required, '11, 'd never appears.
Contracted negative forms (in literature from the
17th c.) won't for will not (phonetically from wol not), a n d
wouldn't.
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Various U s e s
15.2(2). Will was used in E 1 E with a substantive
as object without any futuric sense = 'want', especially
with a negative or in questions implying a negative
answer:
Sh W i v III. 5.32 H e no pulletrsperme in m y brewage | C y III. 4.81 Soft, soft, wee'l no defence | W i v III.
4.65 what wold you with m e ? Truely, for mine o w n
part, I would little or nothing with you. Cf. III. 12.83.
This is n o w obsolete, and will have (see 15.4) is used
with the same meaning; ex. of I will none of II 16.683.
15.2(3). In former times will, like must, may, etc.
(cf. shall 17.1(2)) might be combined with an adverb denoting a direction, where it is n o w necessary in ordinary
language to add a verb of movement, though the old
idiom is still to some extent used in literary language.
(Cp. D a n . vil ud, skal ind, ma op, etc.)
C h B 4242 Mordre wol out [still as a proverb]
Malory 76 the swerd wold not oute | Wilde S M 122 a
virtue will out | W a r d F 192 H e hasn't had the bringingup of a gentleman. That kind of thing will out | Bennett
L M 144 h u m a n nature will out | Masefield C 263 It
would not out of her head.
S h Alls III. 5.79 H e about it this euening j Cor. I.
3.78 I will not out of doores ... H e not ouer the threshold ... I will not foorth | M i A 29 three pages would
not down at any time | Congreve 267 I'll to your master |
Swift T 118 he would d o w n with his knees, u p with his
eyes, and fall to prayer ... he would of a sudden out
with his gear | Scott A 2.314 [a proverb] he that will
to Cupar m a u n to Cupar | Carlyle S 145 I will to the
woods | Mered R 20 Cornel We'll to Bursley after 'em |
Ridge S 41 n o w you'll on with your clothes.
15.2(4). Apart from this usage, will is now, like
other auxiliary verbs, used either with an infinitive (without to) or in such a w a y that an infinitive can easily be
supplied from the context. After some remarks on the
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application of will to lifeless beings, w e shallfirstconsider
those cases in which the idea of volition is prominent
and later those in which it is more or less obliterated.
(It will be convenient throughout to use the learned word
volition instead of the more popular substantive will.)
Volition, Power, Habit
15.3(1). Volition is popularly ascribed to lifeless
things—the same idea that is found, for instance in "the
winde bloweth where it listeth". W e have this will emphasized in
G E A 194 [Mrs. Poyser] W h a t is to be broke [ =
broken] will be broke. (Cp. the examples of will out
given above 15.2(3).)
15.3(2). T h e following examples imply the will of
an inexorable fate = necessity of some happening (in
the future):
Sh Cees II. 2.36 Seeing that death, a necessary end,
Will come, w h e n it will come | Locke F S 147 W h a t will
be will be (cf. below 17.2(1) Marlowe's use of shall here).
Cp. further the old phrase it will not be = 'all is
in vain'; m a n y quotations in Sh. Lex., cf. Ch M P 3.42
That [ = 'what'] wil not be, moot nede be left.
Combined with needs, will approaches the meaning
of 'must' or 'cannot fail to' (in the present time): Sh
H m l IV. 5.3 her moode will needs be pittied.
15.3(3). Applied to lifeless things will often denotes
power, capacity, etc.:
Will the ice bear? | the hall will seatfivehundred |
the boat will hold only half of those that have taken
tickets | will all that go into the box? j Defoe G 57 all
your estate won't purchase them.
This is sometimes hardly to be distinguished from the futuric
use, see, e. g. Sh H 6 A II. 5.109 as that slaughterer doth, Which
giueth m a n y wounds, w h e n one will kill.

15.3(4). A closely related use is found in the familiar that'll do = 'that is sufficient or sufficiently good',
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in which the auxiliary has no reference to the future
time. It m a y be used in questions (will that dot), even
in the first person: Quiller-Couch M 4 8 Will I do? ( =
' A m I good enough?').
Fries quotes the same question from A. Thomas's play "The
Witching Hour" (Amr., 1907). Bennett Imp. Pal. 491 writes: "Shall
I do?": she sought his approval.
Mackenzie C 18 N o w that'll do with questions ( =
those questions are enough).
Cf. would 19.1(7).
15.3(5). Another connected transition is a consequence of the fact that what one does willingly, one is
apt to do frequently. Hence will (would 19.1(6)) comes to be
the expression of a habit, especially a habit which is a consequence of one's character or natural disposition. This
usage goes back to O E and M E ; with the semantic development m a y be compared that of the adverb G. gern,
Dan. gerne 'willingly', which comes to m e a n 'habitually'.
In the present tense, it does not seem usual in the first
person (the only example I have noted, is an old one,
C h C 413 T h a n wol I stinge h i m with m y tonge smerte);
in the second it is often, emotionally coloured^: " Y o u will
smoke all day long—and then complain of a sore throat I"
Sh H 5 V. 2.59 (they) grow like sauages, as souldiers
will, That nothing doe, but meditate on blood | S h As
IV. 3.159 M a n y will swoon w h e n they do look on bloud |
Gibbon M 191 some will praise from politeness, and
some will criticise from vanity | Ellis M 171 a m a n will
tire of carrying a baby before a nurse-maid will | Kipl
K 153 M a h b u b was mocking him as faithless Afghans
will | Eliz., Expiation 50 their letters became gradually
warmer and warmer, as letters easily will w h e n the writers
do not meet.
15.3(6). The same use of will as habit is frequent
in speaking of animals and even lifeless things, to which
popular psychology is apt to ascribe volition:
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More TJ 123 oxen wyll suffre m u c h more labour
than horses wyll | North 247 when a m a n s heart is
troubled within, his pulse will beate maruellous strongly |
Scott A 2.319 W h e r e the slaughter is, the eagles will be
gathered near | Di D 384 accidents will occur in the bestregulated families [proverb] | Thack P 345 The lights and
the music, the crowd and the gaiety, charmed and exhilarated Pen, as those sights will do young fellows.
This use of toill is sometimes hard to distinguish
from will denoting the future, e. g. in Galsw Ca 548
W o m e n are generous—they will give you what they can.
Non-futuric Volition
15.4(1). Next w e shall consider the use of will as
a real present denoting actual volition with regard to the
present (or to all times, cf. on this use of the present
tense 2.1(2)), rather than to any future time.
If will is emphasized, obstinacy m a y be meant:
G a m m e r 102 fooles will be fooles styll! j boys will
be boys. Cf. also Sh A d o I. 1.117 I wonder that you
will still be talking, signior Benedicke, no body markes you.
15.4(2). Will have has taken the place of the obsolete will with an object, 15.2(2):
Sh H 4 A III. 1.115 lie haue it so, a little charge
will doe it. H e not haue it alter'd | R 2 III. 3.206 quoted
below 15.6(1) | S h a w 2.142 W h o will have some lemonade?
This combination m a y , of course, be used in a futuric sense as in the following quotation, where it is used
parallel with the futuric present tense fit out: Stevenson
T 48 if w e have the clue you talk about, Ifitout a ship
in Bristol dock, . . . and I'll have that treasure if I search
a year.
15.4(3). Will have it meaning 'interpret, apprehend'
has no reference to future time:
Macaulay E 2.222 he will have it that all virtues
and all accomplishments met in his hero | H o p e R 174
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still she would have it that all m e n hailed him for their
king | S h a w 1.53 if you will have it that you are well.
15.4(4). A related use is found w h e n a speaker or
writer is considering h o w strong an expression he is justified in using:
Di P 39 he fairly turned his back a n d — w e will not
say fled ... he trotted away | N P '29 I will go so far
as to call it an interesting book | N P '29 I will venture
the statement that no thinker of the century has held
his resources more entirely at c o m m a n d .
15.4(5). Will expressing present volition is more
frequent in negative than in positive sentences:
Sh M c b IV. 1.75 H e will not be commanded.
Thus also in the first person:
S h H m l IV. 5.130 H e not be iuggel'd with | Fielding
3.499 I never was afraid of any thing yet, nor I won't
begin now; no, d — n m e , won't I | I won't stand any
nonsense | S h a w P 264 I'll not be intimidated or talked
back to.
It is m y impression (confirmed by Prof. Collinson)
that I won't see him lays more stress on volition ( = I
refuse to see him) than I'll (I will) not see him; the two
sentences correspond to "I will see him" and "I'll see
him" respectively, the latter being therefore more apt to
be used as a mere future.
In the following quotation will not refers to the present and I will to the future: Fielding 1.199 I will not
be us'd in this manner. N o , Sir, I will be paid, if there
be such a thing as law.
15.4(6). In positive statements it is chiefly found
when no infinitive follows, in which case will is stressed, eg.
M i P L 3.173 M a n shall not quite be lost, but sav'd
w h o will | Shelley 410 Italy or London, which you will] j
Tenn 64 T h e land, where girt with friends or foes A
m a n m a y speak the thing he will | you m a y say what
you will, I stand on m y rights.
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Thus also in will he, nill he, and will ye, nill ye (with
the obsolete nill = 'will not'), now written willy-nilly and
used as an unchanged particle.
15.4(7). Further examples are found in the characteristic clauses of indifference with a preposed verb in
the crude (stem) form:
Roister 78 Slee else w h o m she will, by gog she shall
not slee m e e | Marlowe J 1710 goe whither he will, I'le
be none of his followers | Sh R 2 II. 1.209 Thinke what
you will: w e seise into our hands His plate | M i P L 5.62
Forbid w h o will, none shall from m e withhold Longer
thy offerd good 1 Sterne 112 True Shandeism, think what
you will against it, opens the heart | Cowper L 1.20 go
when I will, I find a house full of peace and cordiality j
Carlyle F R 474 Look where you will, immeasurable
Obscurantism is girdling this fair France | Bronte V 262
Look where I will, I see nothing like him | R u S 85
distribute the earth as you will, the principal question
remains inexorable.
Examples of the corresponding preterit, see 19.1(1).
15.4(8). As examples of present volition without
reference to future w e m a y also mention the familiar
phrase: I'll trouble you for the salt [ = m a y I . . .?] |
Fox 2.170 I'll thank you to pass the decanter.
A collection of I will's denoting volition with reference not
to the future, but to all his life is found in C h C 440 ff., where the
pardoner asks "Trowe ye . .. That I wol live in povert wilfully?"
and then goes on "Nay, nay . . . For I wol preche ... I wol not
do no labour ... I wol nat beggen ydelly. I wol non of the apostles
counterfete; I wol have money ... I wol drinke licour of the vyne,
And have a joly wenche in every toun." Then w e have some
examples of shall: "Your lyking is that I shal telle a tale ... I
hope I shal y o w telle a thing That shall ( = mod. is to, or will),
by resoun, been at your lyking" and finally w e get a volitional future: " N o w holde your pees, m y tale I wol beginne".
In C h T 4.908 "For wel wot I, it wol m y bane be; A n d
deye I wol in certayn" I will seems to stand for / shall, pure
future.
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Volitional Future
15.5(1). It is a natural consequence of the notion
of volition that it generally has reference to what is to
happen in the future; the infinitive following will m a y
therefore be said to be a notional future infinitive, just
as after the other verbs mentioned in 7.2. This leads
to the extensive use of will to express first a volitioncoloured future and finally a future time without such
colouring. But the more frequent such a use of will as
an auxiliary becomes, the greater is naturally the need
for stronger and more unmistakable verbs, such as want,
mean, intend, choose, where a real (strong) will has to be
denoted. W e see this clearly in some biblical examples.
In Matt. 20.14 the A V has "I will giue vnto this last,
euen as vnto thee"—keeping I will from Wyclif's translation, where it meant, 'I wish to give to this last m a n
as to thee', cf. Lat. volo huic dare. But n o w the words
are felt to express only an intention or a promise, and
thus "half the significance of the text is lost" (Molloy).
Hence I find that R V changed it into It is my will to
give, and 20th C. V. has I choose to give.

Correspondingly in the third person: A V Luke 13.31
"Get thee out, and depart hence; for Herode will [Greek:
the'lei] kill thee" is nowadays inevitably misunderstood as
a prediction; hence the R V alters into: "would fain kill
thee" and the 20th C. V. (better) into "means to kill
you" | Matt 16.25 A V whosoeuer will saue his life, shall
lose it: and whosoeuer will lose his life for m y sake,
shall finde it = R V : would . . . shall . . . shall . . . shal
= 20th C. V. Whoever wishes to save his life will lose
it, and whoever for m y sake loses his life will secure it.
Want, choose, intend, mean, thus become the natural
expressions of a will or intention that is not carried into
effect. But on the other hand will often serves to denote
the two things at once, present volition, and the certainty
of a future happening.
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15.5(2). T h e distinction between the strong expression of volition and the weakened will is seen in
Wells A 157 the m a n w h o will be boss will be the m a n
who wants to be boss. (The same idea might, however,
have been expressed by saying: "The m a n w h o will be
boss (wi)ll be boss" with extra stress on thefirstloill.)
15.5(3). It is the natural consequence of the fact
that the auxiliary will has no participle and no infinitive,
that in the perfect and pluperfect it is necessary to use
want or a similar verb: we have (had) wanted to go, corresponding to Fr. nous avons (anions) voulu y alter, and
similarly we shall want to go, corresponding to Fr. nous
voudrons y alter.
First Person
15.6(1). A s generally used, I will do that means
'I a m willing (or determined) to do that, and I shall do
it'. It thus indicates not only volition, but also certainty
of fulfilment.
Devil E 523 awake! or I will beare thee hence Hedlong to hell | Sh R 2 III. 3.206 W h a t you will haue, lie
giue, and willing to [ = too] | Lr. II. 4.223 I will not
trouble thee, m y child: farewell: Wee'l no more meete,
no more see one another | Franklin 40 "I will be row'd
home", says he. " W e will not row you", says I | Di P
339 "for God's sake don't neglect it" . . . "No, no; I
won't forget it" | id F 357 But h o w ? I'll tell you . . .
If ever you tell of m e , I'll tell of you | Mrs Browning
A 60 it's a reasonable thought That 1 . . . will leave m y
handful in m y niece's hand, when death shall paralyse
these fingers | Thack P 149 "I will see her," said Arthur.
"I'll ask her to marry m e , once more. I will. N o one
shall prevent m e " | Tenn 64 I seek a warmer sky, A n d
I will see before I die The palms and temples of the
South | Parker R 12 I will marry her. She will have m e .
Note that in the quotation from R2 you will have means
'you want' and would now be thus expressed; in the Lear quotation
I will not is a promise, but as he cannot in the same way promise
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anything on behalf of the person addressed, wee'l no more mee
really means 'I promise to do what is in m y power to prevent our
meeting again'.
15.6(2). It is easy to see that I will in this way
comes to be a natural expression of a promise or a threat
according as the action does, or does not, agree with the
interest of the second person; see examples in which it
is combined with shall in the second or third person,
below, 17.6.
Note the use in content-clauses like these: I promise
(have promised, have resolved, I swear, I declare) that I
will never again taste a drop of spirits.—But cf. below
on shall 18.6(1), and on non-volitional I will 16.2.
15.6(3). Certainty of fulfilment is not implied in
the familiar I'll be hanged, if . . ., which means 'I wish
I m a y be': Smollett ( N E D ) I'll be d — d if ever I cross the
back of a horse again | Strachey Q V 120 'I'll be hanged
if I'll do it for you, m y Lord/ he (Melbourne) was heard
to say.
Grattan and Gurrey, Our Living Language, p. 225 say: "Will
m a y express the speaker's intention, not necessarily realizable—for
example "I will punch your head after roll-call". Usually, however,
it expresses futurity plus the idea of willingness, deference, or politeness on the part of the speaker—for example:—"I will see you
to the station."

15.6(4). It is worth observing that the plural we
will does not always agree with the singular I will, because we means I plus some one or more else. If the
person (or persons) addressed is (or are) included, we
have the so-called inclusive first person plural (which in
some exotic languages is kept strictly distinct from the
exclusive plural, P G 192 and 214, cf. II. 4.52); we will
thus m a y be practically another way of saying let us.
Grattan and Gurrey, 1. c, remark that shall would be
impolite instead of will in "With your permission, Doctor,
w e will call in a specialist", but they do not state the
reason, which evidently is that we will includes the doctor
among those w h o are to decide, while we shall would ex-
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elude him. W e shall see something similar in Sweet's
rule, 16.3(1).
Questions in the First Person
15.6(5). The occurrence of will It (will we?) in
Standard English is denied by some grammarians, because
it seems absurd to ask somebody else about one's own will.
But as a matter of fact, such questions, even apart
from "Will I do?" mentioned above 15.3(4), are not so
very rare after all in idiomatic English, nor are they so
absurd as some theorists imagine. In thefirstplace we
have "questions raised to the second power" (PG 304),
when the possibility of a question is questioned. Will I?
thus means 'how is it possible to ask about m y will?'
implying that the answer is obvious. But curiously enough,
will It and won't It m a y thus be used in the same sense,
signifying an emphatic I will. (Nearly all the questions
quoted by Fries, P M L A 1925, p. 1000 belong to this
class). Examples (cf. also Negation 23):
Sh Shr I. 2.197 "But will you woo this wilde-cat?"
"Will I Hue? . . . W h y came I hither, but to that intent?" | H 4 B II. 1.173 Hostess: You'l pay m e altogether?
Falstaff: Will I Hue? [ = you m a y as well question m y
will to live] | W i v I. 4.170 | BJo A II. 531 Wilt thou
doe this?—Will I, sir? [ = of course I will; cf. ib I 223] |
Fielding T 4.325 if you will carry him a message from
m e . . . Will I? said Mrs. Miller: I never did anything
in m y life with a better will | Shelley L 529 I will answer
your questions . . . Next, will I own the " H y m n to Intellectual Beauty"? I do not care—as you like | Di F 573
"Will you send it, m y dear?" "Will I send it to the
writers? Is that your wish?" "Yes, certainly" | ib 870 j
id D o 232 "Will you go, Edith?" "Will I go!" she repeated, turning very red as she looked round at her
mother. "I knew you would, m y own," observed the
latter carelessly. "It is, as you say [N.B.], quite a form
to ask" | Hardy F 209 "Will you shake them in for m e ? "
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"Will I! Why, of course I will" || By 573 "And wilt
thou?" Will I not? | Scott A 1.219 "your kindness will
afford m e with local information." Will I not, man? |
Pinero S 92 "Come, Mrs. Tanqueray, won't you spare
her?" "Won't I spare her?" [I ital.].
A little differently in Sh John III. 4.69 "Binde vp
your haires".—"Yes that I will: and wherefore will I do
it? I tore them from their bonds, . . ." | McKenna SS
86 "Will you . . .? Nof sorry." "Will I what?"
15.6(6). But will I may also mean 'I will not':
Gammer 148 Will you confesse hir neele?—Will I?
no, sir, will I not | Defoe G 72 will I let m y child suck
the milk of a subject? | Thack P 797 "Will you take
anything to drink?" the domestic asked of them; . . .
"Will we take anything to drink?" Blanche asked again.
15.6(7). Next, we have "rhetorical questions" (i. e.
formal questions meaning an emphatic statement of the
opposite) as in
Marlowe J 1791 whither will I not go with gentle
Ithimore? [ = I will go anywhere] | ib 2256 Rather then
thus Hue as Turkish thrals, What will we not aduenture?
[ = we will venture anything].
15.6(8). Finally, as we may mean 'you and I',
will we may be another form of asking 'will you?' with
regard to something to be made in common by the two.
This occurs chiefly in tag-questions, even after shall
in the main statement:
Thack E 1.308 W e won't quarrel thefirstday Harry's
here, will we, mother? | Benson D 43 (also with quarrel) |
Thack N 538 W e shall be most 'appy . . . Won't we,
Julia? | Maxwell W F 40 W e won't be afraid of colour,
will we? | Walpole G M 165 Will you come to the Stores
with m e ? — O f course I will. W e won't be very long,
will we? | Barrie Adm. Cricht. 153 George, when we are
married, we shall try to be not an entirely frivolous couple,
won't we J Galsw P 10.28 And we won't give way, will we?
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Cf. the colloquial: Won't we have a lovely time? |
Benson D 158 you've been dead, and I've been dead for
a month. Won't w e have a resurrection this evening!
O n the Irish-American will It see 16.4(1, 2).
Second Person
15.7(1). For obvious reasons one very rarely has
occasion to state anything about the will of the person
to w h o m one speaks; so you will is hardly ever used in
the straightforward sense 'you have the (present) will to
do such and such a thing'.
But you will is often used in a request or order, most
often to a subordinate person; the tone m a y make it into
a very strong c o m m a n d and thus, while formally presupposing the will of the second person, it really eliminates
that will; and yet Molloy m a y be right when he says
that this mode of expression is (or was originally) caused
by "a certain delicacy of feeling which prompts the superior to avoid the strict form of command": Y o u will
Bee the box into the van, etc. This cannot be said to
be an instance of will used to denote future time, for
the meaning is not to predict, but to prescribe.
Sh H 8 V. 4.1 You'l leaue your noyse anon ye rascals |
You will pack at once and leave this house | Maxwell
S 55 The carriage will be at the door at ten minutes to
ten, to take you to Waterloo. You'll have your things
packed and you'll start — D o you hear? You'll have everything packed to-night, before you go to bed.
Questions in the Second Person
15.7(2). While it is unnatural to tell a person
something about his o w n will, it is perfectly natural to
ask him about his own will; hence will yout is used more
frequently in this sense than with mere reference to future time; very often the supplementary question or shall
I is added (cf. below 17.7):
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Thack H 30 Will you leave this house, or shall m y
servants turn you out?
15.7(3). Such questions about the other person's
will are often, but not always, equivalent to requests:
Will you lend m e that book? | S h a w M s 174 Will
you tell m e [request] or will you see m e go m a d on m y
own carpet? [ = do you want to . . .].
If a request is not implied (or half implied), it is
always safer to use some such verb as want: D o you want
to smoke? (In that case, you must go into another carriage).
15.7(4). Will you is a set phrase in invitations:
"Will you dine with us on Tuesday?" A gentleman will
ask a lady with w h o m he is in the habit of riding every
day: "Will you ride to-morrow?" which is an invitation
to come with him. But if he only asks for information,
he will say: "Shall you ride to-morrow?" or "Are you
going to ride to-morrow?" Note also the negative form
of an invitation or offer: "Won't you smoke?"
Thus will you . . .? is often notionally a mild form
for an imperative, and the same is true of such c o m m o n
formulas as Will you be kind enough to pass the salt? j
Di P 152 will you have the kindness to sit d o w n for one
moment?
In such cases the question is really about the will (not about
what will happen in the future), and I do not understand h o w Prof.
Fries ( P M L A 1925, p. 1003) can give such sentences as "Wilt thou
be pleased to hearken again to the suit I m a d e thee? | Will you
please to see her, Sir? | Will you be pleased to repose, sir?"—as
"examples of Will you? in which the context seems to exclude from
the word will the idea of wish or resolve". Cp. also G. Wollen Sie
die freundlichkeit haben und . . .? (not Werden . . .) and Fr. Voulezvous avoir la bonte de . . .? (not Aurez-vous . . .). The word please
also is an appeal to the second person's will

15.7(5). With such questions m a y be compared
the usual practice of tacking on a question with will you
to an imperative: Stop that noise, will you? | Just strike
a match, will you? | S h a w 1.4 Y o u look out the trains,
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will you?—Indeed it is possible that to the actual speechinstinct the imperative is nothing but a kind of abbreviated j^iK-sentence: H a v e an egg = Will you have an
egg? Cf. such instances of abbreviation (prosiopesis, as I
have ventured to term it, see P G 310) as Hear that sound?
= Did you [do you] hear that noise? See? = D o you
see? etc.
15.7(6). After why the verb will is often stressed,
so that why will you? is equivalent to: w h y are you so
obstinate: Byron 627 W h y wilt thou wear this gloom
upon thy brow?
Will you? is rather curious in the following instance of a
question raised to the second power [ = 'do you ask whether I
shall . ..?]: Di D o 110 'Shall I remain there, Sir?" 'Will you remain there, sir!' repeated Mr. Dombey. 'What do you mean?'

Third Person
15.8. It seems difficult to find undoubted examples
of he will to express volitional future in direct statements,
distinct from those • cases that are dealt with above or
below.
In questions about the will of a third person Will
he? is comparatively rare: the unambiguous does he want
(wish, mean, intend . . .) is generally preferred wherever
will he? might be mistaken for a question about the future. In questions about volition will is often emphatic,
as in: [He'll leave her lots of money: future] Yes, but
will he? | Thack V 19 Poor Joe, w h y will he be so shy?
Conditional clauses
15.9(1). There is one kind of clauses in which undoubted examples of will to express volition are found
regularly in the second and third persons, namely in
clauses after if and unless—as we have seen, the simple
present tense in such clauses is sufficient to denote future
time (2.5(4)). I have no examples of the first person.
In the second and third persons will here generally (especially if there is no negative) expresses willingness rather
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than determination or intention; in other words, it implies
agreement with the will of the speaker and often m a y
be expanded "will be so kind as"; in the second person
it thus m a y approach the m e a n i n g of a request.
S h V e n 5 3 6 If you will say so, y o u shall haue a
kis | H 4 A II. 3.89 Indeede H e breake thy little finger,
Harry, if thou wilt not tel m e true | ib II. 4.545 | Di
D o 261 W h e n I a m married, and have gone a w a y for
s o m e weeks, I shall be easier at heart if y o u w i U c o m e
h o m e here | id P 2 5 4 W h a t have you got to say to m e ? —
A great m a n y things, if y o u will c o m e a w a y somewhere,
where w e can talk comfortably.
Marlowe E 9 2 9 if he will not ransome him, D e
thunder such a peale into his eares | S h H 4 A V . 1.110
B u t if he will not yeeld, R e b u k e and dread correction
waite on vs | I shall be glad if he'll c o m e | I shan't be
happy unless he'll come.
C o m p a r e the two clauses in: "If y o u will tell m e
your father's address, I shall let h i m k n o w in case anything happens to y o u in the battle". H e r e if you will
m a y be said to express present voHtion, but in "I shall
be glad if h e will c o m e " w e m a y say that will refers to
volition in the future and the verb (here the auxiliary)
thus conforms to the general rule that the present tense
is used about future time in a conditional clause.
If a determination or intention is meant, want must
be used in these conditional clauses: If y o u want to smoke,
you m u s t go into another carriage | Di P 2 1 5 If y o u want
to ease your m i n d by blowing u p somebody, c o m e into
the court and blow u p m e .
H e n c e the substitution in L u k e 9.23 A V If any m a n
will c o m e after m e , let h i m denie himselfe = 20th C. V.
If any m a n wishes to always go where I go, he must
renounce self.
Will turn means the future, and not volition, in Hughes T
1.69 "If he'll only turn out a brave, helpful, truth-telling Englishman, and a gentleman and a Christian, that's all I want"—the explanation being, probably, that if does not really imply a condition
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here: the meaning is "all I want is that he'll turn out .. ."; cp.
with a real conditional clause referring to the future: "if he turns
out a gentleman, I shall be glad".

15.9(2). A relative clause m a y imply a condition:
" W e always welcome anyone that will join in c o m m o n
action for the great cause". But generally relative clauses
follow the ordinary rules for the use of auxiliaries to
denote future time: I a m expecting the arrival of some
one who will be able to tell m e everything | I'm going
to London, where I shall see John (where John will join
me). Thus also in dependent interrogatory clauses: I do
not know if I shall die soon (if he will die soon; when
he will die, etc.).

Chapter XVI
Will Continued
Will non-volitional future
16.1. The development by which will has come to
be an ordinary auxiliary for the future and in m a n y
connexions has lost the meaning of volition completely,
had already begun in O E times, though most often O E
wile has kept m u c h of its original meaning; a clear old
example of the futuric meaning seems to be Beow. 446
Ac he me habban wile dreore fahne, gif mee dead nimed~ (while
the preceding line 442 implies more clearly intention). In
M E the futuric will is very frequent (e. g. Ch A 3578
Be myrie, for the flood wol passe anon | 4111 Our corn
is stole, m e n wil us foles calle) and throughout the modern period it is firmly etablished.
In sentences containing will it is not always easy to
know whether the meaning is simply that of a future
event or whether there is still some traces of the volitional
meaning left in this verb.
As a doubtful case I give the following, in which
even the emphatic will in the answer need not imply
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real volition: Di Do 447 "He'll not come here". "He
will come here". " W e shall see". " W e shall see him".
English and Scandinavian are not the only languages in which
combinations with will come to mean future time, see i. a. PG 260,
Sandfeld, Linguistique Balkanique 12, 180 ff.
Second and Third Persons
16.1(2). The non-volitional future is naturally found
most often in the second and third persons. T h e most
obvious examples are those in which the whole context
or situation precludes the possibility of volition on the
part of the subject, thus often when the subject is not
a living being:
The next war will be more cruel than can be imagined | the m o o n will rise at eight | S h a w 1.161 It will
be nicer out here, dont you think | Russell, Scept. Essays
101 One of his sayings will illustrate this | there will be
no rain today | the result (consequences) will be disastrous |
Stevenson V 145 when at last the end comes, it will
come quietly and fitly | it will take long to settle that.
Similarly with subjects denoting living beings:
Look out, or you'll be run over J you will have to
submit whether you will or not | he'll be able to tell
to-morrow | you (he, she) will come of age next year |
you (he, she) will be forgotten long before the end of the
century | he'll repent some day | Di P 311 you'll be robbed
on it. Shall I? says he. Yes, you will.
16.1(3). Subjuncts like certainly, probably are very
often added:
H e will certainly be rewarded | she will probably die
before evening.
Or else will is combined with a conditional or temporal clause or with an adverb or other subjunct of the
same import:
Y o u (he, she) will get wet through if the rain does
not stop soon | you will miss the train unless you take
a taxi | he will be surprised if you turn u p before nine |
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no one will discover it unless he tells | when you grow
up, you'll understand | under those circumstances they
will perish | their uncle will probably leave everything
to them, and then (in that case) they will be very rich;
otherwise they'll remain poor.
16.1(4). The auxiliary will m a y be stressed to
emphasize the certainty of the future event (often printed
in italics):
Death m a y come any day, but it will come some
day | Seeley E 168 the changes and the struggles when
they c o m e — a n d they will come—will be on a larger scale |
Mackenzie Rogues 296 the holidays aren't half over yet
. . . but they will be over | Galsw P 9.9 They'll make
you their figurehead. [More smiles.] They will.
Those cases in which the simple present suffices to
denote future time have been indicated above (2.4): the
simple present and will are combined in By L 62 on
Tuesday he dines with m e , and will meet Moore; other
ex. 1. c.
Questions
16.1(5). In the second person will you is still used
more frequently as a question about volition than about
a pure future, though the latter is now increasingly frequent. In questions about time will is found, for instance, in
Di X 4 W h e n will you come to see m e ? | W a r d F
20 When'll you be off?
W h e n a question is not formally indicated by word
order, but only implied in the tone, you will is used
exactly as when no question is implied; thus even immediately after shall in Bennett H L 23 "However, I shall
— " "You will what?"
16.1(6). In most cases will he? is a question about
the mere future, without regard to actual volition:
Will the m o o n rise soon? | will he be able to go to
Switzerland this s u m m e r [do you think]? | what will the
world say? | when will he be back? | will the meeting
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take place? | what will happen, if you refuse? | Sh H 4 B
IV. 4.103 Will Fortune neuer come with both hands full? |
Bronte V 2 4 1 will the N a n come again to-night, think you?
Impatience m a y be shown by stress and intonation
as in Bennett L R 201 W h e n will the war be over?
16.1(7). In questions like the following ones (implying pitying wonder at the future destiny of a person) one
would nowadays rather say is to: Congreve 163 O strange,
what will become of m e ! | Goldsm 661 M y poor niece,
what will become of her?
First Person

16.2(1). In thefirstperson will does not lend itself
so well as in the second and third persons to the expression of mere futurity, as I will and we will are so
extensively and so naturally put in requisition to express
volition, and as the other auxiliary, shall, has come to
be m u c h used with I and we to express mere futurity.
Still I will and we will m a y be used in a futuric
Bense, and in spite of the condemnation of grammarians
this usage is constantly gaining ground, which cannot be
thought unnatural, seeing that there are here, just as with
the other persons, m a n y border cases in which it is difficult to know whether volition or pure future is meant,
and that the abbreviated form '11 is so handy; the influence of the other persons is also instrumental in making
I'll c o m m o n .
As examples of border cases between volition and
mere futurity I m a y quote from the end of Shelley's
Letter to Maria Gisborne: Next winter you must pass
with m e : I'll have M y house by that time turned into
a grave Of dead despondence and low-thoughted care . . .
We will have books . . . we'll have tea and toast
And
we'll havefiresout of the Grand Duke's wood . . . And
then we'll talk;—what shall w e talk about? . . . We'll make
our friendly philosophic revel Outlast the leafless time
(will have here different from that in 15.4(2)).
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16.2(2). A special border case is I'll be bound as
implying a promise or certainty, as in Sh Merch IV. 1.211
if that will not suffice, I will be bound to pay it ten
times ore | G E M m 104 we shall hear of him soon enough,
I'll be bound—different from Sh W i v IV. 6.54 So shall
I euermore be bound to thee. Cf. also Goldsm V 1.117
I'll warrant | Osborne 26 Y o u doe not tell m e e whither
you received the book's I sent you, but I will hope you
did (cf. I a m fain to hope . . ., and I'll be hanged, above
15.6(3)).
16.3(1). With regard to thefirstperson plural it
must be remembered (vol. II 4.52 ff. cf. above 15.6(4, 8)),
that we means 'I plus someone else'; when this is brought
expressly to the consciousness of the speaker, there is a
stronger tendency than with the simple I to use will, as
this auxiliary fits the second or third person. This, I
take it, is the reason underlying the rule which Sweet
(Transact, of Philol. Soc., 20. March 1885 p. XIII, N E G
§ 2202b) formulates thus: "Such combinations as you
and I, we two, we three, we all take will instead of shall:
we shall get therefirst,but / expect you and I will get there
first j we two will be able to manage it quite well \ I shall
dream about those dogs to-night, I am sure I shall. So shall
I. So we all will. If we put the all of the last example
after the verb, the shall must be restored: so shall we all."
The correctness of this rule was contested by most
of the members of the Philological Society that were
present when Sweet stated it. T h e examples I have collected from m y reading in English literature show that
there is a good deal of uncertainty on this point; I indicate those cases in which volition m a y be meant, by [v].
16.3(2). Quotations agreeing with Sweet's rule:
Marl E 1375 if tbis *>e all, Valoys and I will soone be
friends againe \ S h Merch 1.1.70 W e two will leaue you
[v] | Di D 53 David, you and I will go upstairs, boy [v] |
ib 356 TUriab H e e p ] Mother and m e will have to work
our way upwards I Philips L 54 Sir Thomas and I will
Jeapersea, Modem English Grammar. IV.
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be delighted if you will join our party ) Hope Z 52
moment they leave us you and I will mount our horses
[v] | Kipl L 51 Perhaps some day you and I will go for
a walk round the wide earth | ib 82 I shall go . . . the
whole lot of us will be there, and we shall have as much
as ever we can do | Benson D 50 you and I will go to
the smoking-room [v] | Benson A 304 you and I will have
to be very economical | Street E 27 Is Henry coming
home to-day?—No, he can't leave Windsor. Jack and I
will be alone | Merriman V 26 Likely as not, said Captain
Cable, we three'Il not meet again | Harraden D 151, Ward
F 51, Doyle B 97 | Rose Macaulay P 48 I do hope that
after this war we English will never again forget that we
hate all foreigners.
16.3(3). For convenience' sake I print here corresponding examples witb would:
Di X 35 at last he began to think—as you and I
would have thought atfirst| id D 33 You would like to
be a lady?—Yes. I should like it very much. W e would
all be gentlefolks together, then [ Stevenson T 185 Ten
to one, if I were so foolhardy ... I and the coracle would
be knocked clean out of the water | Hope R 213 you and
I, waking first, would find the lodge a mass of flames.
W e should have to run for our lives | Trollope B 273
You and I and Eleanor's other friends would have received the story with much disgust; but we should have
been angry with Eleanor | Rea Six 198 if we were married
we'd both be quite admirably stimulated all the time.—
No, we shouldn't.
16.3(4). Quotations against Sweet's rule:
Sh Ado V. 1.195 he and I shall meete | Mcb I. 1.1
When shall we three meet againe? | H 4 A V. 2.100 some
of vs neuer shall a second time do such a curtesie | Austen
S 152 W e three shall be able to go in m y chaise | ib 154
Margaret and I shall be as much benefited by it as yourselves | G E M m 174 You and I shall quarrel if you call
that lady m y aunt again | Browning 1.407 I and m y
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mistress, side by side, Shall be together | Stevenson D 52
you and I shall walk together | Barrie T 194 H e knew
what he was at that m o m e n t as you and I shall never
be able to know him | Dickinson S 6 and so we shall all
find ourselves giving our points of view | Caine P 122 |
Maxwell E G 79 O h , she'll get over it. W e all shall.
Don't worry [ Mackenzie S A 198 Geoffrey's off to Oxford
to-morrow, and then you and I shall be all alone.
Those w h o insist on "I (we) shall not be able to go"
seem always to say "Neither of us will be able to go".
16.3(5). In Elizabethan English I (we) will is not
infrequent even where no volition is meant; m a n y examples
(not all of them certain) in Alex. Schmidt's Sh-Lex.,
p. 1372, no. 4.
Abbott § 319 is at some pains to explain some Shakespearian
cases: "In Hamlet V. 2.183, I will win for him, if I can; if not,
I will gain nothing but my shame and the odd hits, the will is
probably used b y attraction with a jesting reference to the previous
will: 'My purpose is to win if I can, or, if not, to gain shame and
the odd hits' ... In I will live to be thankful to thee for't, T. N.
IV. 2.88—the will refers, not to live, but to "live-to-be-thankful",
and the sentence means "I purpose in m y future life to prove m y
thankfulness". Abbott here evidently would have used shall.

With perchance, perhaps, I will was the regular idiom
in E1E see below 18.5(5).
16.3(6). In recent use I'll expressing mere futurity
is perhaps most c o m m o n in the phrase I'll be (very) glad,
which is often said by people who otherwise say I shall.
But in other combinations, too, it is not at all rare in
recent English books.
Gissing G 195 we'll make a living somehow | Walpole G M 161 [educated lady:] I don't think we'll have
rain to-day | Kaye Smith H A 213 I'll have to be back
in good time | ib 238 If I stay on here we will only just
be miserable | ib 295 I wonder when we'll hear about
Peter (in Walpole and Miss Kaye Smith possibly dialectal, southern or south-western) | Sutro Choice 50 I'll
have to padlock that door! | Sadleir Privilege 186 I expect
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I'll be in late | Salt Joy 24 I wish I could see you playing one of your parts. One of these days I pray God I
will | Priestley B 74 A n d here w e are, and here we'll
have to stay, at least till morning and perhaps longer
(but ib 75 No, w e shall have to stay in here all night).
Cf. it shall go hard but I will, below 17.2(4).
16.3(7). The Scotch and Irish, hence also the ScotchIrish parts of the U. S., use constantly will in this way, e. g.
Goldsm V. 1.117 I'll warrant we'll never see him sell
his hen of a rainy day | Barrie M O 56 it cannot be far
from the time w h e n I will be one of those that once
were | Wilde D 185 I suppose in about a fortnight we
will be told that he has been in San Francisco | Norris
0 66 We'll have rain before the week is out ... we wiU
have an early season | Hurst Five and Ten 337 I a m not
going to live to be an old m a n ... I will not get old.
With regard to America, I m a y quote first what Whitney (a
native of N e w England) says (Language and the Study of Language,
1868, p. 86): " A reprehensible popular inaccuracy—commencing in
this country, I believe, at the South or a m o n g the Irish, but lately
making very alarming (!) progress northward, and through almost
all classes of the community—is threatening to wipe out in the first
person of our futures the distinction between the two auxiliaries
shall and will, casting away the former, and putting the latter in
its place. T h e Southerner says: "It is certain that w e will fail,"
"I would try in vain to thank you" ... to disregard obligation in
the laying out of future action, making arbitrary resolve the sole
guide, is a lesson which the community ought not to learn from
any section or class, in language any more than in political and
social conduct."
Second, Curme's article (Journ. of English and Germanic Philol.
12, 1913). After some examples of I shall he says: "In American
colloquial speech there is a strong tendency here to use will, i. e.
w e are struggling for an absolute future without any respect to free
moral agent or natural law, a future tense which only indicates
simple future time, such as is found in the classical languages:
"Doctor Morgan, will (future act) I ever get u p ? " . . . While there
is thus a strong tendency in lively language to regard a future act
as certain and thus use will, the evident advantages of the vague,
indefinite shall in the domain of the vague and indefinite are still
vividly felt in American English, even in colloquial speech where
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will is most strongly entrenched: "I'm bad enough, God knows,
and I'm afraid I shall find m y way to hell some day". T h e result
of the American development is not the destruction of older, better
usage, but the retention of it where its indefinite meaning is appropriate, and its replacement by will only for the sake of greater
accuracy of expression. Thus this result is a finer differentiation
of meaning—the goal of all higher linguistic development. This
must not be confounded with the development in Irish and Scotch
dialect, where the valuable distinctive meanings of shall have been
lost—a most unfortunate result indicative of less accurate thought
and feeling".
I a m afraid that C u r m e here is reading too m a n y subtle
shades of meaning into American usage. His countryman Prof. Fries
also points out that he does not himself follow his o w n subtle rules.

Questions in First Person
16.4(1). In Standard English wiU I (will we) is
never used as a pure future, cf. 15.6(5)ff., but in Scotch,
Irish and to some extent in American English this occurs,
corresponding to Standard shall I (we):
Scott A 2.181 O, when will I forget that? | Ridge G
129 [Irish?] Where will we have the pleasure of sending
the articles? | Barrie T 145 will you tell her, man, or will
1? | id P 44 | [Mackenzie S 1.16 [child:] Oh, mother,
when will I read writing?] | ib 1.370 [Irish lady:] Will
I meet you by the side-gate? | BStevenson Boule Cabinet
270 H o w will I get in? | Lewis M S 120 Well, what'll we
do tonight? Shall we go to the movies? | Hurst Five
and Ten 149 Jenny, how soon will we have a nook somewhere—ours— alone ?
16.4(2). In the following examples the Irish-American will I (we) is still more strange to British people,
as it corresponds rather to am I to (are we to)—asking
for advice or order: Birmingham W 83 What'll I do at
all? | id Regan 57 what'll I do when he starts asking me
questions? | London V 45 What time'll I come for you? |
Lewis B 147 How'll we kill the rest of the time? | Mason
R 232 Oh, Hilary, what will I do? Till you come back
to m e ! What will I do? | Masefield M 87 [an Irish-
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woman:] Will I wet the tea, sir? | Norris S 224 W h a t
will we do with the two prisoners? | Gaye Vivandiere 259
"Then they will ask you about the Khovanskis, and you
will have to tell the truth". " A n d what will I say?"
said Julie.
Temporal and Conditional Clauses

16.5. Will m a y of course be used in such clauses
as Wait till Tuesday, when you will see (continuative when
= 'for then') and similarly shall: Wait till Tuesday, when
I shall tell you everything. Thus also in other temporal
clauses which do not serve to specify the time: A time
will come when you will know (when I shall tell you). But
We shall light the lamp when it gets dark | It will be splend
if he is able to come | I will come if it's any use to you—are
decidedly more natural than . . . when it will get dark |
if he will be able to come | if it will be any use to you.—
If that'll do is, of course, all right, as will here has no
reference to the future. — Cf. Corrections p. 400.
Will with Perfect Infinitive
16.6(1). With the perfect infinitive will expresses
the before-future (cf. 1.1 and below 18.8 the corresponding
use with shall); in some of the quotations will m a y have
the meaning of supposition (see 16.7). This combination
does not seem to be found in Sh, though Ven 819 might
be thus interpreted ["as one on shore, Gazing vpon a late
embarked friend, Till the wilde waues will haue him
seene no more"]:
Quincey 300 Very soon m e n will have lost the art
of killing poultry | Shelley L 534 this will be one among
the innumerable benefits which you will have bestowed
upon m e | Shelley 731 Ere the sun through heaven once
more has rolled, The rats in her heart will have m a d e
their nest | Thack P 199 Y o u will come in for ballot in
about three years, by which time you will have taken
your degree | Hope D 78 he'll have forgotten by the end
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of the term | Lang T 164 w h e n parents have abolished
the study of Greek, something will have been lost to the
world | Dickinson S 55 there will be rules, gladly obeyed
because they will have been freely adopted | Pinero B D
286 in less than twelve months she will have grown heartily sick of her solemn surroundings | Walpole C 228 If
that influence succeeds . . . one of the greatest opportunities the Chapter can ever have had will have been
missed | id O L 240 when you wake these fancies will
have gone | Oppenheim People's M a n 152 Before a year
is past, I reckon that m a n y millions will have passed
from the pockets of the middle-classes into the pockets
of the labouring m a n | Beresford R 122 it's possible that
if anything has happened, he will have had instructions
to tell some responsible person.
In less formal speech the simple perfect is here
used, 5.6(3).
16.6(2). The before-future with will have done (cf.
3.9):
Fielding T 4.253 Fortune will never have done with
me, till she hath driven m e to distraction I Shaw P 53 he
wont have done finding fault with everything this side
of half past | Galsw SS 299 Sit down; I'll have done in
a minute.
16.6(3). In a temporal clause (cf. shall have 18.4(3)):
Shaw StJ 103 I shall be remembered when m e n will
have forgotten where Rouen stood.
Supposition
16.7. The use of will to express a supposition or
probability (with regard to present or past time) is somewhat related to its use as an auxiliary of the future (cf.
the corresponding use of the future tense in French and
Italian and of werden in German).
16.7(1). In speaking of the present time generally
with the expanded infinitive:
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Sh H4B III. 2.16 I was once of Clements Inne;
where (I thinke) they will talke of m a d Shallow yet |
Spect (q) M y learned reader will know the reason why
one of these verses is printed in R o m a n letters | Hazlitt
A 12 It is late, and m y father will be getting impatient
at m y stopping so long | Di D 219 mother will be expecting m e and getting uneasy | Hewlett Q 168 she'll be
sleeping now | Caine P 104 Tea will be waiting j Zangwill G 255 Missus will be wanting m e now j Bennett A
12 But I must be getting on. The horse will be restless |
Walpole R H 46 H e is waiting for us downstairs. H e will
be wondering where we are | Merriman Velvet K e y 126
This, I think, will be the key.
16.7(2). A supposition with regard to the future
is found in Sadleir Privil. 186 [a young m a n is going to
meet some friends at the play and says:] I expect I'll be
in late. The Lambournes and Monica will be supping
somewhere.
16.7(3). This will is used more extensively in Scotch
than in Southern English:
Scott A 1.225 It wad be frae the lieutenant then |
ib 228 they will be business letters | ib 228 he'll be
coming h a m e | Douglas Green Shutters 52 He's getting
a big boy, how oald will he be?—Cf. Storm E P h 741;
N E D will 15 d: "Hence (chiefly Sc. and north, dial.) in
estimates of amount, or in uncertain or approximate
statements . . . it will be . . . = T think it is . . .' or 'it
is about . . .'; what will that bet = 'what do you think
that is ?"' — Cf. Corrections p. 400.
16.7(4). Will m a y also express a supposition when
followed by the perfect infinitive; you will have heard =
'I suppose you have heard':
Coleridge B 7 M y earliest acquaintances will not have
forgotten the eagerness with which I laboured | Shelley
L 718 you will have received the tragedy by this time |
G E M m 51 he will have brought his mother back by
this time | Thack P 137 It will have been perceived that
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Miss Fotheringay could talk freely ... in her family circle |
Bronte J 393 you will have heard of it? \ Quiller-Couch
M 168 Ruth will have changed. It is impossible that
she has not changed | Benson D 145 h o w will Dodo have
taken it? | W a r d E 448 I must go back to her—she
will have missed m e | Mered R 150 "Will he have seen
m e ? Will he have known m e ? " whispered Lucy tremulously | Pinero Q 175 then [ = from this I conclude
that] she'll have gone home, I expect, to change | Sutro
F 41 it is unlikely that you will have heard anything
definite | Bennett T 396 She won't have heard you
come ] Maxwell S 231 she'll have had her dinner | Kaye
Smith H A 9 you'd like him to come in . . . but I expect
he'll have had his tea | Sutro Choice 89 I've told you
again and again it won't have been his doing at all—but
Clarissa's.
16.7(5).. There is a similar use of will in scientific
reasonings, where it approaches the sense of must though
with a shade of diffidence, e. g. Darwin D 610 A great
stride in the development of the intellect will have followed, as soon as the half-art and half-instinct of language
came into use; for the continued use of language will
have reacted on the brain and produced an inherited
effect; and this again will have reacted on the improvement of language.

Chapter XVII.
Shall.
Forms.
17.1(1). The Modern English forms of this verb are
the following:
Present shall [J"ael]—weak [Jol, JI].
Second person fshalt [J"selt].
Preterit should [J'ud]—weak [Jad, Jd], sometimes [JYJ.
Second person -fshouldst [J'udst].
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Contracted negative forms (from the 17th c.) sha'n't
or shan't [Jant] and shouldn't [Judnt].
W e m a y note the following abbreviated forms: G a m mer 106 yoush beare | 126 Ise | 127 Thouse | 127, 128
wese | Sh R o I. 3.9 (Juliet's mother) thou'se heare our
counsell | Lr. IV. 6.246 (Edgar's dial.) ice try.
The form se is preserved in modern Sc; the phrase
I'se uphauld (uphold = maintain) is sometimes (thus in
Barrie's earlier writings) spelt I suppaud, as if containing
a verb like suppose.
Sweet, Primer 80, writes [whitf 'trein Ja wij gou bai]
with occasional loss of [1].
Use
17.1(2). The original meaning of shall, O E sceal, is
'owe'; in O E and M E it m a y take such objects as money
or tribute.
Shall is sometimes found with an adverb of direction
without any verb of movement (cf. above 15.2(3) will):
Sh H 4 B V. 1.1 By cocke and pye, you shall not
away to night | Austen S 135 I was in the greatest fright
lest she should out with it all | Bronte P 12 there you
shall out and work | W a r d M 83 a precipitate exit lest
the inward laugh should out.
The chief use of shall is with an infinitive, where
it meant at first 'ought to, must, have to, a m compelled
to'. This meaning of obligation, compulsion, duty, necessity or constraint, physical or moral, is still visible in
certain combinations, though in others it has lost its old
force, so that shall like toill is often nothing but an empty
auxiliary, a grammatical implement without any real
meaning of its own.
In the rest of this chapter I shaU use the word
'obligation' as a general term for various kinds of constraint, etc.
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Fatal Obligation.
17.2(1). In thefirstplace, shall m a y express fatal
obligation or necessity, independent of h u m a n will and
of any special time (generic time); but the alternation in
thefirstquotation with will shows how what is felt aa
valid at all times and predestined comes to be looked
upon as destined to happen in future. Shall in this use
approaches the meaning of must, but in most of the following sentences the best idiomatic modern rendering of
the idea of fatal necessity would be ts sure to, is certain to.
Marlowe E 1962 Well, that shalbe, shalbe—but in
F 74 Marlowe gives the same sentiment as: W h a t wil be,
shall be (a translation of It. Che sera, sera), cf. above
15.3(2) Locke F S 147 W h a t will be will be | Sh H 4 B
III. 2.41 Death is certaine to all, all shall dye.
Cf. also the three variants of the same proverb: A V
Eccles. 13.1 H e that toucheth pitch, shal be defiled therewith | Sh A d o III. 3.60 they that touch pitch will be
defil'd | Galsw P 12.61 W h o touches pitch shall be defiled.
Further examples: More U 73 he that shoteth oft,
at the last shal hit the marke | Marlowe H 240 W h o
builds a pallace and rams vp the gate, Shall see it ruinous
and desolate | Spect 181 a polite country 'squire shall
make you as m a n y bows in half an hour, as serve a
courtier for a week | ib 182 though you hatch a crow
under a hen, the nest it makes shall be the same with
all the other nests of the same species | Mrs. Browning
A 192 Say a foolish thing but often enough, the same
thing shall pass at last for absolutely wise | Phillpotts
M 20 N o nobler pile of granite shall be found upon
Dartmoor | A. Lang Ban & A B 24 W h o wins his Love
shall lose her, W h o loses her shall gain (in the rest of
the poem the present is used: H e loses her w h o gains
her, etc.).
Shall seems to m e a n 'must' (logical necessity) or 'is probably'
in: Shelley 207 W h a t w e behold Shall be the madhouse and its
belfry tower. Cp. the similar use of should, below 20.2(8).
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17.2(2). A survival of the old use of shall to denote destiny without any necessary reference to future
is found in the question Who shall sayt [ W h o is to say
= no one can tell . . .]: Poe 340 a volume, which (perhaps merely from its quaintness—who shall say?) never
failed to inspire m e | Thack N 331 That such battles take
place in other domestic establishments, w h o shall say or
shall not say? | Kingsley H 334 w h o shall say that the
whisper was of the earth? (also Carpenter L C 75, Meredith H 109, Haggard S 29, 183, 226, Doyle M 23, Caine
E 557, 601, etc.).
17.2(3). Similarly in other 'rhetorical questions',
e. g. Pope 244 W h o shall decide, when doctors disagree? |
Johnson R 47 twenty months are passed; w h o shall restore
them? | Wordsw P 2.204 But w h o shall parcel out His
intellect by geometric rules? | Shelley 145 W h o shall dare
to say the deeds which night and fear brought forth? |
Di D o 467 H o w shall it be prevented? W h a t can I do? |
Caine P 97 I must obey the law of m y heart, and w h o
shall judge m e if I do that?
In all these is to would n o w be more idiomatic.
17.2(4). Shall also expresses necessity in the phrase:
it shall go hard but . . .:
Lyly C 317 It shall goe hard but this peace shaU
bring vs some pleasure | Sh Gent I. 1.86 It shall goe hard
but ile proue it | [three or four other places in Sh] | BJo
A 324 It shall goe hard, but I will place thee some-where |
Irving ( N E D ) it shall go hard but I will m a k e it afford
them entertainment.—Note in all examples except the
first the use of will as the future in thefirstperson. In
the following, too, w e shall meet with other instances in
which the two auxiliaries are found together in closely
combined sentences: m a y it be that this is due to a desire
for variation?
Volitional Obligation
17.3.
Next we come to those cases in which the
obligation or constraint expressed by shall is due, not to
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fate, but to h u m a n will, either explicit or implicit. The
reference is always to something in the future; cf. the
way in which the infinitive after a certain class of verbs
acquires futuric meaning (7.2).
17.3(1). T h e statement of the will is explicit: this
is the case w h e n shall is found in a content clause after
some expression of determination, request, necessity, or
certain expectation:
Sh R 3 II. 2.141 and go we to determine W h o they
shall be that strait shall poste to London | Merch II. 4.30
she hath directed H o w I shall take her from her fathers
house—[now rather how I am to . . .] | Swift P 52 I do
likewise expect, that all m y pupils shall drink m y health
every day at dinner | Sheridan 236 I a m determined she
shall have no cause to complain | Di D o 387 I would
leave it to you to decide whether she shall k n o w of it
or not [ = is to] | N P '09 they are inexorable in their
determination that the white race shall remain distinct |
Macaulay H 1.185 it is the law of our nature that such
fits of excitement shall always be followed by remissions
Shaw I W 56 The very first condition of legal justice is
that it shall be no respecter of persons; that it shall hold
the balance impartially . . . and that no person shall be
deprived of life or liberty except by the verdict of a jury.
Cf. the formula used to a witness (in U. S.: is the same used
in England?) Hart B T 29 You do solemnly swear that the testimony
that you shall give to the Court and jury in this case n o w on trial
shall be truth, the whole truth and nothing but the truth, so help
you God.
Cf. below on should after such expressions, 20.2(4).

17.3(2). W e have implicit constraint in the following
cases.
In the second and third persons shall most often
serves to express that kind of obligation which is dependent
on the speaker's will; according to the character of the
sentiment expressed this 'I shall take care that such and
such a thing comes to happen in future' becomes either
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a command, a threat or a promise (a threat is a promise
of something disagreeable).
Commands, Threats, Promises
17.4(1). C o m m a n d s in the second person:
Sh Tp. I 2.462 Seawater shalt thou drinke: thy
food shall be The fresh-brooke mussels | A V Matt 19.19
Thou shalt loue thy neighbour as thy selfe | Doyle St 200
You shall rue it to the end of your days. The hand of
the Lord shall be heavy upon you; he will arise and
smite you.
Cf. Di F 406 "You shall sign a statement that it
was all utterly false, and the poor girl shall have it."
"'Shall' is summ'at of a hard word, Captain. W h e n you
say a m a n 'shall' sign this and that and t'other, Captain,
you order him about in a grand sort of a way."
The threat is a mild one in Chesterton Thursd. 68
Y o u must, you shall, join our special army against anarchy.
17.4(2). A negative c o m m a n d is a prohibition;
but here shall is no more used; to the biblical Thou shalt
not kill corresponds in modern idiomatic speech You mustn't
kill. Cf. Sh Ven 710 Lye quietly . . . N a y do not struggle,
for thou shalt not rise. In later use you shan't is less a
prohibition than an assurance that, so far as it depends
on the speaker, the other person will not succeed in doing
this or that:
Goldsm 645 Mrs H . (detaining him) Y o u shan't go j
Sheridan 185 Positively, you shan't escape | Hope Z 122
I shall go to the summer-house.—I a m hanged if you
shall . . . A n d you shan't go. (Cf. Doyle S 2.231 below
17.4(3)) | Dane L 173 Y o u can't do it. Y o u shan't do
it. B y God you shan't.
Henley B 66 "That is all you know, and all you
shall know" implies 'all I (shall) allow you to know'; similarly in Hewlett Q 221 You, that will not kiss m y
hand—nor shall not.
17.4(3). With promises in the second person it m a y
seem strange to speak of constraint or obligation, for when
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I promise "you shall have them (at) a bargain" there is
no obligation on the part of the subject (you), but on the
part of the speaker who is obliged to let the other m a n
have them (at) a bargain. The transference, however, is
a usual one in language: when we say "he ought to be
punished", "he ought to suffer for it" or "it can be done",
we do not ascribe duty or power to the subjects (he, it)
of the two sentences; cf. below on should with passives,
20.2(2).
Sh H 4 A II. 1.100 Thou shalt haue a share in our
purpose, as I a m true m a n | ib IV. 3.49 You shall haue
your desires, with interest | A V Matt 7.7 seeke, and ye
shallfinde| Sheridan 222 Y o u shall have them a bargain |
Byron Letter 29/s 19 I have been in a rage these two
days. Y o u shall hear | Di Do 194 You'll come to m e
to-morrow [command], and you shall be shown where that
old gentleman lives | ib 355 you shall see m e when I come
back, if you are very good | ib 465 | Thack P 526 Y o u
shall have the money as soon as I can get it | Doyle S
2.231 Y o u shall not find m e ungrateful for what you
have done.
If Byron in his letter had written "you will hear", he would
have implied that the addressee would hear it some day independently of his (Byron's) will, whereas "you shall hear" means: I a m
going to tell you in this very letter. Cf. also "you shall be rewarded" (I will take care to have you rewarded) and "you will be
rewarded" (independently of me).
Note the two expressions of volition in Sh W i v II. 2.259 A s
I a m a gentleman, you shall, if you will, enioy Fords wife.

17.4(4). Dependence on the will of the speaker is
shown in various ways in Sh H 4 B V. 1.1 By cocke and
pye, you shall not away to night ... I will not excuse
you: you shall not be excused. Excuses shall not be
admitted: there is no excuse shall serue: you shall not
be excus'd.
17.5(1). Threats in the third person:
Sh H 4 A V. 1.84 there is m a n y a soule Shall pay
full dearly for this encounter | Fielding T 2.50 Not one
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hapenny, not a hapenny, shall he ever have o' mine |
Di Do 510 'She'll soon get better and she'll shame 'em
all with her good looks—she will. I say she will! she
shall!'—as if she were in passionate contention with some
unseen opponent | G E A 407 it will be known—it shall
be known that you stayed at m y entreaty | Maxwell E G
159 I'm not going to ask—I'm going to m a k e him give
m e an explanation. H e shall bear—he shall hear. At
least he shall understand that he cannot insult the ladies
of m y family with impunity . . . Yes, I will call him to
account. H e shall see.
17.5(2). Promises in the third person:
Sh H 4 A II. 4.598 the money shall be pay'd backe
againe with advantage | A V Matt 7.7 Aske, and it shal be
giuen you | Swift P 116 If ever I be marry'd, it shall
be to an old m a n | Keats 5.156 if I a m to recover, the
day of m y recovery shall see m e by your side from which
nothing shall separate m e | Di D o 150 'I wish to have it
done at once.' 'It shall be done immediately, sir' | ib
172 That's all on such a subject that shall pass m y lips |
ib 266 I have nothing to suggest. It shall be when you
please [Edith's answer when asked tofixthe day for the
wedding] | ib 270 Leave her alone. She shall not, while
I can interpose, be tampered with | Mill (in Fox 2.260)
This is a long letter, full of nothing, but the next shall
be better | Doyle B 73 It shall be found, sir—I promise
you that if you will have a little patience it will be
found | James S 83 And if the people say they're real?—
'They won't say it! They shan't!' | Phillpotts G R 75 It
shall not be thought I evade m y obligations.
In Matt 6.33 But seeke ye first the kingdome of God . . . and
all these things shal be added vnto y o u — t h e 20th C V does not think
it necessary to express a promise, but gives the simple prediction:
But first be eager about bis kingdom .. . and then these things will
be given you in addition.

17.5(3). Note the distinction between what is independent of the speaker's will (must) and what is dependent on it (shall):
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Cowper L 2.1 Since so it must be, So it shall be |
Collins W 223 If the thing must be done, it shall be done.
17.5(4). A specially frequent case is the relative
clause who (which, that) shall be nameless = 'whom I promise not to name', e. g.
Walton A 46 another of the company that shall be
nameless | Congreve 244, Swift 3.252, Spect 144, Fielding
T 4.229, Austen S 102, 170, Peacock M 214, Di N XXIII,
Thack S 121, Doyle S 6.241 | Benson D 6 an old gentlem a n , w h o shall be nameless.
17.5(5). In Ch A 791 there are many shall's as expressions
of the terms of a proposal ('verdit') or an agreement: That ech of
yow .. . shal telle tales tweye . . . And homward he shal tellen
othere two . . . And which of yow that bereth him best . . . Shal
have a soper, cf. 806, 831, 834, 836.
Shall combined with will.
17.6. Will in thefirstperson and shall in the second
or third are very often combined as parts of the same
promise (or threat):
Sh H 4 A V. 1.108 euery m a n Shall be m y friend
againe, and H e be his j A V Ruth 1.16 for whither thou
goest, I will goe; and where thou lodgest, I will lodge:
thy people shall be m y people, and thy God m y God |
Fielding T 2.157 I will fetch it you this instant, and you
shall see! | Di F 406 Y o u shall sign a statement ... I
will bring it with m e for your signature, when I come
again ) Kingsley H 130 I will be silent; you shall never
see m e | Tenn 102 I will take some savage w o m a n , she
shall rear m y dusky race . . . they shall dive, and they
shall run | Bennett B 89 Marry m e , and I will save your
life. All shall be well. I will begin again | Caine M 236
"Let her see more company", said the doctor.—"She
shall", said Pete. "If that doesn't do, send her away
for a while." "I will."
Molloy (p. 95) calls attention to the fact that in advertisements
about lost property two auxiliaries are regularly used, according as
the reward orfinderis made the subject: A reward will be given j
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The finder shall receive a reward. His explanation is not quite
convincing: the reason seems to be that a promise is given to a
person, but not to a thing (the reward).
Questions.
17.7(1). Shall is used in questions, if the answer
one expects is one containing shall as expression of command, injunction or advice.
Stoffel mentions the use of shall in questions like
" W h e n shall the prisoners be tried?" asked of the m a n
who has the decision in his hands: "Shall asks after the
will, will after the opinion of the person addressed". But
this use of shall is rare in the third person; cf. however
the familiar " W h a t shall it be?" = 'What kind of drink
do you want?' (indirect in Meredith H 4) | W h e n shall
the wedding be? [asked of the person w h o is to decide] |
N P how shall the white race exercise its mastery?
But in most cases is to is now the idiomatic phrase,
as also in Ch A 500 That if gold ruste, what shal iren do?
A n example of shall in an indirect question is Beerbohm
Seven M e n 181 I a m unable to begin a piece of writing before I
know just h o w it shall end.
17.7(2). Shall It generally means 'do you want (or
advise) m e to . . .?' (now the same thing is frequently
expressed by am I to . . .); very frequently the continuation . . . or will you . . . shows that the question is
really about the will of the person addressed:
Sh Ven 586 shall we meete to morrow, Say, shall
we? shall we? wilt thou make the match? | H 4 A II. 4.94
shall I let them in? | Swift P 161 Shall I help you to
some cheese? or will you carve for yourself? | R o R Oct
'99 Shall w e let Hell loose in South Africa? | Barrie M O
77 Will you take care of it, or shall I? | Hope D 5 Now,
shall I take you in hand [ = do you want m e . . .].
Thus also when a person in utter uncertainty addresses an imaginary person: W h a t shall 1 do? Which
way shall I turn? [now also, and more frequently: a m

I to . . .].
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"What shaU 1 do? with extra stress on shall expresses
helplessness or perplexity" (Sweet § 2202).
17.7(3). This shall is even found in questions tacked
on to sentences with will (so as to avoid the form will I,
will we):
Sh T w II. 5.12 w e will foole him blacke and blew,
shall we not sir Andrew? | Mitford O V 207 But we will
come nutting again some time or other—shall we not,
m y M a y ? | Bronte P 164 I'll tell you what I like best
to do, shall I? | G E M 2.152 I will bring you the book,
shall I, Miss Tulliver? | ead M m 222 W e will go to him
in the parlour, shall we? | Bennett R S 88 I'll take this
upstairs now, shall I, m ' m ? | Rose Macaulay P 247 we'll
have a great time . . . we'll have adventures. We'll go
exploring, shall we?
17.7(4). It is also used after other forms of invitation or solicitation:
Bennett L R 269 Let's sit down, shall we? | id P 83
suppose w e go and have a look at the car, shall we?
In such sentences we is an inclusive first person
plural, cf. above 15.6(4) and 16.3(1).
For another meaning of shall I (we)? see below 18.7.

Chapter XVIII
Shall Concluded
Pure Future
18.1(1). W e next come to shall as the expression
of future time without the tinge of obligation or constraint, though w e might very often say that the underlying idea is that of fatal necessity or the will of God
as determining the future.
Here it will be convenientfirstto mention the biblical use of shall, which goes back to Wycliff's practice of
rendering the Latin future tense by shall, while he uses will
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to translate the present tense of Latin volo. T h e use in
the old Biblical versions has been carefully investigated
by Augusta Bjorling, Studies in the Grammar of the Early
Printed Engl. Bible Versions, L u n d 1926, p. 116 ff. "Except in Bi [i. e. T h e holy Byble 1575], which obviously
favours will, shall is regularly used in all three persons
to express futurity. In the Gospel according to St. Matthew in the late Wycliffite Version the Latin future of
the Vulgate is, on Blackburn's statement, rendered by
shall 322 times, and by will only twice". Miss Bjorling's
investigation thoroughly confirms Blackburn's view, which
she quotes in full. As, however, Chaucer's practice favours will as expression for the future (with inanimate as
well as with animate subjects), m u c h more than the bibles
do, these do not seem reliable witnesses as to the actual
usage of those times, but probably show only that it was
the practice at school in translating Latin futures always
to use shall. But on the other hand this biblical usage
undoubtedly exercised a powerful influence on literary
style, especially in serious and solemn writings.
Solemn Predictions.
18.1(2). Examples of shall in the third person in
solemn predictions of the future (what some grammarians
term 'prophetic shall'):
Mandeville 110 In Chorosaym schalle Antecrist be
born, . . . Out of Babiloyne schal come a worm, that
schal devoure alle the world | Sh H 8 V. 5.21 She [Elisabeth] shall be ... A patterne to all princes Huing with
her, A n d all that shall succeed: Saba was neuer More
couetous of wisedome . . . Then this pure soule shall be.
All princely graces . . . Shall still be doubled on her.
Truth shall nurse her ... She shall be lou'd and fear'd.
Her owne shall blesse her, etc. | A V Matt 24.5 m a n y
shall come in m y name, saying, I a m Christ: and shall
deceiue m a n y . . . For nation shall rise against nation,
and kingdome against kingdome, and there shall be fam-
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ines, and pestilences . . . Then shall they deliuer you
vp to be afflicted, and shall kill you, etc. [in all these
the 20th C. V. has will] | Moore: Erin! thy silent tear
never shall cease, Erin! thy languid smile ne'er shall
increase [promise?] | By 643 universe by universe Shall
tremble in the balance, till the great Conflict shall cease,
if ever it shall cease, Which it ne'er shall, till he or I
be quenched! | Merriman S 70 the Wandering Jew, w h o
shall never die, w h o shall leave cholera in his track
wherever he m a y wander | Kipling: Oh, East is East, and
West is West, and never the twain shall meet.
The frequent use in Carlyle's works of shall, where
will would nowadays be more natural, is probably due
to biblical reminiscences of this 'prophetic shall', combined,
perhaps, with a reaction against the native propensity of
a Scotchman to use will in m a n y cases where shall is
considered more correct.
18.1(3). The modern disuse of shall in (solemn)
expressions of the future is seen in Matt 5.4 A V Blessed
are they that mourne: for they shall be comforted . . .
Blessed are the pure in heart: for they shall see God =
20th C. V. Happy are the sorrowful for it is they who
will be comforted . . . Happy are the pure in heart, for
it is they w h o will see God | 2 Tim 4.1 A V Iesus Christ,
who shall iudge the quicke and the dead = 20th C. V.
who will one day judge the living and the dead [one
day is added to show mere futurity, not volition].
18.1(4). Examples of this solemn shall in the second
person:
A V Luke 1.31 A n d behold, thou shalt conceiue in
thy wombe, and bring forth a sonne, and shalt call his
name Iesus (in 20th C. V. Listen, you will become a
mother and will give birth to a son, w h o m you are to
call by the n a m e of Jesus) | Di F 813 be it what it may,
you shall see no such individual drunkards on doorsteps
anywhere, as there [at Covent Garden]. Of dozing womendrunkards especially, you shall come upon such specimens
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there, in the morning sunlight, as you might seek out of
doors in vain through London.
18.1(5). Other examples of archaic shall, which
would now be will:
Sh Ant II. 3.16 whose fortunes shall rise higher,
Caesars or mine? | As I. 1.136 hee that escapes m e without some broken limbe, shall acquit him well | H 4 B II.
2.104 If you do not m a k e him be hang'd among you,
the gallowes shall be wrong'd | Cowper L 2.14 These are
all so m a n y happy omens, that I hope shall be verified
by the event.
Related Uses.

18.2(1). The following employments of shall as a
pure auxiHary of the future are more or less independent
of the solemn archaic or prophetic use. Shall is sometimes preferred when the future is expressly contrasted
with the present or past (generally is to come):
A V Ec 1.9 The thing that hath beene, it is that
which shall be: and that which is done, is that which
Bhall be done | Shelley P 73 m a n is a being of high
aspirations . . . existing but in the future and the past;
being, not what he is, but what he has been and shall
be | ib 116 w e express our conception of the diversities
of its course by—it has been, it is, it shall be | R u S 68
the only holy or Mother Church which ever was, or ever
Bhall be.
Similarly w e sometimes find the relative clause who
(that) shall be instead of the more familiar that is to be:
Sher 64 there he is—your husband that shall be |
Mrs Browning A 125 she has sent m e to find a cousin
of mine W h o shall be | ib 246 m y wife That shall be
in a month. A few more examples are given in vol. Ill
8.2i and 8.2a.
18.2(3). Shall is comparatively frequent after such
expressions as the time will come (for the sake of variation?):
Sh H 4 B III. 1.75 The time shall come (thus did
hee follow it) The time will come, that foule sinne gather-
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ing head Shall breake into corruption | A V Matt 9.15 But
the dayes will come when the bridegrome shall bee taken
from them, and then shall they fast (in 20th C. V. three
wilVe) | Spect 170 the period will come about in Eternity,
when the h u m a n soul shall be as perfect as he himself
now is | Johnson R 91 the time will surely come, when
death will be no longer our torment, and no m a n shall
be wretched but by his own fault | Shelley P 92 there
wiU come a time when the h u m a n mind shall be visited
exclusively by the influences of the benignant Power.
18.3(1). In a main sentence you shall is sometimes
used (half archaically) so as to imply a condition of a
following sentence.
Sh Oth IV. 1.289 Y o u shall obserue him, A n d his
owne courses will denote him so [= if you observe . . .]
Merch I. 1.116 his reasons are two graines of wheate hid
in two bushels of chaffe: you shall seeke all day ere you
finde them | Di D 321 in that same Doctors' C o m m o n s .
You shall go there one day, and find them blundering
through half the nautical terms in Young's Dictionary . . .
and you shall go there another day, and find them deep
in the evidence, pro and con, respecting a clergyman
who has misbehaved himself [i. e. if you go . . . you

will find].
18.3(2). Similarly in the third person:
A V Luke 14.5 Which of you shall haue an asse or
an oxe fallen into a pit, and will not straightway pull
him out on a sabbath day? [ = w h o will not, if he has
. . .] | Thack N 235 A company of old comrades shall
be merry and laughing together, and the entrance of a
Bingle youngster will stop the conversation.
18.3(3). In Huxley L S 65 f. there is an interesting
(literary) collection of shall'a denoting what must be as a
consequence of existing conditions [or is the idea that the
writer promises this as sure to happen?], and will's as
pure expressions of the future: [at school] you shall toil
. . . you shall not learn one single thing of all those you
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will most want to know . . . Y o u will in all probability
go into business, but you shall not k n o w where sny article of commerce is produced . , . Y o u will very likely
settle in a colony, but you shall not know whether Tasmania is part of N e w South Wales . . . Y o u will very
likely get into the House of C o m m o n s . Y o u will have
to take your share in making laws . . . But you shall not
hear one word respecting the political organisation of your
own country, etc.
Conditional, Relative and Temporal Clauses.
18.4(1). Shall to denote futurity is rare after if
(unless), because the simple present tense (formerly in
the subjunctive) is here more usual and quite sufficient
(cf. 2.5):
Sh Alls V. 3.125 If you shall proue This ring was
euer hers, you shall as easie Proue that I . . . | Macaulay
(q) I shall be m u c h surprised if the right honourable
Baronet shall be able to point out any distinction between
the cases.
18.4(2). In relative clauses (chiefly generic) shall
is frequently used to denote futurity. T h e reason is that
will is apt to be misunderstood as denoting volition. This
shall is, however, somewhat stiff or pedantic, and the
present tense is more idiomatic:
Sh H m l I. 2.249 A n d whatsoeuer els shall hap to
night, Giue it an vnderstanding, but no tongue | A V Matt
5.19 Whosoeuer therfore shall breake one of these least
commaundements, and Bhall teach m e n so, he shall be
called the least in the kingdom of heauen: but whosoeuer
ehall doe, and teach them, the same shall be called great
in the kingdome of heauen ( = 20th C. V. A n y one therefore w h o breaks . . . any one w h o acts up to them) | ib
10.32 Whosoeuer therefore shall confesse m e e before men,
him will I confesse also before m y father . . . But whosoeuer shaU deny m e before m e n , him will I also deny
before m y father | Defoe R 102 no one, that shall ever
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read this account, will expect . . . | ib 113 I add this
part to hint to whoever shall read it | Johnson R 73 he
that shall walk with vigour three hours a day, will pass
in seven years a space equal to the circumference of the
globe | Fielding T 4.333 Can the m a n who shall be in
possession of these be inconstant? | ib 334 I will never
marry a m a n who shall not learn refinement enough |
Shelley Pr 294 whatever advantage shall accrue from it
will belong to you | Macaulay H 1.47 Whoever shall now
compare the country round R o m e with the country round
Edinburgh, will be able to form some judgement as to
the tendency of Papal domination | Bronte V 385 Y o u
will answer, to the best of your ability, such questions
as they shall put. Y o u will also write on such theme
as they shall select | Di D o 452 I'll slip those after him
that shall talk too m u c h | R u Sel 1.226 we must trust
God and the sea, and take what they shall send | Trollope B 499 .the w o m a n w h o shall reject him, will have
rejected him once and for all | Kipl J 2.35 and the wolf
that shall keep it [the law] m a y prosper, but the wolf
that shall break it must die (Brit. Mus.) Permission to
use the Reading R o o m will be withdrawn from any
person w h o shall write on any part of a book belonging
to the Museum.
In m a n y of these sentences the relative clause is
implicitly a conditional one, as is particularly evident in
a case like Sh H 4 A I. 3.90 I shall neuer hold that m a n
m y friend, whose tongue shall aske m e for a peny cost.
18.4(3). Shall is frequently used to denote futurity
in temporal clauses introduced by when, till, so long as,
etc., a condition being often implied; nowadays the simple
present tense is preferred to the more formal shall:
Marl E 850 W h a t will he do when as he shall be
present? | Sh Oth III. 3.318 shee'l run m a d W h e n she
shall lacke it | Matt 5.11 A V Blessed are ye, when m e n
shall revile you = 20th C. V. Happy are you whenever people
abuse you 1 Cowper L 2.271 I have asked him hither,
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when m y cousin Johnson shall leave us, which will be
in about a fortnight | Wordsw P 5.25 and yet man, As
long as he shall be the child of earth, Might almost
weep | ib 5.505 something . . . will live till m a n shall be
no more | Shelley 622 Unlike this day, which, when the
sun Shall on its stainless glory set, Will linger | Keats
5.78 W h e n your boy shall be twenty, ask him about
his childish troubles | L a m b E 2.186 he will come to
know it, whenever he shall arrive in that state, in which
reason shall only visit him through intoxication | Rossetti
300 H o w m a y I, when he shall ask, Tell him who lies
there? | Di D o 485 W h e n the silent tomb shall yawn, I
shall be ready for burial | Thack P 43 whiling away the
time with light literature until his friend shall arrive | ib
497 A m a n w h o thinks of putting away a composition
for ten years before he shall give it to the world . . . had
best be very sure of the original strength and durability
of the work | Trollope O 10 I have asked • her to come
in among us for a few days, till the funeral shall be
over | Stevenson J H F 94 W h e n this shall fall into your
hands, I shall have disappeared | Merriman S 27 playing
with fire—a form of amusement which will be popular
as long as feminine curiosity shall last.
18.4(4). The same use of shall before a perfect
infinitive (to express the 'before-future'); the idiomatic
expression n o w is the simple perfect:
Cowper L 2.64 Soon after you shall have entered
Olney, you will find an opening on your right hand |
Tenn 99 H e will hold thee, when his passion shall have
spent its novel force | Hawth S 183 w o m a n cannot take
advantage of these reforms, until she herself shall have
undergone a still mightier change | Sinclair R 260 armies
will continue to exist, long after war shall have become
a nightmare m e m o r y [ = after war has become].
It is rare to find the simple infinitive instead of the
perfect infinitive in a temporal clause: Mary Shelley F
204 I will confide this tale to you the day after our mar-
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riage shall take place | Norris O 143 you tell me that
sometime after I shall die too, somewhere in Heaven I
shall see her again.
First Person
18.5(1). I (we) shall comes to be the natural auxiliary of the future, because I (we) will is so frequently
needed to express volition on the part of the speaker, and
because in most cases when one has occasion to speak
of the future with regard to oneself, the implication is
of some more or less fatal necessity:
I shall come of age next year | w e shall be forgotten
long before the end of the century | Sh H 4 B I. 1.136
For this I shall haue time enough to mourne.
Shall m a y be emphasized: I don't know when I shall
die, but I do know that I shall die some day.
W h e n the necessity is to be specially emphasized,
I shall have to is the ordinary expression in P E : Wilde
P 38 one of the things I shall have to teach myself is
not to be ashamed of it.
I'll have to is quoted above 16.3(6) from Sutro Choice 50.

18.5(2). A conditional clause is often appended to
I (we) shall:
W e shall get wet through if the rain does not stop
soon | I shall be punished if I a m caught | we shall miss
the train unless w e take a taxi.
18.5(3). Shall in the first person combined with
will in the third to express futurity is seen, for instance in
Dickinson S 38 W e shall pass and a new generation
will succeed us | Benson D 16 I shall be immensely happy
as his wife, and he will be immensely happy as m y
husband.
18.5(4). W h e n a future state of one's own feelings
is to be mentioned, I shall is the natural expression, because one does not like to imply that they depend on
one's will:
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I shall feel very sorry when he dies | C h A 1183
Love if thee list; for I love and ay shall | Di F 344 I
shall always be happy to execute any commands you
m a y have | Wilde P 123 when I go out I shall always
remember great kindnesses that I have received here from
almost everybody.
Note, however, the modern tendency to use I will
in some combinations (16.3(5)).
18.5(5). I shall is required nowadays if the speaker
introduces any word that implies doubt or uncertainty
about the future event (Molloy 18): Perhaps I shall go
abroad next summer. In this case the speaker either has
not made up his mind yet, or if he has, he still feels
that the going abroad depends on m a n y other things besides his o w n present will. The reluctance seen in this
case to speak too m u c h of one's own will was not found
to the same extent in E1E, see e. g.
Sh Err IV. 1.39 Perchance I will be there as soone
as you | Oth V. 2.197 Perchance, Iago, I will ne're go
h o m e 1 Merch II. 5.52 Perhaps I will returne immediately.—Sh only once has the modern idiom: H m l I.
5.171 A s I perchance heereafter shall thinke meet To put
an anticke disposition on.
18.5(6). After I hope, fear, doubt, etc. I shaU must
always be used:
I hope I shall see you again | I a m afraid I shall
be arrested | I do not know whether I shall enter for the
race. "It is plain that the speaker does not m e a n to
convey that he is in doubt, in fear, or in hope, about
the present state of his own will; but rather that he is
in doubt, in hope, or in fear, about the future event . . .
there is hardly any particular in which the English idiom
is more frequently transgressed by speakers w h o are not
English by birth or education" (Molloy 40).
Note, however, Walpole W 224 A n d now I hope that
w e will meet often (Cf. will for shall in other quotations
from the same writer). Molloy gives as hisfirstexample
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"I think I shall go to town", but here surely I will (I'll)
is perfectly natural even to those speakers who are strict
in their use of shall.
Shall and will together
18.6(1). W h e n a future event is determined by the
speaker's present will, both shall and will m a y be employed;
in certain circumstances i" shall is stronger than I will:
I shall never forgive h i m — w h i c h implies that it ia
not only m y present will, but that this will be carried
into effect | I sha'n't do it! | Sher 61 I have told you
m y resolution!—I shall not only give him no encouragement, but I won't even speak to, or look at him | Stevenson J H F 82 I shall m a k e it m y business to see that you
are no loser | Henley B 69 I a m come upon a visit to
a lady. That visit I shall pay | I sha'n't be a minute;
but "I won't be a minute" is a promise.
In answer to "[Do] tell m e " both I won't tell you
and I sha'n't tell you are felt to be wanting in politeness;
so I'm not going to tell you is preferable.
"The emphatic 1 'shall do it expresses determination,
as if the speaker meant to imply that his will was so
strong as to become a purely objective force" (Sweet
§ 2202).
18.6(2). The contrast between I shall as a mere
sign of the future and I will as implying volition is well
brought out in Stoffel's example: (highwaymen speaking)
W e will kill him, and then we shall see whether he has
any money or not. Cf. also Di F 448 I do not like him,
and I will never marry him [ I love him, but I a m afraid
I shall never marry him. In the following quotations
the force of both auxiliaries is pretty clear:
Sh H 4 A III. 3.5 H e repent ... I shall be out of
heart shortly, and then I shall haue no strength to repent |
Swift J 376 and n o w I'll go sleep if I can; that is, I
believe I shall, because I have drank a little | Fielding
T 4.199 you will believe everything I have said; and
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when you have heard the true story which I shall tell
you (for I will tell you all) you will be far from being
offended | Thack V 12 I shall always be your friend, and
love you as a sister—indeed I will | Walpole S C 373 I
will never see him again if that's what you wish, but I
shall always love him | Norris P 13 I shall look into
that to-morrow. Yes, sir; don't you be afraid of that.
I'll look into it | James A 1.192 I'll take care of you;
1 shall know what you need | Lewis M A 57 I shall pray
you'll be h a p p y — o h , I'll pray so hard! | Russell Anal.
of Mind 29 I shall discuss this question at length in a
later lecture; for the present I will only observe that it
is by no means simple | Letter '29 I do not know if I
shall find a publisher, in which case [i. e. if I don't] I
will publish myself.
But sometimes, when the two auxiliaries are found
close together it is difficult to discover any difference:
Sh Caes V. 1.117 If we do meete againe, w h y w e shall
smile ... If we do meete againe, wee'l smile indeede j
Van Druten, Young Woodley 71 if you get him expelled,
I'll leave you ... If you do this, I shall leave you, for
good.—Cf. above 16.2 [?] on the increasing frequency of
I will where no volition is meant.
18.6(3). There is some difficulty when two subjects
of different person are joined by means of (n)or:
Kingsley H 45 either it [the Christian faith] or I
shall perish [ = either it will ... or I shall] | Cowper
L 2.100 neither Mrs. U n w i n nor myself shall have so
conducted ourselves [note ourselves] | Butler E R 249 a
good deal that neither you nor w e shall like.
In these sentences shall is used by attraction to the
subject mentioned last. Cf. also Sweet's rule, above 16.3.
But will is used in Neither of us will escape.
Questions in the First Person
18.7(1). Shall It (besides the use mentioned in
17.7) m a y be a question about some future event, the
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question being very often accompanied with do you know?
or do you ihinkt Thus in the question to the doctor:
Shall I ever recover? or, Shall I be able to get up next
week?
Shelley 410 And then we'll talk;—what shall w e
talk about? [ = W h a t is it likely that w e . . .?] | Wilde
W 45 Shall I never see you again? | Herrick M 177 Shall
I disturb you? [== will it disturb you if I remain] | Galsw
T L 235 As a people shall w e ever really like the French?
Will they ever really like us? | Walpole W 180 we'll none
of us come back until we're sent for—shall we, Cecilia? |
Shall I get there in time if I take the 3.20 train?
Thus also in rhetorical questions, meaning really what
would be expressed by an answer in the negative:
A V Psalm 27.1 The Lord is m y light: w h o m e shal
I feare? [ = I shall fear nobody] | Sher Riv. IV. 1 What,
Bhall I disgrace m y ancestors? | Cowper L 2.66 Shall we
not both enjoy it?
18.7(2). A curious case is the following, in which
we have a 'question raised to the second power':
Hope Z 159 "And when will you be b a c k ? " — " W h e n
shall I be back?" 1 repeated [ = do you ask when I
shall be back?] ] Maxwell F 69 If your husband dies
some day or other, what will you do? " W h a t shall I
do? H o w do you m e a n ? " "I mean, will you and Cyril
marry then?" "Of course we shall."
Questions in the Second Person
17.7(3). Shall yout from asking about an obligation
has in strict language come to be a question about the
pure future, distinct from will you?, which is, or at any
rate m a y be, a question about the other person's will or
willingness. This is, perhaps, most natural where the
future is independent of the will of the person addressed:
Shall you get there in time if you take the 3.20
train? | Shall you see John today? [i. e. Will John come
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to your place?] | Mered H 284 Shall you always love
m e ? | Norris P 224 [U. S.!] A n d shall you go back?
18.7(4). But the use of shall you? is extended to
other cases where the future is not wholly independent
of, or even m a y be wholly dependent on, the will of the
person spoken to, but where, nevertheless, it is the future
and not the will that the speaker wants to m a k e certain
about; thus very often where will you? would be understood as a request:
Shall you be in if I call in the afternoon? | Shall
you dine with us on Tuesday? [I have invited you already,
but don't know, or have forgotten, your reply] | H o p e C
37 Shall you stay at all in Paris? [— Does your travelling plan include a stay in Paris?] | Austen M 13 W h e n
shall you do it?
It should be noted that in all these cases the natural
reply to shall yout is I shall, though this can hardly be
the reason w h y shall is preferred in the question.
18.7(5). This shall also occurs in dependent questions
like the following:
Austen E 76 have you thought where you shall put
her? | Di D o 64 H o w do you think you shall like m e ?
18.7(6). Shall yout even occurs in questions tacked
on to sentences containing you will, although of course
the natural tendency is always to repeat the same auxiliary (Sweet gives: you'll be there, won't you?):
Austen M 107 I daresay you will have no objection
to join us in a rubber; shaU you? | G E M 1.218 Y o u
won't like m e to go to school with W a k e m s son, shall
you? | ib 2.153 Y o u will like Maggie, shan't you? 1 ib
2.201 you will like to play, shan't you?
C. C. Fries (PMLA 1925 p. 1002) gives statistics of will you?
and shall you? in a number of plays and concludes that "The
common statement regarding second person questions, for example
in the NED, that in the second person 'in categorical questions'
shall is 'normal', is according to these figures, plainly inadequate.
Of the 512 questions in the second person but 7 or 1.3 °/o use shall;
all the rest employ will".—The small number of shall you's is cer-
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tainly astonishing; but isn't the explanation the natural one that
in ordinary conversations there is m u c h more occasion to ask about
the second person's will than about what is going to happen to
him in future? T h e N E D of course means only that shall is
normal in questions that do not ask about the will of the person
addressed, while Fries lumps together all questions in the second
person. Cf. above 15.7(4) on the interpretation of some of Fries's
examples.

18.8(1). I (we) shall with the perfect infinitive
serves to express the before-future, in the same way as
will with she same infinitive (16.6):
Osborne 123 I shall in a short time have disengaged
m y self of all m y little affaires | Di D 724 what I have
to do is not to gossip on all the hopeful circumstances,
or I shall never have done | Haggard S 26 when you
open this, if you ever live to do so, you will have attained to manhood, and I shall have been long dead |
Hardy R 358 B y that time I shall have begun to have
had enough of it | Kaye Smith H A 319 I've managed to
keep the family quiet till after the funeral, by which time
I shall have the details settled.
This before-future is contrasted with the ordinary
perfect in Strachey E V 225 W h a t I shall have done will
be what I have done.
18.8(2). In temporal clauses this shall with the
perfect infinitive to express the before-future is frequent,
but only in literary style; it is more natural to leave
out the formal indication of the future and use the simple
perfect (5.6(3)):
Roister 20 it will be starke nyght before I shall have
done | Sh H m l IV. 6.13 W h e n thou shall haue ouerlook'd
this, giue these fellowes some meanes to the King | A V
Luke 17.10 So likewise ye, when ye shal haue done all
those things which are commanded you, say . . . [20th
C. V.: when you have done all you have been told, still
say] j Cowper L 2.20 Before I shall have finished m y
letter, Mrs. Unwin will have taken a view of the house j
ib 2.218 he sleeps under our roof and will be gone in
Jespersen , Modern English Grammar. IV.

]]
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the morning before I shall have seen him | Scott Iv 381
bid him come hither, as soon as he shall have spoken with
W . | Hawthorne Sn 58 after this fair flower shall have
decayed other flowers will appear | S h a w 1 W 386 Long
after Capitalism as w e know it shall have passed away
. . . there m a y be more m e n and w o m e n working privately ... |] Bennett R S 238 the words won't be out of
his mouth before I shall be gone.
Will and Shall. Conclusions
18.9(1). After this survey of the various uses of
will and shall, in which w e have treated last those cases
in which the original meanings of volition and obligation
are most effaced and the auxiliaries thus serve to express future time pure and simple, it will be appropriate
to draw our conclusions and to deal with the various expressions of future time as far as English verbs are concerned, and raise the question: Should w e recognize a
Future Tense in English?
The question of will and shall as auxiliaries of the future
has been treated at great length by various writers in separate
monographs, and, of course, very helpfully in such grammars as
those of Matzner, Koch, Sweet, Poutsma, Franz, Wendt, Eruisinga,
and in dictionaries, best of all, of course, in the N E D . I mention
some of the most important treatments.
Sir E d m u n d Head, "ShalV and " Will", 2nd ed. London 1858.
G. Molloy, The Irish Difficulty, Shall and WiU. London 1897
(much fuller and better than Head's book).
C. Stoffel in the Dutch periodical Taalstudie, vols. II, III
and V.
G. 0. Curme, "Has English a Future Tense?" in Journal of
Engl, and Germ. Philol. 12, 515, 1913 (tries to make out that American English has worked out nicer distinctions than Southern
English and especially than Scotch and Irish, see 16.3(7)).
Ph. Aronstein, "Shall und Will z u m ausdrucke der idealitat
im englischen", in Anglia 41, 10 and 301 ff., 1917 (very valuable
on the whole).
Charles C. Fries, "The Periphrastic Future with shaU and will
in Modern English", in P M L A 40. 963ff.,1925 (much sound criticism
of previous views and full statistics from English and American
dramatic literature: in the latter the writer has "attempted to follow
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a method of investigation which should be as objective as possible",
i. e. has examined the frequency of the two verbs "without imposing
upon the words any specific meanings or rules as a basis for interpretation" ; thus w e learn h o w m a n y times each of them occurs in
each grammatical person, in independent statement, or question, or
subordinate clause. But in syntax meaning is everything, and a
classing together of all occurrences of will, whether the meaning
of volition is obvious, or is excluded on account of the context, or
may be doubtful, really obscures the issue, see 15.7(4), 18.7(6). Cf. the
same writer's article, "The Expression of the Future", in the periodical Language 3.87ff.,1927.
W . F. Luebke, "The Analytic Future in Contemporary American Fiction" (Mod. Philology 26. 451ff.,1929) supplements Fries's
article.
R. E. Zachrisson, "Grammatical Changes in Present-Day English" (Studier i modern spr&kvetenskap 7. 24ff.,1920).
T. Dahl, "Shall and Will, S o m e Remarks on Present-Day
Usage" (in A Grammatical Miscellany, with which he and others
honoured m e on the 16. July 1930), a careful collection and analysis of examples from English prose published in 1929, arranged
according to persons and I volition, II volition-futurity, III futurity—
a) the will of the speaker, b) the will of the person addressed, c) the
will of a third person or agency.
I have based the preceding chapters chiefly on the quotations
I have been collecting for m a n y years, though I have, of course,
learnt m u c h from m y predecessors.
18.9(2). Has English a future tense in the same
sense as, say, Latin or French has one? Obviously this
question is not the same thing as asking whether English
is capable of expressing futurity—which no one could
doubt for a m o m e n t — b u t is more restricted: is it justifiable to give, as m a n y grammars do, a paradigm of the
combinations with shall and will as a 'tense' to be compared with the preterit or the perfect? T h e paradigm
usually given is
1. I shall write.
2. You will write—Shall you write?
3. He will write.
Though this involves the distinction in the second
person of one form used in statements and another in
interrogations—a distinction which one is not accustomed
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to meet with in grammatical paradigms—it is obvious
from the facts discussed in the preceding pages that matters are not so simple as that, and that such a paradigm
cannot do justice to all the complications in the use of
these two auxiliaries. These complications arise from the
simple fact that neither shall nor will has everywhere and
in every combination lost the original meaning of obUgation
and volition, respectively.
I hope that these expressions are clear enough to refute those
critics w h o have interpreted m y necessarily very short and imperfect
treatment of the question in The Philosophy of Grammar, as if I
had there said that shall and will always retained something of
their original force (Sonnenschein, and partly Tolkien). If instead
of quoting (The Year's Work in English Studies, 1924, p. 28) only
one line of what I say of shall on p. 50, Tolkien had reprinted the
following lines as well, he might have seen that m u c h of what he
says on the following page cannot really be urged against m e . This
will be even more obvious after the present chapters, which I may
be allowed to say were in the main written as far back as 1914,
though I have n o w supplemented and rearranged what I then wrote
and delivered as lectures.

As Molloy saw clearly (p. 109), the English have
been for centuries struggling to express the three distinct
ideas of obligation, volition, and simple futurity by means
of only two auxiliary verbs, whereas G e r m a n has three,
sollen, wollen, and werden. Dutch and the Scandinavian
languages are in the same boat as English, and the struggle
has led to different results in each case. In English it
seemed at one time as if shall were to become the prevailing auxiliary of simple futurity, as zal has become
practically in Dutch: if this had been carried through,
the result would have been comparable with that of the
Romanic languages where the combination of infinitive
with habeo, corresponding at first to E . have to, has lost
the meaning of obligation altogether. But this tendency
to favour shall was stronger in literary than in colloquial
language, and at any rate w e see that since Elizabethan
times the tendency has been to m a k e more and more use
of trill to express simple futurity, a tendency that is
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especially strong in Irish, Scotch and American. H o w
are w e n o w to account for these shifting uses of the two
auxiliaries?
18.9(3). A n explanation which seems to go back
in the first instance to G r i m m , but has since been repeated by Bain and other grammarians, sees the reason
for shall in the first and will in the other persons in
English courtesy or modesty: the speaker does not like
to ascribe future events to bis o w n will, but is polite
enough to speak of some one else's will as decisive of the
future. But are English people really more polite than
other nations? A n d what has courtesy to do with the
use in "the weather will be fine" and "if the weather
should be fine, w e should go out for a row" and with innumerable similar sentences?
Aronstein sees in E. I shall do an expression of the
fatalism or feeling of dependence that is characteristic of
the middle ages: this form survived in its original British home, where the tradition was strong, while it had
to give w a y to I will w h e n the language was extended
to new countries, because I will corresponds better to
modern feelings (dem modernen empfinden m e h r angemessenen I will, Anglia 41.24). There is that element
of truth in this view that tradition is stronger in England than in the other countries; but the connexion with
a supposed medieval fatalism seems rather doubtful. In
the second and third persons Aronstein (p. 29) finds in
Elizabethan English two distinct futures which are kept
strictly apart, while later usage has partly lost these fine
nuances: an 'objective' future with will in which there is
no question of will, but the future action is represented
as certain, and a 'subjective' future with shall, expressing
dependence on fate or on a third person, a request (eine
forderung) or merely an opinion or a feeling. This nice
distinction was lost through the general advance of rationalism at the cost of nicely discriminating imagination,
assisted by the conscious analyzing of language by gram-
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marians. Though m a n y of Aronstein's remarks are striking, I must confess to skepticism both with regard to
the subtle discriminations of the Elizabethans and to the
explanations from national or historical psychology.
Sweet thinks that the fluctuation between will and
shall was at first unmeaning, but that the present use
seems to be the result of a desire to keep the original
meanings of these verbs as m u c h as possible in the background. But had people a clear conscience of what had
been the original meaning of these verbs? A n d if they
had, w h y should they desire to keep it in the background?
Poutsma (H. 2.224) thinks it futile to lay d o w n any
psychological principle to account for the varied and variable
practice and therefore ascribes the present usage of the
auxiliaries of the future tense, in the main, to the dictates
of an inscrutable convention.
Prof. Krapp, in his Comprehensive Guide to Good English (1927) speaks of shall and will as "the great bugaboo
of the English language", but when he goes on to say
that "the difficulty in the use of shall and will arises
from the fact that colloquial practice, even good colloquial
practice, does not closely accord with the prescriptions
of grammarians, rhetoricians, and lexicographers", he does
not look deeply enough for an explanation. (See also his
previous treatments of the question in Modern English,
1909, p. 293 ff., The Engl. Language in America, 1925,
vol. 2, p. 264 ff.) The rules of grammarians are not such
arbitrary inventions as he seems to think: the innermost
reason for the difficulties grammarians have felt in formulating clear and easy rules for the use of these auxUiaries, is the uncertainty people always feel in speaking
of the future as compared with the certainty with which
we are able to speak of m a n y events in the past; hence the
various more or less unsettled ways whereby m a n y languages
find expressions for the future, see P G 260 ff. English
has not developed one single means of denoting the future
in connexion with its verbs, but uses various makeshift
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expressions, each with its o w n colouring, which is not
equally pronounced in all combinations. Hence it has
only approximations to a real 'future tense', and in examining the actual facts of the language the following
points of view must be taken into consideration.
18.9(4). A future event m a y be looked upon as
dependent on, or independent of, h u m a n will, and when
the question arises, W h o s e will?, a distinction must be
made between the will of the speaker and that of the
subject of the sentence: these are identical in the case
of the first person, but not in the second and third persons. In m a n y of the preceding sections w e have therefore stated different rules according to the grammatical
person of the subject; further complications arise from
the shiftings of persons in indirect speech, which have
been set apart for separate treatment (Ch. X X I ) .
Sometimes, also, w e must take into consideration
the distinction between a living being and something life
less as denoted by the word which is subject of the
sentence.
Questions do not always follow the same rules as
assertions (non-interrogatory sentences) and sometimes take
the same auxiliary as the presumable answer.
Negative sentences do not always conform to positive
statements.
W e must further consider the influence which emotions such as determination, diffidence, modesty, etc., exert
on linguistic expressions.
Finally various parts of the English-speaking world
have developed different usages in this respect, and we
must especially notice divergencies between British usage
on the one hand, and Irish, Scotch, and American (Australian?) usage on the other.
It has been m y endeavour to disentangle the skein
produced by all these heterogeneous strands. I say very
little of the Old and Middle English periods, though in
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them the foundations were laid for the Modern English
development, which forms the subject of this grammar.
18.9(5). N o w I think most of the complicated uses
can be satisfactorily explained as a result of the following
factors:
the uncertainty of future events;
the impossibility of expressing the three notions of volition,
obligation and futurity by means of only two auxiliary verbs;
the difficulty of keeping these three notions apart, and
the vagueness of the ideas of volition (willingness,
determination, etc.) and obligation (restraint, necessity, etc.);
the ascription of will to lifeless things;
the natural linguistic tendency to extend grammatical
means outside their proper sphere; and, especially,
the two powerful linguistic agencies, the desire for ease
and the desire for clearness.
Linguistic ease m a y be phonetic or syntactic. Phonetic ease is furthered w h e n inconspicuous and easily
pronounced forms are adapted to the function of grammatical 'empty' words; but this is better fulfilled with
will than with shall: for while w e have no example of
the sound [J"] being dropped in Weak positions, the sound
[w] tends to disappear in weak syllables, cf. such words
as answer, Southwark, hap'orth, Greenwich, hussy from huswife, etc., I. 7.32; 'thus I will, he will, we will, he would,
etc., naturally become the convenient forms FU, he'll,
we'll, he'd, etc. It is wrong from the point of view of
linguistic history to say that "as the abbreviation '11 m a y
stand for either shall or will, there is n o w a y of telling
whether I'll, you'll, he'll contains the one or the other of
these forms" (Krapp, 1. o ) , but tbere is no doubt that
the convenience of this form has contributed largely to
the vastly extended use of will as auxiliary of the future
instead of shall during the last few centuries, i. e. after
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the disappearance of [w] in weak position had become
usual. Syntactical ease points the same way, for it is
easier always to use the same means to express the same
notion than to have to stop to consider whether one or
the other auxiliary is to be used. T h e increasing frequency of will in recent literature is also connected with
the free and easy style n o w prevalent, compared with the
greater formal stiffness of m u c h of the older literature.
18.9(6). But while thus considerations of ease have
been in favour of using will everywhere for the notion
of future time, this has to some extent been counteracted
by the desire for clearness, which required the notions
of volition and of future time to be kept distinct in all
those cases in which actual misunderstandings of importance might arise. This leads on the one hand to a frequent use of stronger expressions like want, intend, mean,
choose instead of will, on the other hand to the retention
of shall in combinations where one particularly often has
occasion to speak of someone's will, namely in the first
person, in questions in the second person, andfinallyin
conditional and relative clauses: in these cases it is therefore desirable to have a neutral auxiliary if no volition
ia to be implied. The desire for clearness is also responsible for the growing use of the unmistakable expression for future time is going to, and similarly for the
frequency of has to and is to where formerly shall was
used to express obligation.
18.9(7). T h e present rule m a y be stated, very
roughly, thus: to indicate futurity will is used as an
auxiliary everywhere except in those cases in which it
might be misunderstood as implying actual will.
But this wording does not comprise those numerous
cases in which no auxiliary is used because none is needed.
In the frequent use of the simple present tense with futuric meaning w e see again the influence of the ea^e
point of view, for it is easiest to say nothing of time,
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and therefore speakers will often leave the notion of future time unexpressed where they can be certain that
the hearer will easily supply it from the context or situation. This is, as w e have seen, particularly the case in
main sentences containing an explicit indication of time
(I start to-morrow). In conditional clauses the present
tense suffices w h e n the main verb contains an indication
of future (If she comes, she will sing to us), because one
indication of time is sufficient. In some cases, however,
the conditional clause must itself indicate time in an
unmistakable way. Hence, the host m a y say, for instance,
"Well, if you are not going to play tennis, w e m a y as
well go into m y study": here "if you will not (won't)
play tennis" would be wanting in politeness as implying
'if you oppose m y desire . . .'; "if you don't play tennis"
would m e a n 'if you are not able to play, or don't play
usually'; "if you shan't play" would hardly be comprehensible, at any rate not in the futuric sense of the
conditional clauses with shall indicating futurity mentioned
in 18.4—so the only way of denoting conditional futurity
is by "are not going to".
18.9(8). T h e nearest approach to a paradigm that
is reconcilable with scientific accuracy is the following;
the first column comprises expressions in which the idea
of volition is stronger than that of future time,
the second column, expressions in which the idea of obligation (understood as above, and comprising promises) is stronger than that of future time,
the third column, expressions of future time as such,
without accessory ideas, and finally
the fourth column, ambiguous expressions, which according
to circumstances m a y be interpreted one w a y or
another: in most cases the situation or context eUminates any ambiguity.
In the third column w e might have inserted expressions with am (are, is) going to as & separate subdivision.

18.6(8).]
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The main verb is here indicated by V.
Volitional
Obligational
Pure Future
Future
Future
1. if I will V
I shall V
2. if you will V

you shall V

3. if he will V

he shall V

(whoever shall V)
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Ambiguous
I will V
I V
you will V
you V
he will V
he Vs

Questions.
1. (will I Vr)

shall I V?
do I V ?
2.
shall you V?
will you V?
do you V?
3.
(shall he V?)
will he VV
does he V?
T h e small n u m b e r of 'pure futures' will be noticed,
and if w e take into consideration the two facts that the
rules given here are perfectly valid for England only,
while Irishmen, Scotchmen and Americans to a great
extent use will (I will, will you), where an Englishman
says shall, and that the 'paradigm', if it can be termed
thus, does not comprise the complications of indirect
speech, where he shall m a y represent a direct pure future
of the first person, I think it m u s t be conceded that
English has no real 'future tense'.
It will be seen that I cannot completely share the final optimistic conclusion of the passage in which H. Bradley states the main
rules with admirable clearness (The Making of Engl. 73): "Future
events are divided into two classes, those which depend on the present volition of the speaker, and those which do not. In the former
case we say T will', and 'you or he shall'; in the latter case we
say T shall', and 'you or he will'. There are many exceptions,
each with its own special reason; but in the main the rule is correct. Some ambiguity in Ihe use of will still remains possible, because such a statement as 'he will do it' may either express mere
futurity or may mean that the person is determined to act in the
manner indicated. The sense of shall, however, has become quite
unequivocal, and perhaps we may say that the language has at
length succeeded in making the best possible use of its inherited
means of expressing future time."
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18.9(9). A variety of expressions with will and
shall is found in Sh Lr II. 4.282ff.: Lear: N o you vnnatural hags, I will haue (15.4(2)) such reuenges on you
both, That all the world shall . . . (17.5) I will do (15.6)
Buch things, W h a t they are, yet I k n o w not, but they
shalbe (17.5) The terrors of the earth. Y o u think H e
weepe, (21.3) No, H e not weepe. I haue full cause of
weeping, But this heart shal break (18.1) into a hundred
thousand flawes Or ere H e weepe (16.3). O foole, I shall
go m a d (18.5).—Cornw. Let vs withdraw, 'twill be (16.1)
a storme . . . Regan. For his particular, H e receiue (15.6)
him gladly, But not one follower.

Chapter XIX
Would
Real Past
19.1(1). The use of the preterit would to express
real volition in the past is comparatively rare. It is in
thefirstplace found in the constructions mentioned 15.4(7),
with the base of the main verb preposed:
Scott A 1.156 turn the matter as he would, he could
not regard his suit as desperate | Di C h 149 doors were
shut upon him, go where w e would | id P 400 and look
where you would, some exquisite form glided gracefully
through the throng | id D 88 they were pretty sure of
getting into trouble to-morrow, do what they would |
Bronte V 260 still, strive as I would, I could not forget
that it was possible | Hardy L 78 said Joshua, losing his
self-command, try as he would to keep calm.
19.1(2). Outside these constructions would as a real
past with the meaning of volition is chiefly found in
negative sentences:
Sh Cy I. 1.170 he would not suffer m e e T o bring
him to the hauen | Tp 1. 2.267 Sycorax . . . was banished: for one thing she did They would not take her
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life | AV Luke 15.28 And he was angry and would not
goe in ( = 20th C. This m a d e him angry, and he would
not go in) | Kinglake E 211 I gladly reclined on m y divan
(I would not lie down) | Di P 391 Hooroar for the principle, as the money-lender said ven he vouldn't renew
the bill | id F 358 I told you so, Pa, but you wouldn't
believe it | Shaw M s 188 I wouldnt tell, of course, and
I wouldnt say I was sorry | he knocked at the door, but
I (she) wouldn't let him in.
Volition ascribed to something lifeless: Moore L 31
the wretched story ... he tried to put it out of his mind.
But it wouldn't be put out of his mind.
19.1(3). In positive sentences this would is found
first when the contrast to would not is either expressed
or is clearly implied by the context, as in relative clauses
of indifference:
Fielding 5.563 I believe they got into your chamber
whether I would or no | Tenn 38 half-sly, half-shy, Y o u
would, and would not, little one! | of course it was for
him to decide w h o m he would and w h o m he would not
invite | Bronte V 122 She had the art of pleasing w h o m
she would | Hope King's M 13 Waiting seemed the only
thing—waiting till I could fling m y shoes at w h o m I
would | ib 341 Letting all think what they would, I rose
to m y feet.
Note that still less is negative: Strachey Q V 76 The
Queen would not be soothed, and still less would she
take advice.
In the following quotation negation is implied in only = 'not
more than': Swift 3.114 M y master, to avoid a croud, would suffer
only thirty people at a time to see m e .
19.1(4). Would as a real past is not rare in the
combination would have:
Bronte V 263 Once having asked, she would have
her guest | id W 160 she would have m e to cut her a
hazel switch, and then she leapt . . . | Hope King's M
342 everybody gave way to her. That was her father's
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fault. H e never would have her thwarted | Oppenheim
M 166 Yet Trent would have no caution relaxed | I would
have nothing to do with it | Kipl K 53 Devenish would
have it there was a chance of peace | As luck would have
it he did not turn up.
19.1(5). The following examples of would denoting
volition in the past fall outside the categories just mentioned; in most of them would is emphatic:
Sh Err IV. 4.152 She that would be your wife [ =
wanted to be], now ran from you | Swift J 210 I met
Sir George, who would needs walk with m e as far as
Buckingham House | ib 272 I dined with Lord Treasurer,
and he would make m e go with him to Windsor [ = insisted] | ib 357 W e would fain have had him eat a bit,
but he would go home, it was past six | Sheridan 334
he would have made love to m y wife before m y face
[ = wanted to make] | Bronte W 279 he was better, and
would be left alone; so the doctor went away | Kinglake
E 273 this opposition made the smooth sea seem to m e
like a prison from which I must and would break out j
Wells H 190 She would go into it || Cowper L 2.34
Mrs. Unwin and I have for many years walked thither
every day in the year, when the weather would permit |
Kipl K 49 the next time the lama would eat they took
care to give him their best | Hope King's M 327 "It's
strange to have you here now." "Max [her husband]
would come. I didn't wish it" | Jameson F 64 But she
would go, and he took her back to her hotel | Kennedy
R 149 I said you wouldn't like it [a play]. But you
would come [ = 'insisted on coming'] | Moore L 82 But
he could not constrain his thoughts to the present moment. They would go back to the fateful afternoon
when . . .
Generally a past volition is expressed by wanted to,
was anxious to, intended to, meant to.
A V Matt 14.5 And when he would haue put him
to death, hee feared the multitude = 20th C V Yet, though
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Herod wanted to put him to death, he was afraid of the
people.
Molloy, p. 35, mentions as a c o m m o n Irish idiom the use of
would with a passive infinitive implying volition on the part of the
person w h o would be the subject in the corresponding active sentence: I knocked at the door, but I wouldn't be let in (meaning,
those inside would not let m e in) | I wanted to bathe but I wouldn't
be allowed.

19.1(6). Further would denotes repeated or habitual
acts in the past, chiefly such acts as are consequences
of the subject's nature or character (cf. the present in
15.3(5); in the preterit it is found in all three persons;
the quotation from Dickens shows various synonymous
expressions):
Ch A 144 She wolde wepe, if that she sawe a mous |
also e. g. A 523, 536; B 4495; F 857 | Sh H m l I. 2.142
she would hang on him, As if encrease of appetite had
growne By what it fed on | Goldsm V 1.4 the 'Squire
would sometimes fall asleep in the most pathetic parts
of m y sermon | Di D o 65 O n Saturday Mr. D o m b e y came
down; and Florence and Paul would go to his hotel, and
have tea. They passed the whole Sunday with him, and
generally rode out before dinner | Stevenson J H F 125
W h e n I would come back from these excursions, I was
often plunged into a kind of wonder [rare in a temporal
clause] | Aumonier O B 232 [every time when she was
Bitting to a painter] they spoke very little till the work
wasfinished,when a m a n would bring in a tray of teathings [ = and then . . .] 1 Galsw Ca 538 m y presence
seemed to have the effect of making her d u m b : I would
catch her looking at m e with a frown, and then, as if
to make up to her own nature, she would go to her father
and kiss him | AHuxley Jest. Pilate 248 every twenty
miles or so, we would catch glimpses of a thing which
seemed, atfirst,only a white cloud . . . Fujiyama.
In a conditional clause: Bentley T 131 If he was
having one of these rages in the Ubrary and Mrs. Mander-
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son would come into the room, he would be all calm and
cold again in an instant.
19.1(7). Would as a real past is also found in would
do = 'sufficed, was good enough', cf. 15.3(3):
Mackenzie C 16 The paragon was just an ordinary
little girl ... But she would do (indirect?) | H e tried vegetarianism, but that wouldn't do for him.
19.1(8). Finally would expresses power or capacity
in the past; it approaches the meaning of 'could' as in
the combinations mentioned above 15.3(3):
The hall would seat 1000 people | Di D 307 she
asked if the table would bear (indirect) j Di F 357 with
her pretty eyebrows raised as high as they would go.
19.1(9). Would with perfect infinitive in a temporal
clause sometimes means what is now generally expressed
by was going to have, i. e. an intention that is not carried
into effect:
Malory 206 W h a n n e syr Launcelot wold haue gone
thorou oute them, they scatteryd | ib 208 W h a n n e she
wold haue taken her flyghte, she henge by the legges
fast | Thack P 464 when Strong would have led him into
the second door, [the new-comer] said in a tipsy voice . . .
Imaginative Volition.
First Person.
19.2(1). Volition under an imagined condition (in
a main sentence) is found, for instance, in the foUowing
examples of thefirstperson. Note that Defoe's sentence
is not a notional question, as the meaning is 'I would
give very much'; and that in Austen P 14 the condition
is implied in for a kingdom = 'if you offered m e a kingdom', and in Hardy R 376 in or = 'if I were not'.
Marlowe E 888 W h a t hast thou done? N o more
then I would answere were he slaine | Defoe G 154 Now,
what would I give to have but one thousandth part of
the learning of either of those gentlemen | Swift P 59 if
we had known of your coming, w e would have strewn
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rushes for you | Cowper L 2.30 if all the duchesses in
the world were spinning for m y benefit, I would not stop
them | Austen P 14 I would not be so fastidious as you
are, for a kingdom | Hardy R 376 I a m otherwise engaged, or I would go myself | Hope D 31 I wouldn't be
Lady Mickleham's butler if you made m e a duke | I'd
begin again, I would indeed, if I were ten years younger.
19.2(2). In strict (Southern English) language a
distinction is m a d e (parallel to that between I shall and
I will, above 18.5) between I should and I would, the
former eliminating and the latter emphasizing the idea
of will; 1 would go thus means 'I should like to go; I
Bhould go willingly' and is often supplemented by 'if I
could'. Both auxiliaries are found together in A V Job
6.10 [if God destroyed m e ] Then should I yet haue
comfort, yea I would harden m y selfe in sorrow | Swift
3.267 [if I were a Struldbrugg] I would from m y earliest
youth apply myself to the study of arts and sciences,
by which I should arrive in time to excel all others in
learning. Lastly I would carefully record every action
and event . . . I would exactly set down the several
changes in customs ... B y all these acquirements, I should
be a living treasury of knowledge and wisdom j Cowper
L 2.42 did I not k n o w you ... I should have fewer of
these emotions, of which I would have none, if I could
help it | G E A 53 if you had been a puny, yellow baby,
I wouldn't have stood godmother to you. I should have
been sure you would turn out a Donnithorne | Benson D
2.49 If you were dying, I would come, but under the
distinct understanding that I should go away again in
case you got better | Hardy W 51 'I wouldn't mind it
if 1 were you'. 'I shouldn't so m u c h mind it,' said the
younger, 'if I hadn't a notion that it makes m y husband
dislike me' | Swinb L 85 if you were but five years
younger, what a letter I would write your tutor! Upon
m y word I should like of all things to get you a good
sound flogging.
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The following passage from Johnson's Rasselas (p. 67) is instructive for the 'orthodox' use of would and should:
If I had the choice of life, I should be able to fill every day
with pleasure. I would injure no man, and should provoke no resentment; I would relieve every distress, and should enjoy the benedictions of gratitude. I would choose m y friends a m o n g the wise,
and m y wife a m o n g the virtuous; and therefore should be in no
danger from treachery or unkindness. M y children should, by m y
care, be learned and pious, and would repay to m y age what their
childhood had received. W h a t would dare to molest him w h o might
call on every side to thousands enriched by his bounty, or assisted
by his power? A n d w h y should not life glide quietly away in the
soft reciprocation of protection and reverence?

19.2(3). Very often no condition is expressed, and
I would then becomes a weaker or more modest expression
of present will or desire; in modern coHoquial language
the same idea is generally rendered by I should like to:
More U 60 now I woulde very gladly heare of you,
whie . . . | Sh Merch H I . 2.9 I would detain you here
some month or two | A V Matt 12.38 Master, we would
see a signe from thee [20th C Version: Teacher, w e should
like to see some sign from you] | Austen P 19 I would
wish not to be hasty in censuring anyone | Tenn 38 I
would be the jewel ... I'd touch her neck (cf. the two
next stanzas) | Galsw F M 149 w e must do as we'd be
done by.
The same would •= a weaker will is found in Hope
Ch 53 I wouldn't believe that of you [ = I should not
like to believe, I a m not inclined to believe], where the
expression of volition, weak though it be, serves to open
the door to the possibility that he m a y have to believe
it, which is precluded by "I shouldn't believe that of you".
O n "I would (to God)" see 9.2(2).
19.2(4). Wouldn't I? is parallel to Won't I? (15.6(5))
in a 'question raised to the second power' = 'can you
ask whether I would': Di F 548 " W h y , you wouldn't
take it by force?" "Wouldn't I? Yes, I would. I'd take
it by any force."
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Second and Third Persons
19.2(5). In the second or third person would does
not very often express conditioned volition, because it is
generally weakened so that the idea of volition disappears
and the idea of contingency only remains.
19.2(6). W h e n no condition is expressed, would
m a y become a weaker or modest way of saying will; in
the following sentences the usual expression nowadays
would be would like to:
Sh M c b I. 5.19 Thou would'st be great . . . W h a t
thou wouldst highly, that would'st thou holily, etc. | H 4 B
II. 4.75 Pistoll is below, and would speak with you j
Pope 242 But ev'ry lady would be queen for life.
Thus also in questions:
Sh W i v II. 2.161 would you speak with m e ? [ H 4 A
II. 3.98 what wold'st thou haue with m e ? | H 4 B I V . 5.50
What would your Maiestie? h o w fares your Grace?
W e m a y here mention the use of would-be as an
adjunct: a would-be scholar = 'one w h o aspires to be a s.'
II 14.77.
The difference between will as expressing determination and
would as expressing a vaguer desire is seen in Sh V e n 226 She
would, he will not in her armes be bound [ = she would like to
be embraced, he objects].

19.2(7). In questions in the second person would
you is n o w chiefly used to express polite requests:
Would you (kindly) tell m e the way to Charing Cross?
Would you be kind enough to ... | Would you do m e
the favour to . . ., etc.?
Condition
19.3(1). Would is used with the meaning of volition
in clauses of condition beginning with if and unless; this
applies to all three persons:
More U 69 yf they wolde commytte robberye, they
haue nothynge abowte them meate for that purpose | Sh
R 2 IV. 1.232 | Lr II. 1.70 dost thou thinke, If I would
stand against thee, would the reposall . . . Make thy words
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faith'd? | Meas III. 1.97 dost thou thinke Claudio, If I
would yeeld him m y virginitie, T h o u might'st be freed? j
Defoe G 153 if gentlemen would take the same method,
they would soon see the projectors would forsake them \
Cowper L 2.12 it is necessary, if w e would please, to
consult the taste of our o w n day | Kinglake E 156 [If
you stay in the Holy City] If you would hear music, it
must be the chanting of friars ... If you would make
any purchases, you must go again to the church doors |
Browning 1.526 If you would sit thus by m e every night
I should work better | Di D 565 the m a n w h o reviews
his o w n life had need to have been a good m a n indeed,
if he would be spared the sharp consciousness of m a n y
talents neglected | Shaw M s 224 Yes; if he'd have her
with her character gone. But w h o would? ] James S 47
I dare say she would prefer to go ... If she would prefer
to go she would go | If you (one, we) would understand
a nation, you (one, we) must know its language [ = if
one wishes to . . .].
Note the difference in Thack P 56 But he neither
would have told it if he could, nor could if he would:
the meaning of volition is m u c h more salient in the second than in thefirstwould.
The difference between would and should is clear in
Di D o 317 If Mrs. Skewton and her daughter should
ever find themselves in that direction, and would do him
the honour to look at a little bit of shrubbery they would
find there, they would distinguish him very much.
19.3(2). The idea of volition is not very clear in
Milne P 209 if it would comfort your mother's heart to
know that your daughter will be in good company, I
think I can give you that comfort | ib 213 I could have
pretended to have forgotten, if it would have pleased you
better. Cf. the archaic use below 19.8(1) where we now
say if ... . had, etc.
19.3(3). Would is also found when the condition
is expressed in the form of an interrogatory sentence:
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Sh H 5 IV. 1.4 There is some soule of goodnesse in
things euill, Would m e n obseruingly distil it out | Congreve 116 I will not rest till I have given you peace,
would you suffer m e | Wells U 7 the mountain we think
we are climbing, would but the trees let us see it.—This
is now rather archaic.
Note the use in a temporal clause: Morgan Portrait in a Mirror 207 [I would have told her . ..] But when I would have spoken
of this, I saw that she was looking into the future.

Wish

19.3(4). Would is frequent in content-clauses after
expressions of wish, not only when the fulfilment depends
on the will of the subject: I wish he would stop that noise—
but also in other cases: I wish he would die soon.
Sh A d o II. 3.215 I loue Benedicke well, and I could
wish he would modestly examine himselfe | Cy II. 4.6
(I) wish That warmer dayes would come | Tenn 5 1 1 wish
the snow would melt and the sun come out on high |
Hope D 31 I wish that when you happen to intrude as
you did the other day, you wouldn't repeat what you see.
Cp. wishes in the form of a conditional clause: If
only she wouldn't cry in that way! \ If only the rain would stop!
19.3(5). In a main sentence would is used in the
same way in the old formula God would or would God
(that he might live) with God as the subject; examples
aee above 9.2(2).
W h e n people lost the habit of placing a subject after
the verb, they came to take would as an equivalent of
I would and God as a dative, which was provided with
the preposition to on the analogy of I wish to God. In
More U 308 which wold to God it might ones come to
passe—the 2nd ed. omits to.
Examples with and without I: Sh R 3 I. 3.140 I
would to God m y heart were flint, like Edwards | H 4 A
V. 4.69 and would to heauen, T h y n a m e in armes were
now as great as mine | H 4 B I. 1.106 That, which I would
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to heauen I bad not seene | Kinglake E 196 he would
to G o d it were his fancy | ib 197 would to Heaven he
were one!
19.3(6). Thus also would alone (obsolete):
Sh Cor IV. 6.160 would halfe my wealth would buy
this | Err IV. 4.69 Y o u din'd at home; Where would you
had remain'd vntill this time ) Osborne 4 Would your
horse had lost all his legg's.
Cf. with I as subject: Sh C y II. 3.1 I would I were
so sure to winne the King.
Here would, instead of being part of the wish, serves
to introduce the wish.
Non-Volitional would
19.4. In the same way as w e saw with will, would
has to a great extent lost its meaning of volition and
serves only to indicate contingency or similar ideas. Before we mention the most frequent use, that in imaginative sentences, we* shall deal with a rarer use, namely as
After-Past
19.4(1). In some cases would is used to indicate
what at some point in the past was still to come, thus
stands for the 'after-past' time which is generally expressed
by was to (below, 22.2(2)). The following seem to be
undoubted examples:
Maxwell W F 261 the light became more mellow;
the long horizontal rays from a sun that soon would set
were stopped by the foliage of the wood | Walpole S T
123 H e wasfifty-nineyears of age and would be sixty
next year | Compton-Burnett Brothers and S. 215 . . . said
Peter, w h o was standing with his eyes on the door, through
which Edward would come from the church | Rose Macaulay K 103 Raymond scribbled notes about Crustacea,
on which creatures he would lecture on Monday (similarly
106) | Rea Six Mrs. Greenes 51 as she thought of Mary
and Roger's child that would be born in the spring |
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Wodehouse Small Bach. 119 H e gazed at Fanny ... as
a million other young m e n in N e w York were or would
shortly be gazing at a million other young w o m e n j Hackett
Henry VIII 12 Before looking at the thrones they would
inherit, and the Europe that would surround them, a
glimpse m a y be taken of the three children who, wholly
unknown to themselves, would act in such a manner that
we feel the effects of it even to this day.
This use of would for the after-past has escaped the notice
of most grammarians, but has been described by Mr. John Robertson of Melbourne, w h o communicated some examples to m e as
well as to Prof. Sonnenschein, in whose grammar (§ 208, 404) some
of them have found a place as 'future in the past'. I copy some
of Mr. Robertson's sentences: Where w e had walked dry-shod not
an hour before, there was nothing to be seen but the waters, and
soon they would cover the place where we were | H e looked for his
little playmates w h o would return no more | The brisk parson went
off to pay his court to the ladies, and partake of the Sunday dinner
which would presently be served. Cf. also Sonnenschein, The Soul
of Grammar, p. 80.

In most of the sentences which might seem to contain
this after-past, we have, however, a shifted will in indirect speech, though it is not expressly indicated that
the sentences are renderings of someone's speech or
thoughts (thus some sentences in A. Huxley Crome Y . 307);
see the examples in 21.4(1) and what is said of the similar use of should in 20.1(2), 21.4(2).
Imaginative non-volitional would
19.4(2). Would is the regular auxiliary in the main
sentence 'of rejecting condition': the cases in which should
is used (first person, second person in questions) will be
dealt with below 20.3(1). Examples of sentences like the
following occur everywhere:
Y o u (any one) would die if you (he) took a strong
dose of strychnine | it would be a pity if he did not see
her alive | he would not say that unless he knew. Or,
to take one classical quotation, Sh Meas II. 2.110 Could
great m e n thunder As Ioue himselfe do's, Ioue would
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neuer be quiet, For euery pelting petty officer W o u l d vse
his heauen for thunder.
If a past time is spoken of, the perfect infinitive
is used:
H e would have died if he had taken that dose of
strychnine | it would have been a pity if he bad not seen
her alive | he would not have said that unless he had
known.
See examples above under the preterit of imagination,
Ch. IX.
19.4(3). T h e condition m a y be expressed by other
means than if or unless, see, e. g.
Di P 151 This tall m a n is a rascally adventurer.
The m o m e n t he married the widow, he would sell off all
the furniture, and run away.
19.4(4). Very often the condition is not expressed,
and it m a y even in m a n y cases be difficult to supply
the condition that is or was in the mind of the speaker;
thus in the following questions:
Franklin 171 and Doyle 55.80 w h o would have thought
it? | Clough 1.186 Thou shalt have one God only; w h o
Would be at the expense of two?
First Person
19.5(1). This use of would in hypothetical sentences
of rejecting condition, where no volition is implied, is in
modern strict Southern English usage restricted to the
second and third persons, while in thefirstperson should
is used (parallel to the rule for will and shall in a pure
futuric sense). T h e following quotations in which both
auxiliaries occur side by side, should be compared with
the corresponding collection above, 19.2(2): in some cases
it is difficult to tell whether volition is meant or not.
Di D o 162 I added that you would take it very
kindly, and I should take it very kindly too | Mered R
24 Would you let a churlish old brute strike you without
making him suffer for it?—I fancy I should return the
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compliment.—Of course you would! So would I | Trollope
D 1.115 D o you not know m e well enough to be sure
that I should be loyal to h i m ? — Y e s ; I think that you
would be loyal | Doyle N P '94 if he should once understand this the tables would be turned, and I should be
his prisoner | Hewlett Q 352 If you were to read I should
not listen, if you were to sing the household would wake.
19.5(2). Exceptions to this strict rule are very frequent indeed, and tvould is often used where (English)
grammarians insist on should.
In E1E I would is often found where no will is meant,
so that there seems to be no distinction between I would
and I should:
Sh A d o II. 3.119 I would haue thought her spirit
had beene inuincible against all assaults of affection.—I
would haue sworne it h a d — I should thinke this a gull |
ib 260 if it had been painefull, I would not haue come j
H 4 B IV. 3.131 If I had a thousand sonnes, the first
principle I would teach them, should be to forsweare
thinne potations [ T w III. 1.45.
19.5(3). The same use of I would is frequent in
Scotch, Irish, and American (cf. I will 16.3(5)), and is
certainly spreading even in the South of England:
Scott A 1.26 were he thoughtless or light-headed, I
would know what to m a k e of him | ib 2.349 I would not
have thought you had so m u c h tofightfor | Carlyle Letter
Dec. 1822 If I had his [Byron's] genius and health and
liberty, I would m a k e the next three centuries recollect
m e | Barrie A d m . Cricht. 154 I wouldn't have cried [in
her place] | Wilde D 90 if I had read all this in a book,
I think I would have wept over it | id I m 22 If 1 didn't
write them down I would probably forget all about them |
id P 122 had I been released last May, I would have
left this place loathing it (very frequent in Wilde, who
uses I should very sparingly, e. g. P 125) | Shaw 2.132
W h y didnt you tell m e . I'd have put it down at once |
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James S 52 They say we wouldn't know her [she is so
changed] | Norris P 237 I know you'll be interested.—
Honestly I don't think I would be | id O 69 By applying your schedule of rates we would not earn a cent; we
would be bankrupt (but ib 139 twice I should) | Kidd Soc.
Evol. 287 On the contrary, we would appear to have evidence of the same tendency.
19.5(4). Examples from English writers:
Thack P 653 I'd swear, till I was black in the face,
he was innocent, rather than give that good soul pain
[volition?] | ib 688 and I never would have thought that
there would come this disgrace to m y name] Haggard S
126 had I not seen, surely I would never have believed |
Vachell H 33 We'd have had a hot time if it hadn't
been for him [ Doyle S 6.216 if I had examined everything with the care which I would have shown had we
approached the case de novo and had no cut-and-dried
story to warp m y mind, would I not then have found
something more definite to go upon? Of course I should |
Wells Bishop 308 We'd have hated that ... W e should
all have hated that | ib 310 I would be ashamed if you
had not done as you have done | Mackenzie S 1.351
[schoolboy:] I wouldn't be surprised | id S A 217 [Oxford
man writes:] If I had not been afraid that somehow or
other I would have been prevented | Galsw Ca 480 to
reach it I would have to pass in front of the ... window |
Jameson F 260 I wouldn't have anything if I hadn't
you | Rose Macaulay P 208 I'd have told [if it had been
me]; I wouldn't have been such a silly fool as to sneak
away and say nothing | Bennett P 269 if anybody had
told m e ... I wouldn't have believed it | id H L 62 I
wouldn't be a bit astonished | Kennedy C N 242 I wouldn't
have thought you'd take her part | Kaye Smith T 182
I made sure we would be discovered | Walpole C 241 I'd
rather be buried alive than stay in this hole. I would
be buried alive if I stayed | id [frequently as in] SC 346
If it hadn't been for him, I would have died | Priestley
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B 252 I shouldn't have been able to do m u c h at first,
but I'd have managed. I'd have liked that.
Note in some of these quotations the occurrence of
both should and icould ('d) without any appreciable difference.
19.5(5). Would I in a question, meaning 'I shouldn't':
Sutro Choice 76 M a k e some allowance, sir.—If I didn't,
would I be listening to you now? Cf. the example from
Doyle in 19.5(4) and the tag-question in Christie Blue Train
143 W h y , if I killed her I should have had no need to
steal her jewels, would I?
19.5(6). I would is often used idiomatically with
the meaning 'I should if I were you' and thus comes to
mean pretty m u c h the same thing as 'you should' or 'I
advise you to':
Sheridan 304 but, upon m y soul, I'll print it every
word.—That I would, indeed | Locke H B 84 I wouldn't
worry about that now | Galsw W M 140 if you've got
money, spend it. I would.
Cf. I should in similar sentences 20.3(7).
19.5(7). Would yout is by no means rare, where
no volition could be thought of; in E1E this is a natural
concomitant of I would, where now I should is said, while
nowadays it causes a discord between question and answer:
Sh H 4 B II. 2.56 W h a t would'st thou think of m e ,
if I shold weep? I would think thee a most princely
hypocrite. It would be euery mans thought . . . | Congreve 113 Would not you be disappointed? | Hope C 217
Would you advise her to marry the other?—Well, on the
whole, I should | id M 42 Would you be surprised to
hear that . . . — N o , I shouldn't.
Would like
19.6(1). The frequent combination would like presents no difficulty in assertions in the second and third
persons (I k n o w you would like some beer | he would like
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to see you), but in thefirstperson it enters into competition with I should like, which strict grammarians Hke
Mr. Fowler ( M E U 326) think the only correct expression.
I would like is not at all rare, even in writers who generally keep the distinction between I shall (should) and
I will (would): the reason evidently is that the whole
combination implies will (cp. I will be glad, above 16.3(5)).
In some of the following examples both auxiliaries are
found together:
Thack N 187 I would like to have Clive married to
her ... I should like to see Clive happy j Di D 760
Sometimes, I thought that I would like to die at h o m e j
Kipl L 193 I'd like to be left alone, please | Harraden
F 106 I should like you to know her.—I would like to
meet her | Wilde P 31 I feel as if I would Hke to found
an order | Lawrence L 63 But I should Hke to hear more:
I would like to hear more.
In reply to m y question: "Is-J wouldn't mind just
as frequent as I'd like to . . .t instead of should?" an
English friend writes: "Yes, and hardly strikes one as so
incorrect." Cf. M c K e n n a M 129 I wouldn't mind that.
Synonymous expressions:
Defoe G 84 I would be very glad to see . . ., cf.
16.3(5) | Mottram E M 152 C o m e to a show to-night?—
I'd love to.
19.6(2). The same vacillation is found in questions
in the second person: Should you like? is the form preferred by grammarians, but Would you like? is heard very
often colloquially:
Di D 202 Should you like to go to school at Canterbury? | Di F 489 Should you like to? | Benson D 68 W e
are going to bring you lunch. W h a t should you like? j
G E M 1.81 Y o u wouldn't like to stay behind without
mother, should you? (also G E S 193) || Hope C h 26 Would
you like to know him? Of course I should! | Vachell H
164 I should Hke to be Harry's understudy.—Would you? |
(also Doyle S 1.262).
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19.6(3). Similar vacillations are found in synonymous expressions:
Thack E 2.22 A n d would you, sirrah, wish to know
how it was . . .—Should you wish to know w h y . . . ]
Di D o 205 I should wish to know.—Should you? | ib
157 I should be very glad, if you would talk about m y
brother.—'Would you, though?' | Mottram E M 157 Oh,
I should love it! Wouldn't you, Mary?
Would you mind shutting the door? = Would you
kindly shut the door?
19.6(4). T h e same would before a perfect infinitive
to express an unfulfilled wish:
Defoe R 2.210 I would have been very glad to have
gone back to the island | Mason R 245 I would very
much have liked to have had you.
Hypothetical Character Obscured
19.7(1). W e next come to some uses of would in
which the hypothetical character of the statement is more
or less obscured.
Would implies probability in cases like
Doyle S 1.195 That would be in the year 1878 |
Bentley T 80 W h a t time was this?—It would be about
ten, sir, I should say | ib 81 That would have been about
a quarter past eleven, I should say | Bennett E C h 157
H e killed himself in his studio. That would be in the
autumn of 1879 about J Shaw M s 175 Of course you
wouldnt know | Galsw SS 301 I believe it's all gone.—
It would be | Lawrence L 176 Entered the little lady in
her finery . . . She would not be very old | Lewis M S
421 That's what most m e n would say.
In the last sentence the writer has italicized would
to show that it is stressed, as, indeed, it is very often
in this sense, e. g. [it 'wud bi'].
Cp. in a conditional clause Crofts Insp. French's Greatest Case
159 Mr. R o h m e r is inside. If anyone in London would know, he
should [ = 'if any one is likely to know, it ought to be Mr. R.'].
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19.7(2). It would be = 'of course it was', 'one
might expect that':
Bennett P 247 It was I who introduced them to
Mrs. Prohack.—It would be! Mr. Prohack commented |
Galsw T L 197 They were very polite.—They would be |
Walpole O L 80 m y husband was more modern than I
was. As of course he would be, being a writer | Hope
D 53 the Dowager told m e . . . Oh, if the Dowager said
that! Of course, the Dowager would know! (Would emphasizes of course) | Dane L 43 One never knew what
Madala would do next, and yet when she'd done it, one
said—'Of course! Just what Madala would do!'
In a question: Shaw Ms 175 Does he call his tutor
Holy Joe to his face?—Well, what would he call him?
[== what could you expect him to ...?].
19.7(3). I find no better place than this to put
the (perfectly natural) use of would in Hardy R 242 I
wish I had known that you would be here alone [cf.
. . . were ... in indirect speech 11.4(3)].
19.7(4). The use of toould of what one would naturally expect is nowadays extremely frequent in answers
with the infinitive understood:
Merriman Velvet Glove 53 "It is that that I think
of."—"Yes, said Sarrion, rather coldly, you naturally
would" | Walpole C 144 "Brandon said something about a
man called Forsyth". "Yes—he would. That's just his kind
of appointment" | Galsw Frat 22 "He said it was so awfully good".—"He would," replied Cecilia | Bennett P 271
I've no doubt that you and Sissie treated it all as a great
piece of fun. You would | id E C h 157 "You remember
the Ollinson case?"—"No."—"You wouldn't. Before your
time" | Mackenzie Rogues 268 "He always pushes m e
out".—"He would" | Lawrence L 118 "I don't see that
at all."—"No, you wouldn't" | Masterman W L 71 "I do
not play cricket."—Collins eyed him, "No, you wouldn't,"
he said.
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In the first person Sutton Vane Outw. Bound 93
And we've put off really thinking what to do till the
last moment. Naturally we would, we're all English |
Rose Macaulay K 63 J never heard of h i m . — N o , you
wouldn't have. Nor would I. Cf. I should 20.3(7).
In Swinburne's " O n the Verge" st. 2: "Some . .. Passed, and
left us, and w e know not what they were, nor what were we. Would
we know, being mortal?" = 'would it be likely, seeing that w e are
mortal, that w e should know?' In st. 3 he goes on: Shadows, would
we question darkness? Ere our eyes and brows be fanned Round
with airs of twilight, . . . Would w e know sleep's guarded secret?
Ere thefireconsume the brand, Would it know if yet its ashes
may requicken? Here should, we? might have been misunderstood
as an exhortation.

19.7(5). It would seem is a more polite or guarded
way of saying 'it seems'; it is very frequent now (cf. it
should seem, below 20.3(3)), but "does not appear in our
quots. before the 19th c." (NED); I have found it, however, in Chaucer. The same meaning attaches to one
would think.
Ch G 594 it wolde seme Thy lord were wys | Kinglake E 94 It would seem that before this catastrophe
Lady Hester had been rich | Cowper L 2.29 One would
almost suppose that reading H o m e r were the best ophthalmic in the world | Shaw M 84 [vg] one ud think she
was keepin company with him.
19.7(6). In the following Irish and American quotations we have questions with would, where British English would have should (see 20.5(2)); they agree with the
above-mentioned use of will (16.4):
Birmingham W 30 W h y would he not pass it? | ib
300 Is there such a thing as a pen in the house?—There
is; why wouldn't there? | Dreiser F 316 [they consulted:]
W h a t would we do? Would we let her sink or try to
save her? | id A T 1.124 If he wants m e to go, I'll go.
W h y wouldn't I? (Cf. the indirect question in ib 169
perhaps he would. I don't see w h y he wouldn't).
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Various Uses
19.8(1). In a conditional clause would is not ordinarily used except where volition has to be indicated (above
19.3).
Sometimes, however, especially in former times would
have is found instead of the (now) usual had, thus without
any indication of volition:
Sh R 2 III. 3.11 The time hath beene, Would you
haue been [ = now: had you been, if you had been] so
briefe with him, he would haue beene so briefe with
you | Defoe M 185 m y governess had disguised m e like
a m a n . . . unless I would have owned m y sex | Cowper
L 2.4 so surely would he have done m e irreparable
mischief, if I would have given him leave j ib 2.262
Mrs. Unwin would have been employed in transcribing
m y rhymes for you, would her health have permitted ]
Austen M 423 W o u l d he have deserved more, there can
be no doubt that more would have been earned j Thack
P 56 If Captain Costigan w h o m I had the honour to
know, would but have told his history, it would have
been a great moral story [volition?] | Priestley B 47 If
I'd have known, he wouldn't have set foot in this house.
Thus also in rendering vulgar speech, witluthe would-be funny
spelling of = [av] for have: Rose Macaulay K 57 if I'd of known
... I'd have gone after supper [ib 244 Daisy'd never of said so if
it hadn't of been true, N.B. with hadn't; p. 65 if I'd have known j
91 if I'd have thought of il].
Would does not seem to imply volition in Sh R 2 III. 4.20 lie
sing . . .—But thou should'st please m e better, would'st thou weepe.
— I could weepe, Madame, would it doe you good.—And I could
sing, would weeping doe me good [ = if thou wept'st ... if weeping
did m e good].

19.8(2). I add here two quotations with would after
before; in the first it would be more usual to say had
f
ound instead of would have found:
Swift P C 74 a child would have cry'd half an hour
before it would have found out such a pretty plaything I
Oppenheim Pawns Count 296 They were passing away
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the few minutes before Pamela and her aunt would be
ready to join them in the dining-room above.
19.8(3). Would m a y be used after as if and as
though:
Di H 10 he looked as though, if he were cut, he
would bleed white | Galsw Ca 549 Lucy cried as if her
heart would break [ = were going to break].
19.8(4). T h e ordinary rule according to which would
or should is used in the conditioned, but not in the conditional clause (if he came he would say | if he came I
should say) m a y be called a case of linguistic economy,
in so far a3 one indication of the hypothetical character
of the whole sentence suffices, exactly as in French (s'il
venait, il dirait). It is the counterpart of the rule that
one indication of future time is sufficient in sentences
like "if he comes, he will say j if he comes I shall say"
(as in French: s'il vient il dira).
Confusion of would and had
19.9(1). T h e weakly stressed forms of had and would
are identical in the spoken language: I'd, we'd, he'd and
it 'ud [it ad] m a y be expanded either as I had or as J
would, etc. This leads to some confusion in the popular
feeling, especially with regard to those phrases had better,
had rather, etc., which were mentioned above (9.4). Had
rather is historically justified, but would rather also gives
sense and is found in M E : with rather preposed it is
found in C h A 487 But rather wolde he yeven | T 3.379
That rather deye I wolde; in S h would rather is rarer
than had rather and chiefly confined to such cases as Gent.
V, 4.34 I would haue beene a breakfast to the beast,
Rather than haue false Protheus reskue m e — w h e r e rather
is only loosely connected with would. In R 3 III. 7.161
the folio emends the had rather of the old quartos into
would rather.
Examples of printed 'd, which m a y be taken for
either auxiliary:
Jespersen, Modem Engltah Grammar. IV.

12
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H o p e C 210 you must not tell anyone; at least, I'd
rather you didn't | Milne P 114 H e says he'd rather you
came to him, darling.
19.9(2). Would better is printed instead of had better
in some American books:
H a y B 301 I have tried to get it out of m y mind,
but I have an odd impression that I would better cherish
it | B. Stevenson Boule Cabinet 143 perhaps I would better
teU Parks . . . perhaps I would better wait.
19.9(3). Sometimes a previous correct had seems
to be continued as if it had been would:
Defoe R 172 If I had let him stay there three or
four days without food, and then have carry'd him some
water, he would have been tame | Trollope O 263 Had
you remained here, and have taken m e , I should certainly
not have failed then || Page J 400 W h y had I not pitched
him out of the window that first evening, and so have
ended his wicked career? || cf. McCarthy 2.329 it m a y
seem surprising that the Conservatives did not accept this
trivial and harmless measure, and so have done with the
unwelcome subject.
19.9(4). Had have I'd have] is found also in other
combinations, where imaginative had would seem more
appropriate. In recent times this is chiefly found in
renderings of vulgar speech, but Tennyson has it in one
of his dramas: is this had really due to the confusion of
the weak forms of these auxiliaries?
Examples: Sir T. More [quoted by Delcourt, p. 173]
and than had the wyne or the ale ... haue been for
frere Barnes a better saumple | Caxton R 46 had tybert
the catte haue ben there, he shold also somwhat haue
suffred | ib 68 I had wythoute taryeng haue com en | Sh
T w III. 4.312 Plague on't, and [ = if] I thought hejiad
beene valiant, and so cunning in fence, I'd haue seene
him damn'd ere I'de haue challeng'd him | Cor IV. 7.13
I wish . . . you had not Ioyn'd in commission with him:
but either haue borne The action of your selfe, or else
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to him, had left it soly [in modern editions 'corrected'
into had borne] | Di Do 285 [not vulg.] Little Dombey
was m y friend, and would have been now, if he'd have
lived | G E A 159 It 'ud ha' been better luck if they'd
ha' buried him i' the forenoon | Tenn 728 (Becket III
sc. 3) as the case stood, you had safelier have slain an
archbishop than a she-goat | Trollope W 93 If you'd just
have let Bold come and go there, he and Eleanor would
have been married by this time | Mered R F 58 If y'had
only ha' spoke trewth! | ib 399 H a d I a' known—your
ladyship knows I never should presume | id E H 105 |
Galsw P 43 If I'd ha' known as m u c h as I do now, I'd
never ha' had one o' them | Mackenzie Rogues 194 [vulg.]
I could have been married half a dozen times if I hadn't
have dreaded the idea of having children of m y own | ib
224 If you'd have left your address I could have forwarded it on | id S 1116 if I hadn't have lost that watchbracelet I'd feel like the bloody German Emperor | Masefield E 12 If you'd a seen the way [also Stockton, Lady
or Tiger 246, H a y B 67, 68, etc.] | Bromfield Good Worn.
329 If he'd only stayed away! If he'd never have come
back. — Cf. Fowler M E U s. v. had.
Cp. finally Di F 703 Wish I m a y die if you ain't
ha' [ = haven't] been a imitating me.

Chapter X X

Should
Real Past
20.1(1). The use of should as a real past is even
more restricted than the corresponding use of would, and
the meaning of obligation in the past is not evident at
first blush. But the familiar expression to denote surprise
at some past occurrence, " W h e n I crossed the street,
who(m) should I see but m y old friend T o m ? " must be
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analyzed aB 'It was at that particular m o m e n t m y destiny
to run across Tom'. Similarly in all persons.
Fielding T 3.24 W h o should he be but the son of
the squire? | Morris E 52 W h a t should w e find ... but
this m y son | Collins M 198 and, w h o should I see in
the courtyard, but Mr. Begbie | Galsw Ca 23 Swithin approached his usual seat, w h o should be sitting there but
Rozsi!
After-Past
20.1(2). In former times, should was sometimes
used to indicate what in the past was destined (or looked
upon as destined) to happen in the future; nowadays the
same idea (after-past, see 1.1) is generally expressed by
means of was to with the infinitive.
C h G 127 A n d w h e n this m a y d e n sholde unto a
m a n Ywedded be . .. A n d day was comen of hir mariage,
She . . . H a d next hir flesh yclad hir in an heyre | A V
Mat 11.3 Art thou hee that should come? [whose future
coming w e were expecting?] | Acts 2.47 the Lord added
to the church dayly such as should be saued [Gr. tous
sozomenous; R V those that were being saved; 20th C V
those w h o were in the path of Salvation].
W h e n something similar is found n o w (only in the
first person), it seems to be always a shall of direct speech
shifted in indirect rendering of someone's words or thoughts,
see 21.4(2).
20.1(3). A related use with the perfect infinitive,
where should have means what is usually expressed by
was to have in speaking of a determination in the past
that was not carried into effect (see 10.8(7)) is found in
Sh Wint IV. 4.794 his sonne, that should haue marryed
a shepheards daughter.
80.1(4). N E D shall 14 f has two quotations for should 'in
statements of what habitually occurred'. According to Franz § 620
Anm. Sh has once I should = T used to': H6B III. 1.125 Pittie
was all the fault that was in me: For I should melt at an offendors
teares—a use of should that he finds also in Bunyan and traces
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back to OE. But the passage in Sh seems to me to mean 'I had
to melt whenever an offender wept', and the same interpretation
holds good of the examples given for O E in Waiting's Syntax Alfreds d. Gr. vol. 2 § 393 d ('it was their duty to . . .', etc.). But
should is curiously used as a continuation of would in Defoe R 2.21
these extravagancies did not shew themselves ... in different persons only: But all the variety would appear in a short succession
of moments in one and the same person. A m a n that w e saw this
minute dumb, and as it were stupid and confounded, should the
next minute be dancing and hallowing like an antick ... a few
minutes after that, w e should have him all in tears.

Imaginative Obligation
20.2(1). T h e chief use of should is as a preterit
of imagination, in thefirstplace to express obligation or
duty under hypothetical conditions as in
Malory 336 for that cause I wil spare you—els ye
shold iuste with m e [ = mod. you would be obliged to
joust] | Congreve 181 were it possible, it should be done
this night | Di X 6 If I could work m y will every idiot
should be boiled with his o w n pudding.
Generally, no condition is expressed, and should (like
ought, above 9.5(5)) thus indicates present obligation, duty
or propriety in general, the sense of obligation being
rendered weaker than in the case of shall by the form
of an hypothesis. This use goes back to O E times:
Beow 1328 Swylc ecolde eorl wesan | Ch C 582 A
capitayn sholde live in sobrenesse | Cass IV. 3.86 A friend
should beare his friends infirmities | Swift P C 65 Maids
should be seen, and not heard | Byron D J 2 16 Young
m e n should travel, if but to amuse | Di D 405 you
should be careful not to irritate her | Di P 150 Though
I say it that should not; other examples III 5.2i and
9.32 | Stevenson V 42 ere you marry, you should have
learned the mingled lesson of the world: that dolls are
stuffed with sawdust, and yet are excellent playthings |
ib 109 people should be a good deal idle in youth | Wilde
In 153 a critic should above all things be fair | W e U s
H 54 But you should, you ought to; it's your duty.
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20.2(2). With a passive verb, the duty generally
must refer to the person w h o would be the subject in
the corresponding active construction:
Sh Mids II. 1.242 we [women] should be woo'd, and
were not m a d e to wooe | Johnson R 126 misfortunes should
always be expected. Similarly Pope: The sound should be
an echo to the sense | Dickinson, After the W a r 32: W h a t
is wanted is m e n of eminence experienced in affairs, capable of impartiality ... It would not be easy to find
such m e n , but it should not be impossible.
In the second of the following two sentences the
duty evidently belongs to 'us', i. e. m e n : Sher 72 W o m e n
should never sue for reconciliation: that should always
come from us.
20.2(3). This should generally refers to a duty in
the present time or in the future—things which cannot
easily be kept distinct—as in " H e is everything he shouldn't
be". But this phrase is used unchanged in the past:
Hope D 4 H e was everything he shouldn't be. If, however, the idea of past duty (duty unfulfilled in the past)
is to be emphasized, the perfect infinitive is used: he
was everything he shouldn't have been.
In Stevenson V 42, quoted above 20.2(1), should have is used
differently and says nothing about the duty not having been fulfilled; should have learned = 'should know'.
The difference between should and would is seen very
clearly in Walpole C 161 His words should have been
enough, in earlier days would have been | London M 207
Nor would you—or, rather, should you—accept the ravings
of these two lunatics as a convincing portrayal of love.
20.2(4). In clauses after expressions of determination, desire, command, etc., in the present tense,
should is originally a weaker shall, but has come to be
used m u c h more frequently than shall:
Marlowe H 170 W h e n two are stript long ere the course
begin, W e wish the one should loose, the other win | Sh
Tim III. 5.2 'Tis necessary he should dye | T w III 1.83
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m y neece is desirous you should enter | H 5 I. 2.123 all
expect that you should rowse your selfe | M c b I. 5.26 |
A V Matt 18.14 it is not the will of your father which
is m heauen, that one of these little ones should perish |
Cowper L 2.6 I hardly know h o w to leave this subject,
but it is necessary that I should | ib 2.15 I a m very unwilling that you should be reduced to that necessity | ib
2.24 the good w o m a n is content that your servants should
eat in her parlour | Austen P 172 w o m e n fancy admiration
means more than it does. A n d m e n take care that they
should | Di S 89 H e is particularly anxious that the fishpond should be kept specially neat j id D o 270 I a m sure
1 a m willing she should go | Thack N 457 the doctors
wish he should be kept as quiet as possible | Doyle M
58 it is his desire that a medical m a n should stay there |
id S 2.189 It is absolutely essential to m e that I should
have 50000 1. at once | N P '29 he insists that the two
books should be read together.
20.2(5). The meaning of obligation or constraint
is often weakened; in this way should becomes a usual
expression of advice or vague admonition; especially in
the second person:
You should do that (something that is advisable now
or in future) | you should have done that (something
advisable in the past that was not done) ) Doyle St 276
Y o u should publish an account of the case | W h a t should
I do? [ = 'What do you advise m e to do?'].
The difference between the vague expression should
and the more determined shall of threats and promises
is seen in:
Ch L G W A 321 A god ne sholde nat ben thus
agreved, But of his deitee he shal be stable | Marl E 946
Twas in your wars, you should ransome h i m . — A n d you
shall ransome him, or else . . . — W h a t Mortimer, you will
not threaten him? | Mered R 145 you should know m y
cousin Austin. Y o u shall know him.
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20.2(6). A related use with the perfect infinitive
is found in you should have seen . . . = 'you ought to
have . . ., I wish you could have . . ., it would have been
good if you had
20.2(7). I should know =
T ought perhaps to
know', as an expression of doubt whether he really knows:
Sh T p II. 2.90 I should k n o w that voyce. It should
b e — , But hee is dround | M i Co 490 That hallow I
should know, what are you? speak | Scott Iv 272 B y m y
faith, I should k n o w that voice!
Cp. also Sh Tp I. 2.387 Where shold ibis musick be? I'th'
air or th'earth? [ = where do you think it likely that this music
comes from?].
20.2(8). The same element of almost-certainty is
characteristic of the following instances:
Sh R o V. 1.55 A s I remember, this should be the
house | ib V. 2.2 | Oth IV. 1.164 B y Heauen, that should
be m y handkerchiefe | H 4 B II. 2.182 | Oppenheim L a x w
94 They meet here and in this spot. It should be worth
seeing | Galsw F M 180 he should be in directly [ = will
probably be] | id IC 294 It was past time; they should
be coming soonl
Compare also Kipling K 366 News was at Ziglaur by midnight,
and by to-morrow should be at Kotgarh (= will be, if all goes
well) | Oppenheim Laxw 276 one of us has to lunch again. You
are younger and your digestion should be more perfect,
NED (18 b) says: "Should be: ought according to appearances
to be, presumably is. ?0bs.".
20.2(9). Thus should comes very near to the must
(surely) of logical inference, as in
Di D 419 the night should have turned more wet
since I came in, for he had a large sou'wester hat on ]
McCarthy 2.105 In the prevaiUng temper of the public,
the evidence should have been very clear indeed to induce an ordinary English jury to convict him | Hewlett
Q 191 his thoughts should be worth having | Kipl L 39
a little exhibition, which, backed by our names and the
influence w e naturally c o m m a n d among the press, should
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be of material service to you | Norris O 315 she insisted
upon presenting him to H . Y o u two should have BO
m u c h in c o m m o n ' ( Doyle S 2.216 I think that should do.
Imaginative Non-Obligation
In Main Sentences
20.3(1). In main sentences of rejecting condition
should was formerly used extensively in all persons corresponding to the former rules for shall to 'denote the
future); the idea originally was the fated certainty of wh^t
would be a consequence of the imagined condition (cf.
above 20.2 on conditioned duty), but in m a n y sentences
no meaning of constraint of any sort is apparent:
Malory 714 had it ben any other than Gawayn he
shold not haue escaped | More U 67 he hiereth some of
them . . . sumwhat cheper then he shoulde hire a free
m a n | ib 69 moneye fownde abowte them shoulde betraye
the robberye | ib 69 they shoulde be no soner taken wyth
the maner, but furthwyth they shoulde be punysshed j
Sh R 2 III. 4.20 thou should'st please m e better, would'st
thou weepe | ib IV. 1.232 If thou would'st, There should'st
thou finde one heynous article | Sonn 11.7 If all were
minded so, the times should cease, A n d threescore yeare
would m a k e the world away (cf. Franz § 612) | Goldsm
651 Were I a wretch, meanly seeking to carry off a
fortune, you should be the last m a n in the world I would
apply to for assistance | Austen P 38 If I wished to think
slightingly of anybody's children, it should not be of m y
own, however.
Where the modern idiomatic expression is "you would
refuse (would be refusing) ... if you refused ...", Shakespeare has sometimes should in both clauses: Merch I.
2.100 you should refuse to performe your fathers will,
if you should refuse to accept him.
20.3(2). In such a sentence as the following should
as it were supplies the missing hypothetical form of must
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(*would must; cf. above on must as imaginative preterit
9.5(8)):
McCarthy 2.384 All manhood should have deserted
the English heart if the English people did not acknowledge some admiration for such men.
20.3(3). Where it is n o w usual to say it would
seem, the old phrase was it should seem (e. g. Sh Wint IV.
4.372, R 3 III. 2.7 Q, Gibbon M 133; m a n y quotations
from 1525. till n o w in N E D seem 5f.); this "is perh.
slightly archaic, and is n o w chiefly used to express a
guarded (or sometimes an ironical) acceptance of statements
m a d e by others". Macaulay perhaps uses should on account of the following ought in H 1.67 It should seem
that the weight of England a m o n g European nations,
ought, from this epoch, to have greatly increased | ib
1.109 it should seem that the course which ought to be
taken is obvious. Cf. 19.7(5).
First Person
20.3(4). Nowadays should in conditioned sentences
is generally restricted in the same way as the purely future shall, i. e. to thefirstperson and to the second person
in questions. The normal distribution of the two auxiliaries, at any rate in England, therefore is:
If he said that, I should believe him.
you would believe him.
should you believe him?
everybody would believe him.
It is hardly necessary to illustrate this use of I (we)
should in assertions. T w o recent quotations may, however, find their place here: Galsw Ca 545 if I were you,
I should be ashamed | Bennett L R 70 Perhaps the risk
is as great as she thinks. If so, I should be very sorry.—
Other examples are found here and there in other paragraphs, see ch. IX, and X , 19.6, etc.
In some slight measure I should m a y be said to be
ambiguous, as it sometimes expresses duty (cf. above
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20.2(1)ff.). W h e n w e read (London M 395) "I was weak
in yielding. I should not have done so" we understand
it as meaning 'It was wrong of m e to do so'; but if the
sentence had been followed by something like "if you
had been present" the idea of duty immediately disappears, and the only thing remaining is the colourless
should corresponding to would in the other persons. W h e n
a person corrects himself, we m a y interpret I should say
(I should have said) as a weak expression of duty: Hope
D 52 It seems to m e that what is sauce—that, I should
say, husband and wife ought to stand on an equal footing
in these matters.
Does I should have in the following quotation express
unfulfilled duty, or simply what would have happened?
Galsw Ca 538 I spent evening after evening there, when,
if I had not thought only of myself, I should have kept
away.
W e must also admit a certain ambiguity in questions:
What should I dot m a y mean (1) 'what would it be likely
that I did?' and (2) 'what do you (or would you) advise
m e to do?'
Miss Austen in some passages uses should instead of would
after one, evidently because this is virtually a synonym of J:
Austen M 69 one should not like to have Sir T h o m a s find
all the varnish scratched off | ib 391 one should be a brute not to
feel for the distress they are in.
N E D (shall 19 c) has an example from G. C. Lewis (1862), but
does not explain it and qualifies it as 'abnormal'.

20.3(5). Here some examples of should have in the
first person of that which did not take place in the past,
but would have happened under certain conditions, m a y
find their place:
Sh H 6 C II. 1.4 H a d he been ta'ne, we should haue
heard the newes | Hope R 33 I fear that, unless Heaven
had sent m e a fresh set of brains, I should have been
caught in m u c h the same way | id Z 275 Yet, had Fritz
killed him, I should have grudged it | Barrie A d m . Cricht.
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155 If I had been wrecked on an island, I think it highly
probable that I should have lied when I came back.
20.3(6). Examples of the regular should I in
questions:
Defoe G 135 W h a t should I do with books? I never
read any [cf. the questions in 20.3(4)] | Di F 270 I a m
sure you would do no such horrible thing.—Shouldn't
1? Well; perhaps I shouldn't ] Di D 273 'You would
be delighted to see that household.' 'Should I? Well, I
think I should' | Mulock H 157 Would you like to be a
mill-owner?—Shouldn't I?! [ = emphatic I should].
20.3(7). In modern parlance one frequently finds
I should used with aposiopesis of "if I were you", and
curiously enough the phrase thus comes to mean the
same thing as you should (i. e. I advise you to):
Phillpotts G R 75 If you can even lunch with your
party I should | Galsw SS 121 Would you take any notice
of MacGown's insinuation? I should (also id Ca 449) |
Bennett T 409 "Well, I'll go round to Clara's myself,"
said Edwin. "I shouldn't," said Maggie | Jameson F 149
[his father offers him a fiver] Thanks awfuHy. I don't
think I should give m e anything in your place | Sherriff
Journey's E n d 25 I should take your pack off. Note in
the two last quotations the confusion in the pronouns.
Cf. 19.7(4) would.
20.3(8). Very often, the idea of a condition (a rejected hypothesis) is not only left unexpressed, but is so
vague and indistinct that it is hardly present in the mind
of the speaker. I should say becomes a modest or diffident way of saying 'I say* or 'I dare say': I should say
he was over fifty. But J should think (with stress on
think) generally impUes scornful assertion: I should think
he was over fifty | Is he over fifty? O h yes, I should
think so [ = Rather!]. Thus also:
Di D o 157 'You have left Dr. Blimber, I think?'—'I
should hope so.'
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20.3(9). In questions in the second person, should
you is required by English grammarians (cp. shall you
18.7), and is found even in tags after would:
Austen M 299 Y o u would miss m e , should not you? |
Thack P 574 Shouldn't you like a turn? | G E M 2.88
Then you would never have the heart to reject one yourself,—should you? [ Mered H 311 Should you take m e
for a gentleman? | Bentley T 79 Should you wish m e to
recall the circumstances of Sunday night? | Should you
be able to recognize his voice in the dark?
Cf. on would you above 19.5(7); emotional questions
20.5(2).
Conditional Clauses
20.4(1). Should is frequent in conditional clauses
contrary to fact. The original idea of if he should die is
'if it were fated that he died'; but the idea of constraint
by destiny is here as elsewhere weakened, and the three
expressions if he died, if he should die, and if he were to
die (10.3(3)) come to be nearly synonymous, though they
might perhaps be said to represent three degrees of uncertainty with regard to the contingency of his death,
the third being now, perhaps, more frequent than the
second. These combinations are clearly different from
if he would, which implies volition. This use of should
corresponds to shall in conditional clauses (18.4(1)), but
differs from it in belonging to ordinary everyday language.
Examples of should after if;
More U 60 if robbers shoulde be sewer of their lyues,
what violence were able to holde their handes from robbynge | Sh Alls I. 3.242 thinke you Helen, If you should
tender your supposed aide, H e would receiue it? | BJo
3.189 W e should misa this if w e should not go | Congreve
251 if you should give such language at sea you'd have
a cat o' nine-tails laid across your shoulders | L a m b R
58 she could be within hearing if her grandmother should
call her | Di D o 166 Papa will recover from his grief;
and if he should, I will tell him | ib 168 If w h e n you
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come back, you miss me from my old corner, and should
hear from any one where I a m lying, come and look
upon m y grave | Hardy R 236 H o w terrible it would be
if a time should come when I could not love you.
20.4(2). Similarly after so that and suppose = 'if:
Hope R 273 she did not care what he was, so that
he was hers, so that he should not leave her | Di D 213
suppose some of the boys had seen m e and should find
me out | James S 48 Then suppose she should die?
After in case Squire Grub Street 77 he gave a little
ring, and tapped quietly with the pretty brass knocker
in case the servants should have gone to bed.
20.4(3). If. . . should have with the second participle is archaic: nowadays if. . . had is used (see 9.7(5)):
Sh John IV. 1.70 And if an angell should haue come
to me, And told m e Hubert should put out mine eyes,
I would not haue beleeu'd him | [Ado II. 3.81] | Congreve 118 what a sad thing would that have been, if
m y lord and I should never have met!
20.4(4). Should is frequent when the condition is
not expressed by means of a conjunction, but in the form
of an interrogatory sentence:
Sh Gent III. 1.15 should she thus be stolne away
from you It would be much vexation to your age | Wint
II. 1.78 Should a villaine say so . . . H e were as much
more villaine | Longfellow Hiaw 1 Should you ask me,
whence these stories? ... I should answer, I should tell
you . .. Should you ask where Nawadaha, etc. | Elizabeth
Exp 151 But this lady, should anyone see him with her,
could only do him credit as a companion.
Should with the perfect infinitive is rarer:
Thack H 18 I had promised a dozen of them a treat
down the river, should the promised riches have come
to m e | Mason F 139 it would have been easy to quiet
his suspicions, should he have ever come.
20.4(5). The main verb is not always hypothetical,
but may be a simple present (or will) or an imperative;
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in that case w e m a y substitute a simple present for the
sAowW-combination:
if any thing should j he will be angry; or, you must
happen
I call m e at once; or, call m e at
if anything happens | once.
But in the case of a hypothetical main clause, the
simple preterit of imagination might be used instead of
the combination with should:
if anything should happen ) ,
,. ,
•J;
..• i
j
} he would be angry.
if anything happened
]
°J
20.4(6). Should in relative clauses implying a condition is literary rather than colloquial (cf. shall 18.4(2)):
Fielding T 2.110 Would not you fire a pistol at
anyone w h o should attack your virtue? | Johnson R 111
a concussion that should shatter the pyramid would
threaten the dissolution of the continent | Shelley 403
Whoever should behold m e now, I wist, Would think I
were a mighty mechanist | Quincey Sel 135 a stranger
who should have seen her would certainly set her down
for one plagued with that infirmity of speech | Macaulay
B 127 W h a t would be thought of a painter w h o should
mix August and January in one picture? [ Di D 137 I
was prepared to shed the blood of anybody w h o should
aspire to her affections [ McCarthy 2.145 Mr. Bright was
for a Reform Bill, from whomsoever it should come j
Hardy R 301 It would be a strange hour which should
catch m e singing ] Stevenson V 40 the m a n who should
hold back from marriage is in the same case with him
who runs away from battle | Shaw J *53 one can imagine
what would have happened to the m a n who should have
dared to tell the truth in this fashion.
20.4(7). A frequent expression is:
Dickinson S 25 he would be a rash m a n who should
venture to forecast the remotest results | Raleigh Sh 129
he would be a bold m a n who should presume to determine the boundary.
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(The same expression in varied forms in Raleigh St
25, Stevenson M B 62, Archer A m 169, etc.)
20.4(8). Here also belongs the usual phrase as
who should say (cf. F. comme qui dirait) = 'one might
almost say'; see III 3.5i.
Emotional should
20.5(1). Should is very often used in passing a
judgment of an emotional character (agreeable or disagreeable surprise, indignation, joy) on some occurrence;
whether this is a fact (something which is happening or
has happened) is neither indicated nor denied by the form
of the expression, but is left to be concluded from the
context or situation; as a matter of fact this mode of
expression is of frequent occurrence in giving one's opinion
of an actual fact (especially with should have done, etc.).
20.5(2). Thus in thefirstplace in questions. While
the sentence " W h y was the date omitted?" is a mere
factual question, there is wonder, and therefore, possibly,
some suspicion of the purity of the motives, implied in
" W h y should the date of this document have been
omitted?" Or the truth of the fact m a y be doubted:
" W h y should he have burnt the paper?" = 'I see no
motives and therefore doubt that he did burn it'.
Sh T p II. 2.69 where the diuell should he learne
our language? | M i P L 4.515 W h y should thir Lord E n vie
them that? | Sheridan 244 W h y should you think I would
see him? | Austen P 159 W h y should you be surprised? |
ib 172 W h y should they try to influence him? | Doyle
S 1.160 W h y should you raise up hopes which you are
bound to disappoint? | Dane F B 123 you might tell m e
what's the matter.—Oh, rot, Laura. W h a t should be the
matter? Someone asking for y o u . — W h o should ask for m e ?
Correspondingly in a dependent clause: M i S 216 I
oft have heard m e n wonder W h y thou should'st wed
Philistian w o m e n j Di D o 166 I a m afrai dyou have scarce-
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lybeen a favourite.—'There is no reason why I should
be' | Stevenson V P 109 that a m a n has written a book
of travels in Montenegro, is no reason w h y he should
never have been to Richmond.
Note the difference between should and would in Milne
P 80 W h y should it m a k e a difference to you?—It would.
In Marl E 921 W h o should defray the money, but the K i n g —
we have either this use or should meaning 'ought to': 'it is the
duty of no one else, but the king, to . . .'.

20.5(3). Secondly, this emotional should is very
frequent in content-clauses:
More U 60 I thynke it not right that the losse of
money should cause the losse of mans lyfe | Sh H 4 B II.
2.42 it is not meet, that I should be sad now m y father
is sicke | Lr II. 4.1 'Tis strange that they should so
depart from home, A n d not send back m y messengers |
A V Gen 2.18 It is not good that the m a n should be
alone | Spect 182 Is it not wonderful, that the love of
the parent should be so violent while it lasts; and that
it should last no longer than is necessary for the preservation of the young? | Austen P 8 It is such a good
joke, too, that you should have gone this morning, and
never said a word about it till now | Shelley L 528 I
accuse myself that m y precipitancy should have given
you the vexation you express | Macaulay H 1.48 It is
not strange, therefore, that the Tudors should have been
able to exercise a great influence | Thack E 2.148 'tis a
marvel to think that her mother was the poorest and
simplest w o m a n in the world, and that this girl should
have been born from her | Bronte y 244 That I should
dare to remain thus alone in the darkness, showed that
m y nerves were regaining a healthy tone | Di D o 112 I
thought it well that you should be told this from the
best authority | id D 255 It's natural and rational that
you should like it | Doyle S 1.203 m y father went from
h o m e ... I was glad that he should go | Barrie M 17
I'm ashamed you should have m e for a mother.
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"It is strange that he exercised (or, has exercised)
so great influence" merely states the fact; "it is strange
that he should exercise so great influence" (cf. the quotation from Macaulay) lays more stress on the strangeness
by using the imaginative should in the clause. In the
quotation from Thackeray the marvel is not that the
mother was poor, but that such a w o m a n could have such
a child.
Wonder is expressed in a roundabout w a y in Norris O 80 he
would not have believed that a girl so young should have had arms
so big and perfect,—where it would have been more natural to say
could have arms.

20.5(4). Not infrequently the judgment itself (e. g.
what a pity!) is omitted (by aposiopesis) and the thatclause thus stands alone as an exclamation:
Sh H m l I. 2.137 That it should come to this | H 4 B
V. 4.27 O, that right should thus o'recome might! | T p
I. 2.67 that a brother should B e so perfidious | R o I.
1.176 ff. | Congreve 155 That m y poor father should be
so very silly | Shelley 480 Alas! that all w e loved of him
should be, But for our grief, as if it had not been! |
Swinb P B 221 A h that such sweet things should be fleet,
Such fleet things sweet! | Stevenson D 41 0 Lucy, Lucy,
that w e should have come to such a country!
20.5(5). W e have a different kind of emotional
that-cl&use after a question—giving the reason w h y w e
wonder:
Sh H m l II. 2.586 What's Hecuba to him . . . That
he should weepe for her? | A V Job 7.17 W h a t is m a n ,
that thou shouldest magnifie him?
*
20.5(6). Should is frequent in clauses after expressions of fear, and especially after lest:
More TJ 69 it is so lytle feared, that they shoulde
tome agayne to theyre vycyous condytyons | Sh All H .
3.95 Be not afraid that I your hand should take | Goldsm
631 let us leave the house this instant, for fear he should
ask further questions | By D J 1.209 For fear some prud-
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ish reader should grow skittish || S h H 5 III. 2.40 hee
scornes to say his prayers, lest a should be thought a
coward | B u n y a n P 77 for fear lest he should be assaulted | Defoe R 189 seldom staying one night on shore,
least they should not have the help of the tides | Cowper
L 2.31 your letters are so m u c h m y comfort, that I often
tremble lest by any accident I should be disappointed |
ib 2.61 I will not think of it, lest I should be again
disappointed | Thack N 304 I tremble lest some mischance
should befall h i m | H o p e R 272 she drew back in apparent
fear lest they should see her | ib 281 speaking in a low
voice, lest the queen should hear | Bennett P 51 I had
even to learn in secret, lest you should stop m e .

Chapter XXI
Will, would, shall, should in Indirect
Speech
The following pages might have found their place
in ch. X I on Tenses in Indirect Speech, or else in
ch. X V — X X on the two auxiliaries, but it has been
thought more expedient to place them here in a separate
chapter on account of the special complications arising
from the fact that w e have here shifting not only of
tense, but of person as well (cf. P G 219, 292). T h e
general tendency is to use the auxiliary which would
have been used in direct speech; but sometimes the verb
is m a d e to conform to the person into which the original
subject has been shifted, especially if the verb of saying
is at some distance, so that the shifting is not clearly
present to the mind. Will here, as elsewhere, tends to
take the place of shall.
T h e arrangement will be according to the person of
the direct speech, though for considerations of convenience
the last section will deal with all persons together in
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temporal clauses. In the superscription of paragraphs I
stands also for we, he also for she, it, and they.
21.1(1). Direct First Person
I will (volition) remains I will:
I think I will have a whisky and soda.
I will (volition) becomes I would:
Sh Ado II. 3.252 W h e n I said I would die a batcheler, I did not think I should Hue till I were maried |
Di D 209 I promised that I would not abuse her kindness | W a r d E 196 I promised that we would have more
talk to-day | Walpole D F 41 She said that w e would go
together to the war, that I should be her knight and she
m y lady and that w e would care for the wounds of the
whole world. A h ! what a night that was—shall I ever
forget it? | Kinglake E 222 I doubted, for a moment,
whether I would give her a little rest . . . but I decided
that I would not | Stevenson J H F 7 we told the m a n we
would make such a scandal out of this as should make
his name stink from one end of London to the other |
Walpole Cp 447 I knew that I would always love Martin.
I thought then that I should be able to make you happy.
Note here in four of the quotations the contrast
between would and should.
I will (non-volitional; Irish or American) becomea
I would:
Wilde D 87 I was afraid I would find you plunged
in remorse | Norris O 253 I was so afraid I would be a
wall-flower and sit up by m a m m a the whole evening.
Will I—instead of shall I—becomes would I:
Walpole D F 23 they asked m e m a n y questions about
the future. Would we be close to the Front? . . . Would
there be plenty of work, and would w e really see things?
I shall or shall I remains I shall:
Try to find out whether I shall be there in time if
I start now | he wants to know if we shall be there
in time.
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I shall or shall I becomes I should:
H e tried to find out whether I (we) should be there
in time | Di D 760 I believed I should die.—Exceptional
in Rea Six 280 I don't know that I shall [N.B.] be able
to face a party to-night.—What do you say?—I said that
I didn't really know whether I would be able to come
to-night or not.
21.1(2). I will becomes you will:
Thack P 101 However, promise us . . . that there
shall [ = dir.] be nothing clandestine, that you will pursue
your studies . . .
Shall I becomes you should:
Keats 5.136 W h e n I saw you last, you asked whether
you should see m e again before Christmas.
I should (preterit of imagination) becomes you should:
Austen S 341 If you could be assured of that, you
think you should be easy.
21.1(3). I will (volition) becomes he will:
Keats 2.74 Angela gives promise she will do Whatever he shall wish, betide her weal or woe | Tenn 116
[she thinks:] O but she will love him truly! H e shall
have a cheerful home; She will order all things duly |
James S 129 she says she will tell m e .
I will (volition) becomes he would:
Johnson R 127 he said that he would consider what
he should demand [ = I will c. what I shall d.] | Di D
81 he told m e not to make myself uneasy; he would
take care it should be all right | Thack N 22 saying, in
fact, that he would be deed if he beat the boy any more |
Bennett R S 268 She listened ... She would go upstairs.
She would extinguish the light and go upstairs. No!
She could not . . . | Lawrence L 158 the obstinate effort
and tension of keeping awake. She would keep awake.
She would know. She would consider and judge and
decide. She would have the reins of her own life between
her own hands | Gissing G 191 H e asked m e to look
him u p to-night, and he'd let m e know all about it |
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Beresford G 297 He had come to a pitch of determination.
H e must and would impose his creed upon his o w n family | Mackenzie S A 43 Edward vowed that this time if
Elizabeth's life should be granted to him he really would
grapple with life . . . that if he were granted not only
the life of his Elizabeth, but also the life of her child
he would devote his future to a worthy fatherhood, that
even if himself should fail in his contest with life he
would . . . what? | Kaye Smith G A 23 he said he'd be
h e m m e d if he'd work for his father.
Note the following quotation which shows the difference in
force between will and want: Barrie A d m . Cricht. 145 I had a note
from Brocklehurst saying that he would come a few minutes before
his mother as—as he wanted to have a talk with m e .

I will = shall becomes he would:
Di D o 254 Florence began to hope that she would
learn from her how to gain her father's love | Hardy R
284 Eustacia's dream had always been that, once married
to Clyne, she would have the power of inducing him to
return to Paris [ ib 297 he found that when practice
should have hardened his palms against blistering he
would be able to work with ease | Wilde D U O H e wondered if he would ever be so dominated by the personality of a friend (Irish) | Wells H 440 [he thought:] They
would be able to marry I id Bishop 318 he had thought
he would have to argue against objections j Lewis B 282
All the while he was dreading the m o m e n t when he
would be alone with his wife (Ami.).
Similarly in a question: Walpole C p 17 Her mind
was fixed on the future. W h a t was it going to be? Would
she have money as her uncle had said? Would she see
London and the world? Would she -find friends, people
who would be glad to be with her?
We both will (Sweet's rule, above 16.3) becomes they
both toould: Swinnerton Nocturne 195 she thought of the
future, of that time w h e n they both would be free, when
they should [N.B.] no longer be checked . . .
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I shall becomes he shall:
Austen S 260 She says she never shall think well
of anybody again | G E A 406 she says she shall stay
with her to the very last moment.
In the following quotations shall is perhaps less natural than will: Sh Oth III. 3.173 to him that euer feares
he shall be poor | Butler Ess 71 none can know when
he shall die.
I shall or shall I becomes he should:
Caxton B 48 he answered that he shold doo the best
and the worst that he coude | Fielding T 2.296 he knew
he shouldn't be beyond the reach of her voice | ib 2.299
She said she hoped she should see him again soon
Quincey 282 Leibnitz m a y be said to have died partly
of the fear that he should be murdered | Austen P 158
Mrs. Bennet said h o w happy they should be to see him
at Longburn | Di D o 203 did Mr. Gills say when he should
be home? H e said he should be h o m e early in the
afternoon | ib 252 She seemed to hesitate whether or no
she should advance to Florence | Morris E 46 the king
knew, Long ere she moved, what he should see | Wells
H 90 he inquired if he should serve tea in the garden |
Hardy L 160 she felt herself free to bestow her heart as
she should choose | Caine M 275 H e was to walk by
Pete's side, longing for what he knew they should not
find | Hope D 9 he told m e that he should never love
any one again | Moore L 36 O n Saturday morning he
had sat at his window, asking himself if he should go
down to see her or if he should send for her | Kennedy
R 51 During those weeks he had often gone over this
same ground with a heart on fire because he should so
soon be seeing Lise | Bennett 0 1.19 W h a t time did
mother say she should be back? | Moore L 107 he sat,
pen in hand, uncertain if he should speak of Nora at all.
I should (preterit of imagination) becomes he should:
Sheridan 236 she almost hinted that she should not
break her heart if I was dead | Austen P 21 they pro-
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nounced her to be a sweet girl, and one whom they
should not object to k n o w more of | Di D o 100 H e said
that he should wish himself dead if it wasn't for his
mother | Di D 561 he said he should like it very much |
Galsw Ca 598 [he said:] Nobody lived here n o w he should
say || James A 1.163 she gave N e w m a n the feeling [ =
N e w m a n felt] that he should like to have her always
before him.
But with would (19.6): Bentley T 40 it ended in her
saying that, if you should come, she would like you to
be helped in every way.
21.1(4). In the following quotations w e see the
distinction between volition and pure future expressed by
the different auxiliaries:
Kingsley H 68 H e held his breath in fearful suspense.
Should he be seen? H e would not die without a struggle
at least | Chesterton F 71 the proprietor had told him
that he should lock the door, and would come later to
release him | Bennett L R 95 he pretended to himself to
wonder what he should do next; but he knew what he
would do next.
21.1(5). In other cases the two auxiliaries reflect
different persons in the corresponding direct speech:
H e thinks himself that he shall recover [ = I shaU r.],
but the doctor says that he will die soon [ = he, the patient, will d.].
Thus also with shifting of the tense:
Austen P 9 the rest of the evening was spent in
conjecturing h o w soon he would [ = will he] return
Mr. Bennet's visit, and determining when they should
[ = shall we] ask him to dinner | Thack V 209 [the
lawyer] asked Captain Osborne whether he would [ = will
you] take the s u m in a cheque upon the bankers, or
whether he should [ = shall I] direct the latter to purchase stock to that amount.
She should as corresponding to a direct I should, and
it would corresponding to it would are found together in
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L a m b R 59 she fancied she should like to retrace
these scenes . . . she fancied it would be very charming.
But in the following they would is not part of the indirect
speech: Cowper L 1.135 People imagine they should be happy in
circumstances which they would find burthensome in less than
a week.
Direct Second Person
21.2(1). You will (will you; volition) becomes I would
(would I):
C h A 811 [we] preyden him also That he wold
vouche-sauf for to do so, A n d that he wolde been our
governour . . . A n d w e wold reuled been at his devys
[will you ... and w e will] | Spect 132 he desired I would
throw something into the box | Swift J 137 he desired
I would dine with him | ib 25, 42, 55, 122 | Franklin
148 he came to m e with a request that I would assist
him ... H e then desired I would furnish him ... H e
then desir'd I would at least give him m y advice | Mary
Shelley F 36 to renew her entreaties that I would write
often | Di D 57 she said that she hoped I would repent \
Shaw M s 189 H e asked m e would I have some champagne; and I said it would cost too much, but that I
would give anything for a dance | They told m e he would
soon be back. Would I wait? | Beerbohm Seven M e n
134 H e hoped I wouldn't think it great cheek, his
asking m e .
You will (instead of you shall, promise) becomes I
would:
Doyle S 5.149 he said that if I married him I would
have the finest diamonds in London.
If you will becomes if I would:
Spect 144 they told m e , if I would be good and lie
Btill, they would send somebody to take m e up.
' You will (future) becomes I shall, as I will would
call up too strongly the idea of volition:
D o you think I shall recover soon?
You will becomes I should for the same reason:
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Bronte J 43 and saying, 'She hoped I should be a
good child,' she dismissed m e | H o p e D 102 saying as
he passed that he hoped I shouldn't find it warm.
Note the distinction (direct you will . . . if you wiU
or you would . . . if you would): Keats 4.186 She said I
should please her m u c h more if I would only press her
hand and go away.
You would becomes I would (conditioned or weak volition):
Sheridan 244 W h y should you think I would see him?
Would you (should you) becomes I would:
Di D 254 I had endeavoured to find a satisfactory
answer to her question " W h a t I would like to be" | Bentley T 35 Almost hisfirstwords were to ask m e if I
would like to see the body of the murdered man.
You shall becomes 2" should:
Galsw Ca 534 he came and proposed that I should
go into partnership with him.
21.2(2). You shall becomes you should:
Cowper L 2.1 Our design was, that you should have
slept in the room that serves m e for a study | Henley
B 40 I desired that you should recognise m e for a
gentleman.
Should you becomes you should:
G E M 1.251 If you had a brother like m e , do you
think you should have loved him as well as T o m ?
21.2(3). Will you? (volition) becomes would he:
Di D o 252 Susan said, would she [Florence] go down
stairs to her papa, w h o wished to speak to her.
You shall becomes he should:
Parker R 260 in another hour she would know
where her child was—the tailor had promised that she
should.
Shall you becomes she should:
Mered H 28 H e asked Rose if she should be sorry.
Should you becomes he should:
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Di P 386 [She] had heard Pickwick ask the little
boy h o w he should like to have another father [cf. ib
378 H o w should you Hke to have another father?].
Direct Third Person
21.3(1). He will becomes I will, if volition is implied,
otherwise I shall: thus that auxiliary is used which would
be natural if there were no shifting:
H e thinks I will go there | he thinks I shall soon
die | Sh Lr II. 4.286 you think H e weepe.
Sweet says (§ 2202 e): "In such a sentence as he says he hopes
I will be there .. . the person of T is regarded from the point of
view of 'he', as if the sentence were in the form he said 'I hope you
(or he) will be there.' So also in (he said) he was afraid we would
not (be able to) come. In both of these instances shall (should) is
admissible, and would probably be substituted by m a n y on second
thoughts, but the construction with will is the genuinely colloquial one."

He will (or would) becomes I should:
Hope D 37 you told Dolly that I should m a k e an
excellent wife for a trainer | Bronte V 414 they thought
I should die.
I would is Dish in Moore L 194 for several days
the doctor could not say whether I would live or die.
21.3(2). He will remains he will (volition and future):
The boy says it will be good.
He will becomes he would:
Di D 433 I hoped the time might even come, when
he would cease to lead the lonely life | id D o 260 she
was never afraid that something would happen to her j
Priestley B 69 Philip turned to his supper and wondered
who would speak next.
With the perfect infinitive (before-future in direct
speech):
Gissing H 161 he gravely expressed his conviction
that before Michaelmas the time for payment would have
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arrived | Kaye Smith T 131 [he thought:] in time the
blunder would have been lived down.
Will he becomes he will (he would):
I want to know if he will suffer m u c h | I wanted
to know if he would suffer m u c h | Di D o 185 H e sat
wondering when Edith would come back.
He would remains he would:
She thought he would pay if he could (which can
correspond to he will if he can as well as to he would if
he could).
He shall becomes he should:
Osborne 35 w e could not reasonably hope he should
outHve this day | W o r d s w P 11.251 I wished that m a n
Should start out of his earthy, wormlike state | [in these
two sentences would is n o w more natural] j Kaye Smith
T 66 She vowed to herself that she would break his
pride, that the day should come when he should look
down on her no longer.
This is particularly frequent after expressions of determination, request, etc. in the preterit (cf. shall above
17.3(1)).
Sh R 3 III. 5.52 Yet had we not determin'd he Bhould
dye, Untill your lordship came | M i Co 763 do not charge
most innocent nature, A s if she would her children should
be riotous | Fielding T 1.11 he ordered that proper clothes
should be procured for it early in the morning ( Kinglake
E 229 I took care that there should be no repetition of
the torture | ib 230 the governor directed that the prisoners should be brought in.
Cf. on should after a verb in the present tense 20.2(4).
Shall he ( = is he to) becomes he should:
A V Mat 2.4 when he had gathered all the chiefe
Priests & Scribes of the people together, hee demanded
of them where Christ should be borne. 20th C V . So he
called together all the Chief Priests and Rabbis in the
nation, and began making enquiries of them as to where
the Christ was to be born.
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Doubtful Cases
21.4(1). In the following sentences we seem to have
would = a back-shifted will rather than the direct expression of the after-past mentioned in 19.4(1):
Vachell H 248 The cheering was lukewarm as yet.
It would havefireenough in it presently [ = they thought:
it will] | Walpole W 75 H e was to be of great importance
in Janet's life. His love of and fidelity to Wildherne
she would one day know, k n o w in a dark hour when she
needed that knowledge | ib 103 Janet was ready for the
great family party. In half an hour's time she would
have surrendered herself to Purefoys, Darrants ... In half
an hour's time she would be standing there simply that
they might gaze upon her . . . A n d she was not afraid j
Bennett Ace 54 H e was travelling by express; in a few
minutes he would be rushing through the darkness at a
hundred kilometres an hour | Mottram E M 60 There was
no work that evening, but Miss Branch would address
the school | Aumonier Q 223 a number of boys w h o only
last s u m m e r were playing tennis on their court were now
in the trenches and m a n y would never play again.
21.4(2). Shall, shifted into should in a report of
someone's past speech or thoughts sometimes comes to
resemble the archaic use of should in the after-past
(20.1(2))—it is not always easy to see whether we have
really indirect speech or a simple relation of what was
to happen:
Quincey Sel 12 Hastily I kissed the lips that I should
kiss no more | Stevenson T 83 It was about the last days
of our outward voyage . . . some time that night, or, at
latest, before noon of the morrow, w e should sight the
Treasure Island | ib 139 W e were now close in; thirty
or forty strokes and w e should beach her | Kaye Smith
G A 40 his work was giving her to him more surely than
any caresses, bringing nearer the day when she should
belong to him | Maxwell B Y 9 large stones with which
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he had to build the separation wall that henceforth should
stand between him and her [his thought: it shall . . .].
Should in Temporal Clauses
21.5. In temporal Clauses we have should corresponding to the use of shall mentioned in 18.4(3), when
the main verb is in the past. T h e reference therefore
is to a time that is future in regard to some time in the
past (after-past, see 1.1). But the examples are placed
here with 'indirect time', because they contain more or
less distinct renderings of someone's past sayings or
thoughts; generally there is a collateral meaning of purpose.
21.5(1). This is particularly frequent after till and
until:
A V Matt 18.30 he cast h i m into prison, till hee
should pay the debt | ib 18.34 his lord deHuered him to
the tormentors, till hee should pay all that was due vnto
him | Johnson R 37 he was confined in a private palace
till the order of succession should call him to the throne |
Poe S 245 I dismissed all further reflection until I should
be alone | Di D o 184 Mr. D o m b e y sat d o w n to watch
them until Edith should return | Thack P 147 But at
present, and until the pain of the separation should be
over, she entreated they should not meet | Macaulay H
1.184 they were not ashamed to hint that there would
never be peace in Ireland till the old Irish should be
extirpated | Caine M 377 she had . . . asked shelter until
the storm should cease.
21.5(2). With the perfect infinitive, e. g.
Di D o 66 the old lady deemed it prudent to retreat
until he should have forgotten the subject | Hardy T 126
she could not be comfortable there till long years should
have obliterated her keen consciousness of it | Doyle S
2.130 I hesitated to jump, until I should have heard
what passed.
21.5(3). The difference between should as indicating
someone's thought and the simple preterit to indicate the
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actual fact is seen in Di D 161 I would have taken m y
leave for the night, but he would not hear of m y doing
that until the stranger's bell should ring. So I sat at
the staircase window, until he came out with another
chair and joined m e .
21.5(4). Should, however, is now felt as somewhat
stiff and formal, and the natural tendency is to use the
simple preterit and pluperfect, even when the implication
is something imagined: Di D o 410 she determined not
to go to bed until Edith returned | ib 115 H e secreted
himself in a retired spot until she had gone.
21.5(5). T h e same should after other conjunctions:
Before:
Di D o 210 I wished to see you before we should
have news of m y dear boy | Stevenson J H F 153 they
strolled out to have a pipe before business should begin
again ] Dreiser F 60 he now fell to and ate before any
other should disturb him | he hastened h o m e to be there
before the guests should arrive.
After with the perfect infinitive:
Di D 166 This I had in m y pocket ready to put
on the box, after I should have got it out of the house |
Trollope Aut 79 he asked m e . . . undertaking to give
m e an answer within a fortnight after he should have
received m y work | M c K e n n a S 50 I had serious misgivings for the school's future after I should have left.

When:
Behn 335 his title was equal to that of Vernole,
when his father should die I Bronte W 242 Catherine
entered, announcing that she was ready, when her pony
should be saddled | Di D o 316 A s for his home, she
hoped it would become a better one, when its state of
novelty should be over | ib 392 he trotted along by his
master's side, prepared to hold his stirrup when he should
alight | Thack P 153 everybody was looking out for the
day when he should appear in the Gazette | Garnett T
54 they were now buried in slumber and of course would
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only speak when they should awake I Bennett LR 71 he
pictured Delphin's simple, tremendous adoration, when
he should tell them the news | Rose Macaulay T 148 She
and the boy meant, when they should be grown up, to
fit out a Fram for themselves | Williamson L 277 What
I meant to do was to whisk out, so that when Mr. Winston
should come, he would find m e gone | Lewis E G 99 H e
was going into Y. M. C. A. work when he should have a
divinity degree | Dane L 180 I was longing to see their
faces when they should at last turn and see her.
Sometimes it m a y be doubtful whether we have indirect speech or not: Thack P 898 It wanted but very,
very few days before that blisful one when Foker should
call Blanche his own.
When with the perfect infinitive:
"Austen P 237 She tried to compose herself to answer
him with patience, when he should have done | Di D 393
(he said) that thefirstthing he contemplated doing, when
the advertisement should have been the cause of something satisfactory turning up, was to move | Norris O 594
she hurried off, thinking to return to her post after the
policeman should have gone away [more natural: had
gone].

Chapter XXII
Notional Surveyin the previous chapters we have—generally at any
rate—started from the grammatical (or functional) categories recognized by the English language (such as present tense, preterit, will, etc.) and then inquired into their
meanings (functions, uses). In this chapter it will be
our purpose to start from the notions concerning time
that are universal, independent of any special linguistic
features, and then to examine how far and in what way
they are expressed in the English verb. T o some extent
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this will be a mere (shorter) repetition of what has already been said, only turned the other way, so that n o w
we shall look from the inside at the same things which
we have been regarding from the outside: still the new
viewpoint will allow us to bring together things whose
connexion was perhaps obscured by the former arrangement; and some things will be dealt with here at some
length which could not easily find a place in the previous
chapters.
Principal Divisions of Time
22.1. W e shall first take up again the normal divisions of time as expressed graphically in the diagram
of a straight line given in 1.1, dealingfirstwith the three
principal divisions of time, past, present, and future, and
leaving for a m o m e n t the subordinate divisions, before-past,
after-past, before-future, and after-future.

-£

-^

A
B
C
Past
Present
Future
22.1(1). T h e simple past time (A or A b ) is expressed
in the following ways in the English verb:
H e left on Monday.
Everybody admired her.
H e was admired by everyone.
I was born here.
England is not what it was.
I used to know him pretty well.
H e was dining when I came.
The house was being rebuilt at the time.
Well, says he, ...
I had got no time.
(Supposition:) Tea would be waiting.
(Possibility.) H e might be very rich, but he was no
gentleman.
22.1(2). T h e simple present time (B) is expressed
by the following means:
Jespersen, Modern English Grammar. IV.

13
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H e lives at No. 27.
H e is staying at the Savoy.
Everybody admires her.
She is admired by everybody.
This isn't done.
The house is being rebuilt.
I've got no time.
(Supposition:) Tea will be ready by now.
(Possibility:) H e may be very rich, but he is no gentleman.
22.1(3). Expressions of the simple future time (C
or Cb):
H e leaves on Monday (note that on Monday means
a different day from that in 22.1(1)).
I am dining with them on Monday.
If it rains to-morrow, what then?
Stevenson T 131 If any one of you six make a signal
of any description, that man's dead.
I hope he loses the bus; that will serve him right
(somewhat careless, colloquial).
H e is sure to turn up one of these days.
H e will turn up one of these days.
The m o o n will soon rise.
I shall call on them one of these days.
W h e n at last the end comes, it will come quickly.
Everybody will admire her.
She will be admired by everybody.
The house will be rebuilt next year.
Come again next week.
(Possibility:) H e may leave on Monday.
Cf. 13.5(2) on the difference between people will come \
people are coming | people will be coming; to which might
be added: people are going to come (22.3(4)) | people may
come.
It is time he left (9.6).
22.1(4). Here must be mentioned also the phrase
am (is, etc.) to with the infinitive: the usual meaning of
obligation, destiny, etc. (what a m I to do? | the Minister
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is to speak to-night) may be weakened, exactly as the
corresponding meaning of shall is weakened when it serves
to denote future time. Examples:
Sh Merch I. 1.5 But how I caught it ... I a m to
learne | H 4 A IV. 1.54 the hope of what is to come in |
Haggard S 163 the weary ages that have been and are
yet to come | Wells in N P '14 you [Americans] are only
the beginning of what you are to be.
22.1(5). In the following quotations we see different expressions of the future, each with its separate
nuance:
Di P 26 D o you remain long here? ... I think we
shall leave here the day after to-morrow. ... I trust I
Bhall have the pleasure of seeing you . . . are you disengaged this evening? . . . Perhaps you and your friend
will join us at the Bull.—With great pleasure; will ten
o'clock be too late? ... I shall be most happy to introduce you to m y friends ... It will give m e great pleasure, I a m sure . . . Y o u will be sure to come? | McKenna
M 153 Will you join Dr. Manisty in Asia Minor? He's
coming h o m e soon for the malaria season, but he'll be
going out again in the autumn | Walpole W 238 [servant:]
Will you be sleeping here? = 239 [father:] Are you
staying the night? | Kennedy C N 280 I shan't see Tessa
any more . . . Y o u . . . you won't be seeing m e again
either, you know | Galsw C 244 I shall be seeing these
people myself to-morrow afternoon. I shall do m y best
to make them see reason.
22.1(6). The expression of futurity m a y be strengthened by the insertion of a verb of movement, as in
Di D 93 I wish that you m a y come to be ashamed
of what you have done to-day [may be ashamed might
refer to the present time] | Stevenson J H F 61 some day,
after I a m dead, you m a y perhaps come to learn the
right and wrong of this | Gissing B 304 she will get to
be fond of m e | you'll soon get to feel at home here ]
Hardy R 293 they m a y get to be friends.
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Come to, get to m a y here be considered a substitute
for the missing future infinitive (cf. 7.2).
Cf. (1) in indirect speech Benson Dodo 15 If I thought you
loved him, or would ever get to love him, I should be jealous;
(2) in a temporal clause (cf. 2.5(1), 18.9(8)) Di F 566 when you come
to be as old as I am; and (3) the verbal substantive Russell Soc.
Reconstr. 77 what hope there is of their coming not to tolerate it
22.1(7). I subjoin a few examples, in which various
time-indications are contrasted with one another:
Swift T 89 the secretaries, w h o did, and do, and
ever will, daily gasp and pant | B y L 115 I have not
and shall not answer . . . whatever I m a y , and have, or
shall feel | Shelley P 73 m a n is a being . . . existing but
in the future and the past; being not what he is, but
what he has been and shaU be | Mackenzie Rogues 98
these vile continental plays that have degraded, are degrading, and will continue to degrade the sacred fane of
Thespis | Bennett P 113 enquire in a friendly way, what
he has done, is doing, and hopes to do | Rose Macaulay
P 92 you think we're falling, or fallen, or about to fall,
in love | Jerome Cats and Dogs 6 0 in the circles I a m
speaking of, what "dear Fido" has done, does do, will
do, won't do, can do, can't do, was doing, is doing, is
going to do, shall do, shan't do, and is about to be going
to have done, is the continual theme of discussion from
morning till night 1 Locke H B 237 she felt that she was
justified in all that she had done, was doing, and was
going to do.
Note here the frequency of the expanded tense in
speaking of the present, and the various more or less
circuitous ways of speaking of the future. In the Byron
quotation have without the participle is of course irregular,
as if parallel to may and shaU, which take the infinitive.
Subordinate Divisions of Time
22.2(1).
I
1
1
1
1
1
1 •
Aa
Ac
B
Ca
Cc
Before-past After-past Before-future After-past
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Before-past (Aa):
H e had left before I arrived.
W h e n he had gone out of the room, she burst out
sobbing.
After he left England, a son was born to him.
22.2(2). After-past (Ac, between A b and B ) :
Here the element of 'pastness' is always expressed
by means of the preterit (of an auxiliary verb), but the
futuric element is expressed in various ways.
The usual expression is was to with the infinitive
(cf. is to in 22.1(4)). Examples:
Wyclif John 12.4 Iudas Scarioth, oon of hise disciplis,
that was to bitraye him, seide (AV which should betray
him) | Swift 3.176 as if she had some foreboding of what
was to happen | Defoe G 30 the day before he was going
to be hang'd | Goldsm V 1.57 W h e n the morning arrived
on which we were to entertain our young landlord | Macaulay H 2.191 It was Monday night. O n Wednesday
Monmouth was to die | R u S 171 They did not know
much about what was to happen next day | Lang T 19
Cambridge, which he was soon to leave, did not satisfy
the poet | Doyle M 14 this, however, I was only to find
out afterwards | Wells H 59 Mr. Brumley's interest in
Lady H a r m a n was to be almost too crowded by detail
before that call was over | Williamson L 89 Mary Stuart
. . . living there the happiest days that she was ever to
know | Hardy R 417 she wandered to and fro, not far
from the house she was soon to leave | Galsw Frat 125
One of these, a young w o m a n . . . was clearly very soon
to have a child.
Mandeville 87 the sacrement, that was to comene |
Goldsm V 1.142 Though I was already sufficiently mortified, m y greatest struggle was to come | Maxwell G 30
If Lance had told her a little more . . . things might have
been better for her in the time that was to come.
Macaulay E 4.107 it seemed probable that a single
generation would suffice to spread the reformed doctrine.
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But this was not to be | Bennett T 404 I've never bad
children of m y own—that was not to be || Goldsm V 2.219
Lady Thornhill (that was to be) | Di M 213 The son-inlaw that was to be gave a slight nod (cf. III. 8.2).
Note the contrast between the actual past and the
after-past expressed in rather an unusual way in J. E. Wells,
Owl & Night, intr. 51 those w h o had wrung the Charter
from John, who were making and to m a k e England.
The use of the infinitive after was is the same as
in the infinitive of (providential) result, e. g.
More U 95 sufferyng wickednes to increase, afterward
to be punyshed | Sh H m l V. 2.329 Loe, heere I lye,
Neuer to rise againe | Hunt A 173 the seed was sown,
to ripen under pleasanter circumstances | Macaulay E 4.48
in an hour the forces of Surajah Dowlah were dispersed,
never to reassemble | Di D 116 I little thought then that
I left it [the house], never to return.
Was to is differently used in Goldsm V 2.72 they were to be
married, be said, in a few days. Here w e have a back-shifted (indirect, cf. ch. XI) are to, and nothing is really said about the actual
happening of the marriage between then and n o w as in the instances
just exemplified.—Similarly G E M 2.148 asking Lucy if she knew
w h e n the bazaar was at length to take place | Galsw T w o Fors.
Interl. 35 The last day came, and dismay descended on John. Tomorrow, early, he was going back to his peaches at Southern Pines!
O n was to have with a participle see 10.8(7).

22.2(3). Another way of expressing after-past time
is by means of was destined (fated) to with the infinitive;
thus the event is—even more than in the case of was
to—looked upon as willed by a fate which is now known
to us, but which could not be known at the time:
Mary Shelley F 72 I did not conceive the hundredth
part of the anguish I was destined to endure | Macaulay
H 1.3 Nothing in the early history of Britain indicated
the greatness which she was destined to attain I Di P
249 H e was not destined, however, to undergo this additional trial of patience | Kingsley H 342 But he was
not destined to arrive there as soon as he had hoped to
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do | McCarthy 2.15 Cobden had never dreamed of the
nature of the support his motion was destined to receive j
Hardy L 187 for him, too, the year was destined to have
its surprises | Wells T 46 It was here that I was destined,
at a later date, to have a very strange experience || Swinburne L 114 I do think Redgie is fated to m a k e him
'crever' with rage.
22.2(4). In some cases parallel to those in which
the expanded present tense can serve to denote future
time, the expanded preterit m a y be used to denote afterpast time:
M a u g h a m Painted Veil 68 They were dining out that
evening and when he came back from the Club she was
dressing | Milne P 116 It was on the S o m m e . W e were
attacking the next day and m y company was in support.

22.2(5). W e have already mentioned the use of
would and should to express after-past time and the difficulty sometimes felt of keeping this distinct from the same
auxiliaries used in indirect speech (see 19.4(1), 20.1(2),
cf. also 19.2(4)). A few more examples which have recently
come to m y hand m a y find their place here:
Walpole Rogue Herries 77 The three children . . .
Anabel was good-natured . . . Raiseley was clever . . . Judith would be beautiful; she was dark and slender . . . |
Seton W Plan 184 A motor car brought Lieutenant Messer
to the house. Rosa and Frau Muller were in the garden
reading. Herr Blesch would return for dinner.
Cf. also 22.3 on prospective past.
22.2(6). The following use of came with the infinitive m a y also be reckoned as an expression of afterpast time; it is connected with the temporal value of
come, which we have seen in various places:
Di D 216 the influence for all good, which she came
to exercise over m e at a later time | Bentley T 8 In a
few years he came to control all the activity of the
great firm.
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22.2(7). Before-future (Ca, between B and C b ) :
I shall let you k n o w as soon as I shall have heard
from them.
H e will let you know as soon as he will have heard
from them.
(These two are pedantic; the following expressions
are the natural ones.)
I shall let you k n o w as soon as I hear from them.
H e will let you k n o w as soon as he hears from them.
Wait till the rain stops.
W e shall start at 5 p. m . if it Juts stopped raining
by that time (5.6(3)).
This day week I hope to havefinishedm y work (7.3(2)).
Fulg 45 W h a n wyll ye have dot | Sh Gent H . 4.120
W h e n you haue done, w e look to hear from you | Swift
J 485 Vll have done with them.
Cf. 16.6, 18.4(4), 18.8 and 22.3(3).
22.2(8). After-future (Cc).
The need for this division of time is not often felt;
it is not kept distinct from the usual future if we say,
for instance:
If you come at seven, dinner will soon be ready.
A natural expression for what at some future time
is still to come is a negative sentence:
D: you come at seven, w e shall not have dined (. . . the
sun will not have set); cf. P G 263.
Cf. further prospective future 22.3(6).

Retrospective and Prospective
22.3. Outside the simple series of 'times' forming,
as it were, one straight line, we have other time relations
which do not fit into the series because they imply something else beside the pure idea of time. First w e have
retrospective and prospective times. A retrospective present
is a variety of present which comprises the idea of result
of something that has happened before the present time.
From the point of view of the present w e look back into
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the past. In a similar way a prospective present is a
variety of present which looks forward into the future:
the present is viewed as preparing the future. Theoretically we m a y distinguish retrospective and prospective
varieties of each of the seven divisions of time, but in
practice they are in m a n y cases indistinguishable from
the simple 'times' already dealt with. W e m a y symbolize
these varieties by means of arrows pointing to the left
or to the right in our diagram; thus a retrospective present
is •>
B , a n d a prospective present is B
<•.
Retrospective
22.3(1). A retrospective past ("
A ) is seen,
for instance, in
H e had read the whole book before noon.
This is practically identical with the before-past (Aa),
and like it is expressed by means of the pluperfect
(Ch. VI).
22.3(2). A retrospective present (-<
B ) , on
the other hand, is in English kept distinct from the past
(preterit); the linguistic means is the perfect, see ch. V,
and with regard to the passive cb. VIII.
H e has forgotten all about it.
(He is gone, is become, see ch. III.)
The book ts written in beautiful English.
N o w that all m y letters have been written, I'll post
them.
(Supposition:) H e will have forgotten all about it | Bennett I m p . Pal. 336 A n d what's the news to-day about
Miss Maclaren, miss? I suppose you'll have been hearing?
(Possibility:) H e may have forgotten all about it.
(But these also correspond to the past, and thus m a y
be equivalent to: 'I think he forgot all about it' or 'It
is possible that he forgot all about it', besides corresponding to '. . . he has forgotten'.)
Note the indication of a short distance in time from
the present m o m e n t : H e has been drinking (13.2(4)); the
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same idea is often expressed by a subjunct: H e has just
written.
2 2 . 3 ( 3 ) . A retrospective future (<
C ) is not
to be distinguished from the before-future exemplified in
22.2(7).
Note that in some of the examples there given both
the futuric and the retrospective element are expressed
(as soon as I shall have heard), in others the retrospective
element only is expressed (if it has stopped raining by
that time), and finally in some again neither (as soon
as I hear).
Prospective
22.3(4). There are some phrases which often serve
to denote 'prospectiveness' with various degrees of proximity: thus with regard to present time (B
>-):
She is on the point of (on the brink of) crying.
She is about to cry.
She is going to cry.
T h e going-to phrase has already been discussed (14.2).
These phrases do not predict anything about what
will happen in future and therefore could not be m e n tioned in 22.1(3): her bursting out crying m a y be prevented in some w a y or other.
22.3(5). Correspondingly w e have a prospective
past (A
>-), which should not be confounded with
the after-past (Ac, 22.2(2) ff.).
She was on the point of crying.
Stevenson T 8 4 I had either fallen asleep, or was
on the point of doing so, w h e n a heavy m a n sat d o w n with
rather a clash close by.
I was about to protest when Mr. Smith interrupted m e .
W h e n was he going to write that letter? (or with the
perfect infinitive to denote what was not accomplished
. . . going to have written . . .).
O n the use of the perfect infinitive here see 10.7(5).
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22.3(6). Prospective futures (C <•) are perfectly possible though in actual speech they are not very
frequent:
She will be on the point of crying w h e n you break
the news to her.
I shall be about to cry if you go on.
W h e n will he be going to write that letter?
Inclusive Time
2 2 . 4 . T h e term inclusive time and the various
ways of indicating it have already been dealt with in
ch. 4.6 ff. T h e symbol used is
before the letter
indicating the end of the time included:
• A : H e had lived there three years.
»• B : H e has lived there three years.
»• C: Next year he will have lived there three
years.
Infinitive: If his golden wedding is to be next year,
he must n o w have been married forty-nine years.
O n the exceptional use of the present tense see 4.7.
Indirect Time
2 2 . 5 . In indirect speech (dependent on a main
sentence belonging to the past—expressed or implied) the
tenses are generally shifted one step to the left in our
diagram, but this shifting has no influence on the notional
value of the verb: in " H o w did you k n o w I was here?"
the preterit was means not past, but present time. As
a symbol w e m a y choose x added to the letter indicating
the time, e. g. for the present time Bx, in which x means
that B is 'crossed' with some other time-indication,—it
is not necessary in the symbol to state expressly which one.
Very little need here be added to the full treatment
in ch. X I , but it should be said expressly that would as
a back-shifted will does not enter into the ordinary timescheme in 22.2(1) as After-past; the sentence
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H e said that no good would ever come of it
[ = H e said: 'No good will ever c o m e of it']
does not refer to s o m e time between 'then' (the time of
saying it) and now, but to any time subsequent on 'then',
whether before or after the present m o m e n t . It is therefore related to, though not identical with, the prospective past.
Back-shifting generally affects those tenses only that
are formed b y m e a n s of the present-tense forms:
he said that
[she takes]: she took her meals there every day.
[she has taken]: she had taken her meals there every day.
[she will take]: she would take her meals there every day.
If in direct speech w e have the preterit-form, it is
generally unchanged in indirect speech:
he said that
[she had taken]: she had taken her meals there
every day.
[she was to have taken]: she was to have taken her meals
there every day.
[she would take]: she would take her meals there
every day (if the food was good).
[she should take]: she should take her meals there
every day.
Cf. 11.1(1), 11.2(3), 11.5(2), 11.6(1).
Therefore, would in itself in indirect speech m a y be
either a direct will or a direct would, and should either a
direct shall or a direct should.
T h e simple preterit m a y be shifted (11.1(1)), but this
is not always the case: "There w a s s o m e shooting yesterday" m a y be rendered either " H e said that there was
some shooting yesterday" or " H e said that there had been
Borne shooting yesterday" or, finaUy, " H e said that there
had been some shooting the day before".
Indirect before-future, see 21.3(2), 22.9(2).
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Unreality and Uncertainty
2 2 . 6 . In chapters I X and X on "The Imaginative
Use of Tenses" w e have dealt at some length with the
idea of unreality as implied in the back-shifting of various
tense-forms. As a symbol we m a y choose a zero added
to the letter denoting a division of time. But it should
be noted that while in wishes the three divisions of time
are easily kept apart, this is not always the case with
hypothetical statements: the auxiliaries would and should,
which would seem properly to belong to the future only,
are in the main sentence used for the present as well;
and the pluperfect m a y be used in speaking not only
of the past, but also of the present time.
22.6(1). A O imaginative past:
I wish I had had m o n e y enough [implying: I had
not money enough].
| Had he been able to smile, he would have smiled 1 n ,
1 Gould he have smiled, he would have smiled )
he was not able to smile, he could not smile].
Cf. 9.3(6), 9.5(3).
22.6(2). B O imaginative present time.
I wish I was there [ = I a m not there].
If he were (was) here, he would defend himself [ =
he is not here].
If I had had the money [now], I should have paid you
(9.7(9)).
22.6(3). C O imaginative future time.
As it is humanly impossible to deny anything with
regard to the future, it is quite natural that the negative
idea is not so strong here as in the preceding sections.
Therefore the imaginative tense-forms in the following
sentences imply nothing else but uncertainty or at most
improbability.
I wish he would recover [ = I a m afraid he will

not r.].
It would be a pity if he didn't get the job.
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If he recovered I should rejoice.
If he were to (should) recover I should rejoice.
Only in the last sentences the futuric idea is expressly indicated in the conditional clause. This is especially necessary if the main sentence is not hypothetical:
[f T o m were to call (should call) in the afternoon, tell
him to wait till I c o m e back.
Here were to or should brings out more clearly the
element of uncertainty inherent in all conditional sentences,
even in the simple "If T o m calls (archaic call or shall
call), tell him to wait".
2 2 . 6 ( 4 ) . In connexion with the expressions of unreality w e m a y refer to various expressions for an unaccomplished design, etc.: he ought to have gone \ you
should have seen T o m | I wets to have left | I was going to
reply | he would have liked to see (to have seen), see Index
s. v. Unfulfilled.
Beginning. Continuance
22.7(1). T h e beginning of a state or of an action
("inchoative or ingressive aspect") is sometimes impUed
in verbal forms or phrases dealt with in this volume.
T h e most typical instance is the passive of becoming
(ch. VIII), sometimes with the auxiliary be, but more explicitly w h e n the auxiliaries get and become are used.
Further w e have combinations with (a -+-) ing mentioned
in 12.2, e. g. burst out (a) laughing, fall a crying, get
talking. In 5.7 w e saw the inchoative force offirst:since
we were first married, and in 5.8(1) w e saw that since
I was m a y come to m e a n 'since I became'. See also on
am going to 14.2 and on am dying 14.3(1). A confusion
between the beginning of a state and its duration is
mentioned in 4.7(3—5).
The inchoative force of sit down, lie down, etc., has
been treated in III. 16.7.
I forget originally means the beginning of the psychological state which is the reverse of remembering ('I
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cease to remember'), but it comes to m e a n also the state
itself ('I do not remember') 2.8(2).
^ T h e formalistic explanation of this through assimilation of v-f
in Pve forget with the rare obsolete participle forget (Franz, Sh-Gr.
p. 517) is very far-fetched indeed: psychologically the transition is easy
enough to explain, cf. the contrast with remember in m y quotation
from Goldsmith.

22.7(2). T h e continuance of an action or state
during the beginning or happening of something else, so
that the former is regarded as a frame for the latter, is
implied in the expanded forms, see chapters X I I — X I V .
Continuance is often indicated by on: read on, go on
reading.
Habit
2 2 . 8 . While there are no particular forms in the
English verb to denote habit or repetition, these ideas
are often more or less implicitly expressed in verb-forms
(see Index sub Habit, Repetition), e. g.
22.8(1). A : H e came here every week.
H e used to come here regularly.
H e would sit for hours without saying a word (would
generally implies more intermittent acts than used to; cp.
"I used to know him pretty intimately").
H e was in the habit of going there once a week.
22.8(2). B: H e comes here every week.
The boat leaves at 8.30 (every morning).
H e will sit for hours without saying a word.
H e is in the habit of going there once a week.
22.8(3). C: I shall call there at least once a week.
The train will run ten times a day from next month.
W e may, of course, have corresponding expressions
in the subordinate divisions of time, e. g.
Aa: H e had been in the habit of going there every week.
22.8(4). Generic time m a y be said to imply habit
extended to the utmost limit, where 'habitually' becomes
'always':
Twice two is four.
Gold is heavier than silver.
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M e n were deceivers ever.
Cf. 2.1(1—3), 5.5.
Conclusions
22.9(1). W e have finished our survey of the English tenses and other time-indications by means of verbal
forms. The whole of this volume has shown us that the
English language possesses a wonderfuUy rich system
capable of expressing a great m a n y subtle shades of
thought, and of expressing them by comparatively simple
means. If w e compare the English system with such a
language as Latin, w e see that English has really a greater
number of nuances than Latin, in spite of the fact that
the number of verbal forms is considerably smaller in the
former language. The reason for this greater expressiveness of fewer forms is that the English form-elements
are to a great extent independent auxiliary words, and
that very m a n y of the verbal forms have in course of
time been delivered from those elements indicating number,
person and mood which in the older stages of our family
of languages are indissolubly amalgamated with the verbal
forms themselves. Such forms as can, may, will, took,
ended, etc., are used unchanged in all three persons and
in both numbers, nor do they show whether they are indicative or subjunctive. Only in a few survivals w e have
still such formal changes as abound in Latin and other
old languages (present tense take : takes; am: is: are; have :
has; preterit was : were).
W e have also seen some important changes even in
the last few centuries. S o m e of them, chiefly the full
development of the expanded tenses (ch. X T ! — X I V ) and
the differentiation of the passive forms (ch. V H I ) , have
considerably increased the expressiveness of the Engfish
verbal system.
22.9(2). Attention should here be called especially
to the various ways in which 'looking before and after'
is combined:

22.9(2), 22.9(3).]
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After-past 22.2(2—6).
Before-future 22.2(7).
Retrospective future 22.3(3).
Prospective past 22.3(5).
Indirect future 22.5.
Indirect before-future: H e said that he should let us
know as soon as he should have heard from them (as soon
as he had heard, or he heard from them) | Gissing H 161
he gravely expressed his conviction that before Michaelmas
the time for payment would have arrived | Delafield Turn
Back 62 T h e thought of the future, w h e n she would have
become too old to be employed as a governess any more,
often frightened her very m u c h . Cf. 21.3(2).
22.9(3). All this should not, however, m a k e us
blind to the fact that, admirable as the verbal system is
in m a n y respects, it is far from being an ideal o n e — n o
existing language is perfect in every respect. T h e most
important deficiency is probably found in the expressions
for future time, because (as pointed out in ch. XVIII)
the two auxiliary verbs will and shall have to do duty
for the three notions of volition, obligation and futurity.
Hence, to take only a few examples, Shall It sometimes
asks for advice (Shall I put on my overcoatt), sometimes
is a simple question of the future (Shall I recover, do you
thinkt); will have means two different things in Who will
have some lemonadet and Who will have the greatest influence
on the decisiont, cf. also He will not yield and He will not
succeed. S o m e of the drawbacks of the double meaning
of will are being obliterated by the increased use of want,
mean and other verbs where real volition is meant.
Here and there w e have pointed out other ambiguities,
as when has been with the second participle corresponds
now to G e r m a n ist . . . gewesen, n o w to ist . . . geworden,
and is done n o w to wird getan, n o w to ist getan (thus is
practically = has been done; the latter complicated phrase
is n o w used very often where formerly ts done was usual,
8.3(3)).
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" H e hasn't lived there for three years" is ambiguous;
it m a y m e a n that (he used to live there, but) it is three
years since he left, or else that he lives there, but it is
less than three years since he came.
Still it must be conceded that such ambiguities have
more theoretical than practical interest: it is seldom that
they lead to serious misunderstandings. Would is easily
understood in the following sentences in spite of the fact
that the same verbal form has different meanings:
She would not return [single fact of volition in the
past].
She would return to the place over and over again
[habit in the past].
I should be glad if she would return [imaginative
volition in the future].
She would die if she returned [imaginative, nonvolitional].
She said that everything would be all right [indirect
future].
22.9(4). It is undoubtedly of greater consequence
than any of the ambiguities just mentioned that some
very important verbs are defective in so far as they have
no infinitives and no participles and thus can be used
neither in the perfect and pluperfect nor in the expanded
tenses: can, may, must, shall, will (cf. 1.4, 14.6(9), 15.5(3),
19.1(6)). W e have seen the preterit could used where the
pluperfect would have been more appropriate (9.3(6),
9.5(2)). " W h e n can he have written that letter?" is often
said instead of the impossible " W h e n has he could write"
(G. W a n n hat er den brief schreiben konnen?).
As can has no infinitive, it is impossible to say "I
seem not to can help it"; it is,, of course, possible here
to say "I seem unable to . . .", but another w a y out of
the difficulty is more and more frequently resorted to,
namely to shift can before seem (cf. the shifting in shall
hope, etc., 7.2(5)):
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Beresford M o u n t . M o o n 8 8 Well, it's true, and I
can't s e e m to help it | Galsw S w 9 6 H e couldn't seem
to r e m e m b e r ever having seen an English gardener otherwise than about to w o r k | Bentley T 2 4 1 she couldn't
ever s e e m to get the habit of spending m o n e y .
This is particularly frequent in recent American
writers:
Howells S 1.26 I couldn't s e e m to bear the idea |
T w a i n H 1.157 h e couldn't s e e m to shake it loose |
Dreiser F 6 4 h e could s e e m to get n o hold u p o n his
adversary | Lewis B 2 8 8 Gee, I can't s e e m to get a w a y
from thinking about folks [the novels of Sinclair Lewis
abound in examples] | Hergesheimer Marriage 5 4 Y o u can't
seem to learn that Eldreda's delicate.
There is something similar to this in the following sentences:
Mi SA 259 But they persisted deaf, and would not seem To count
them things worth notice |which means: and it seemed as if they
would not. ..] | Galsw S w 83 yet, of late, since she had been round
the world, he had seemed to notice something quieter in her conduct [ = he seemed to have noticed].
T h e lack of an infinitive of can seems also to have
led to couldn't use to (5.3(2)): H a r d y R 2 4 T h e class of
folk that couldn't use to m a k e a round 0 can write their
n a m e s n o w [ = used to be unable to . . . ] . In Lancashire
dialect there is a form [a ju's to k u d ] = 'I used to be
able to' (Hargreaves, G r a m m a r of the Dialect of Adlington, 96).
s
ft
2 2 . 9 ( 5 ) . In various places in the preceding chapters
attention has also been d r a w n to the w a n t of a future
infinitive (i. e. an infinitive of will or shall: 7.2(1) and
22.1(6)) and to the w a n t of a future of the ing (7.8(5)).
W e m a y here give s o m e quotations to s h o w various m e a n s
of remedying the latter deficiency:
G o l d s m V I. 193 [dream] she imagined her daughter's
pockets filled with farthings, a certain sign of their being
one day stuffed with gold | Russell Soc. Reconstr. 7 7 w h a t
h o p e there is of their coming not to tolerate it | Wells O H
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545 they had gambled deeply in the prospective looting
of Manchuria.
2 2 . 9 ( 6 ) . Participles are also deficient in timeexpressionstc-vt
Instead of a past participle of be w e have various
adjectives: his former colleagues | his past experience | the
late Lord Mayor | on previous occasions.
T h e infinitive with to m a y be used as a kind of
substitute for the missing future participle, cf. its use in
combination with the verb be (22.1(4)); this is specially
frequent with to come: the life to come = 'the future Hfe'.
If this participial infinitive occurs in a sentence dealing
with the past, its meaning naturally becomes that of a
before-past time. T h e following examples supplement
those given in II 15.81.
S h Cy V. 5.212 all the villaines past, in being, To
come | H 4 B I. 3.108 Past, and to come seems best; things
present, worst ] Bacon E 14 wise m e n have enough to
doe, with things present, and to come: therefore, they doe
but trifle with themselves, that labour in past matters |
Stevenson T 9 the captain held his peace that evening,
and for m a n y evenings to come | Maxwell S 2 4 the situation of a middle-aged, soon-to-be old spinster | Carlyle
F R 214 a National Tricolor flag; victorious, or to be
victorious, in the cause of civil and religious liberty |
Locke G P 205 he had trumpeted her a Bride-to-be | Dowden
Shelley 470 Mavrocordato, soon to become distinguished as
the foremost statesman of the Greek Revolution, was two
years older than Shelley | Bennett I m p . Pal. 581 H e had
. . . received the news about Gracie from the excited
grandfather-to-be | Galsw S w 138 affiliating every Slum
Conversion Society in being or to be.
Note especially the perfect infinitive (in indirect
speech) Bennett Ace 161 T h e time would come [he thought]
w h e n be would be sitting with his wife and . . . relating
to her eager ears the whole history of the Pearl-Jack
affair, then to have been settled.
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Cf. also: a m a n about to sail to Australia | a m a n
going to sail to Australia (prospective, 22.3).
W e m a y call the adjective future a substitute for the
missing future participle of the verb be; it may, of course,
be used in a narrative of the past and then comes to
correspond to the after-past time or prospective past: in
speaking of Gladstone in his youth w e m a y mention him
as the future Prime Minister; cf. Bronte J 155 Mr. Rochester
did, on a future occasion, explain it | Tozer's ed. of Childe
Harold 15 O n e of his [Byron's] companions on his last
expedition, George Finlay, the future historian of mediaeval
and modern Greece . . . has described him.
Another recently much-used way of expressing 'that
will (or m a y ) be in the future' is by means of the adjective prospective:
Merriman S 142 fully informed as to his movements,
past and prospective | Bennett A 91 the prospective
partnership | id P 181 receiving him, not unpleasantly,
as a prospective son-in-law | Angell I 66 if he can m a k e
a more advantageous offer to the prospective buyer | Wells
O H 546 G e r m a n imperialism derived what satisfaction it
could from the thought of a prospective war with Japan |
id CI 704 prospective rulers | Locke F S 143 W h e n he
spoke again it was with reference to their prospective
host | N P '20 examining the existing and prospective sources
from which the world draws, or m a y draw, its supplies |
N P '23 an owner, present or prospective, of property.
Cf. further Huxley L 2.398 Love to all you poor
past snivellers from an expectant sniveller \ Mayne, Byron
2.58 she was already the expectant mother of his child.
Cf. also possible, corresponding to may in expressions
of the future:
M a x w e U W F 161 as if she considered Charlie her
sweetheart—or at any rate a possible sweetheart.
22.9(7). Let m e here, as a kind of final parenthesis mention that with substantives and adjectives w e
m a y sometimes need expressions corresponding to the
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tenses of verbs (cf. PG 282 f., where phenomena from
Indian languages, such as a future tense of the substantive
smoke to express gunpowder, are mentioned). S o m e of
the substitutes for participles just mentioned might be
classed here: the late, or the future Lord Mayor as 'tenses'
of the substantive itself. Agent nouns in -er, -or, etc.
generally refer to the present or generic time {brewer,
lover, etc.), but the Creator of the world is = 'he w h o has
created the world'. Deserts corresponds to a perfect ( =
'what I have deserved') in Sh R 3 IV. 415 Pleade what
I will be, not what I haue beene; Not my deserts, but
what I will deserue.
Examples of various ways in which substantives, adjectives and pronouns m a y be referred to a past time:
A n ex-king | Huxley L 1.424 appropriate to an extraveller in Egypt | Swinburne L 45 older than his exwife | Ridge S 43 an upright ex-army man | Wells H 375
ex-elementary teachers | H o u s m a n J 263 they had to talk
to Charlotte of her past doings | Maxwell E G 145 H e remembered his o w n unworthiness—at least his past unworthiness | Di N 41 Nicholas slept . . . dreamed of home,
or of what was home once J Gissing H 49 I will show you
m y house. I mean the house which was mine | Bennett
P 121 tailors to various august or once-august personages.
Cf. also m a n y of the examples given in II 14.9 of adverbs used as adjuncts: the then duke | her once-husband |
her one-time sweetheart j the whilom rival.

Chapter XXIII
(Appendix to Volume I H )

Predicatives after Particles
23.1(1). Verbs are not the only words that can be
combined with a predicative; though this is not recognized
in the usual grammatical terminology, w e must say that
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as and some prepositions in m a n y combinations take a
predicative: the meaning of this will become clear from
the following disquisition, which will show that we have
here something that is really parallel to the use of predicatives after verbs (vol. Ill, ch. X V I I and XVIII): in
some, but not in all, cases w e might, in the old-fashioned
way of explaining grammatical facts, say that some word
like being might be suppHed in thought before the predicative, but this is really superfluous. (On the comprehensive term 'particle' used here see P G 8 7 ; it allows us
to class as with to, etc. without having to discuss whether
it is a conjunction or not in such combinations.)
In the same way as with other predicatives (III 17.0)
we have here a distinction between predicatives of being
(static) and predicatives of becoming (kinetic).
As

23.1(2). T h e typical particle combined with a predicative of being is as, which is used first in the sense
'in the capacity or character o f :
A s a m a n of science he was admirable, but one
cannot praise him as a husband | he lived there as a
physician | his career as a lawyer was short, but brilliant |
Wilde In 4 Our splendid physique as a people is entirely
due to our national stupidity.
23.1(3). Second, as takes a predicative when used
after such verbs as regard, view, represent, treat, acknotoledge,
etc. Compare the two synonymous expressions we regard
him as a fool and we consider him a fool (generally without as).
H e was regarded as a fool by most people | children
look upon middle-aged persons as quite old | Huxley L
1.115 Forbes, whose advice I look upon asfirst-ratein
all these things | Kipl S 267 they reported the country
as pacified | he treated all m e n as his equals.
23.1(4). Third, after the preposition with ( = having):
she went to the ball with her aunt as chaperon.
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23.1(5). The unnatural position in the following
quotation is caused by the length of the object of with:
NP'23 France might march on Berlin with as ultimate aim
a French hegemony in which the effective eastern frontier
of France would be the border line between Russia and
Poland. (Cf. with here and there a cottage.)
23.1(6). Adverbs and prepositional groups m a y be
predicatives after as, just as after a verb (see III 18.6):
Swift T 3 I look upon myself as fifty shillings out
of pocket | Macaulay H 1.74 they regarded the Protestants
of the Continent as of the same household of faith with
themselves | Mered T 188 The latest report spoke of him
as off to the general's Court | H o u s m a n J 44 they were
coming to be regarded as out of place | Bennett L R 177
H e wanted simply to think of her as at rest through
endless ages | Pinero Iris 85 I want you to regard your
embarrassments as absolutely at an end.
For
2 3 . 2 . For with a predicative is old; note the use
of the accusative agreeing with deadne mon in Boet. (quoted
by Huchon Hist, de la L. Angl. 1.247) habban deadne mon
for cwucone. With adjectives it is found in Vices a. V. 5
S u m e . . . sone h e m seluen healded for haH | ib 79 W a
3eu de healded jeu seluen for wise ... he is ihealde nu
for sott.
23.2(1). For with a predicative means practically
the same thing as as; thus very often after know and
similar verbs:
Ch D 320 I knowe you for a trewe wyf, cf. C 141,
156, G 457 | Mandeville 209 w o m e n . . . han tokenes . . .
to ben knowen for unmaryed | Sh Cses V. 4.8 k n o w m e
for Brutus | Rossetti 153 we knew it at last For a w o m a n
tattered and old | Norris O 219 he wouldn't know her
for the same little girl | Caine M 148 she thought everybody knew her for what she w a s — a broken, forsaken,
fallen w o m a n | Bennett W 2.57 She knew Gerald for a
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glib liar to others | id C 2.66 H e knew for a fact that
his father did not see M r S | Benson N 66 he knew by
instinct, practically for certain, that these two were not
husband and wife || Stevenson M 235 I shall recognise
him for no son of mine | Lawrence L 190 she could
hardly recognise him for the same m a n | Defoe R 2.148
to o w n these w o m e n for their wives.
23.2(2). Thus also with verbs like reckon, mean,
suspect, take, mistake, etc.:
Ch D 367 an hateful wyf Yrekened is for oon of
thise meschances | Malory 716 this was taken in the
countrey for a myrakle | Bunyan G 9 one that was
reckoned for a religious m a n | Osborne 100 she was the
first w o m a n tbat ever I took notice of for extreamly handsom | Cowper L 1.392 [he might] have suspected it for
a deliberate fiction | ib 1.187 a tyrant shall be mistaken
for a true patriot | L a m b E 2.194 not quite such servile
imitators as they take them for | Mitford O V 169 hair
so light that it might rather pass for white than- flaxen |
R u F 37 hold it for an honour to be independent | Rose
Macaulay T 197 he attacked what he held for evils | Di
D 189 W h a t do you think of that for a kite? | Trollope
B 247 H e meant the smile for a pleasant smile | Butler
W 235 he passed generally for good-looking | Bennett W
2.239 he took her for no ordinary w o m a n | I took it for
granted that he would come.
23.2(3). T h e idiom is very frequent after verbs
meaning praise or the opposite, especially after such
strong expressions as curse, confound, etc.:
Roister 44 laughed to skorne, For the veriest dolte
that ever was borne | Heywood P 669 to prayse you for
an honest m a n , W h e n ye affyrmed it for no lye | Swift
J 488 celebrating him for a great politician | L a m b E
2.180 to be applauded for witty when you know that you
have been dull | ib 2.213 M a y w e be branded for the
veriest churl | G E S 103 confound m e for a fool I I might
have known this would be the end of it | Di M 216 Con-
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found you for a ridiculous fellow! | Stevenson T 229 I've
always liked you for a lad of spirit | Caine M 132 swearing
at himself for a mean-souled ingrate | Mered R 247 bless
you for a darling 1 | W a r d F 307 Fen wick denounced
himself for a selfish brute | Wells V 201 she wanted to
cry out upon herself for the uttermost fool in existence |
Bennett C 1.131 he despised Miss Ingamell for a moral
weakling | W a r d F 304 She tried to laugh at him for a
too dependent friend | Walpole C 229 he cursed Foster
for a meddling, cantankerous fanatic | Kaye Smith T 99
Some blamed him for an old ass | Farnol A 281 I despise
you for a creeping spy, a fool, a coward || Bennett L R
229 its attack on the Prime Minister for an interfering,
restless amateur.
This leads naturally to expressions like the following:
Marlowe F 588 A plague on her for a hote whore |
Sh All II. 3.224 Lord haue mercie on thee for a hen |
H m l V. 1.196 A pestlence on him for a m a d rogue j
Cowper L 1.203 Begone for a jackanapes | Fielding 1.438
Get thee gone for a good-for-nothing dog as thou art.
23.2(4). After choose or have:
Sh Merch V. 233 H e haue the doctor for m y bedfellow | Bennett W 2.317 evolution had chosen her for
one of its victims | ib 186 a great comfort that m y son
has got you for a friend | ib 216 I'm very proud to have
Cyril for a nephew | Galsworthy P 4.66 I didn't think I
had a blackguard for a son.
Cf. also Sh Shr IV. 5.40 the m a n w h o m fauourable
stars Alots thee for his louely bedfellow | Swift 3.7 as
calling him for a witness.
23.2(5). After leave, etc.:
C h B 2162 [they] leften hir for deed | Fulg. 48 | Sh
Ado IV. 1.204 the Princesse (left for dead) | Stevenson
M 158 I was left behind for dying || Defoe R 2.369 I
gave m y self over for lost | Keats 4.193 they gave themselves over for lost | Collins W 206 I give her up for
lost || Bunyan P 144 thy father was hanged for a traitor.
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23.2(6). For with a predicative is found after with,
cf. as, above 23.1(4):
James R H 368 with Mr. Hudson for m y brother I
should be willing to live and die an old maid | Kaye
Smith H A 45 Mary moved like the priest of her own
beauty, with her dressing-table for altar and her maid
for acolyte.
23.2(7). For also m a y mean "considering what
he (etc.) is, or that he (etc.) is ..." (cf. Fr. "Pour un
paysan il etait assez gentil", Dan. "Af en bonde at vaere
er han ikke helt dum", where the verb 'to be' is joined
to the prep, af); the examples in N E D for 27 are not
all to the point; the oldest is from Richardson 1754:
Mi P L 6.116 strange vagaries ... As they would
dance, yet for a dance they seemd Somwhat extravagant
and wilde | Defoe R 2.5 I think it a most preposterous
thing for one of your years | Swift J 391 she has very
generous principles for one of her sort | Goldsm 635 The
gentleman, for a tailor, was asfinea spoken tailor as ... |
Hope In 43 she was, for so young and pretty a woman,
a trifle indiscreet | G E M 1.53 she'd allays a very poor
colour for one of our family | Dowden Shelley 5 Bysshe
was tall for ten years old | Bennett E C h 151 The flat
was large, but it was only large for a flat.
23.2(8). Here also belongs the obsolete what for
used in the same way as G. was fUr:
Spenser ( N E D ) W h a t is he for a ladde you so lament? |
Sh Ado I. 3.49 W h a t is hee for a foole that betrothes
himselfe to vnquietnesse? | Scott ( N E D ) W h a t is that
for a Zenobia? | cf. Gissing G 64 how's that for a piece of
news? | London V 27 you know what the Micks are for
a rough house.
2 3 . 8 ( 9 ) . In the same category as this for = 'as' with a
predicative w e should place the curious Chaucerian instances of for
discussed by Stoffel Int 18 ff., especially 20 ff. (and Karpf SCh 92 f).
Examples of this phenomenon are
D 394 W h a n that for syk unnethes mighte he stonde [he could
not stand as being (or, because he was) ill] | A 3120 the miller,
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that for dronken was al pale ! HF 3.1747 That wimmen loven us
for wood ['like mad'] | R 276 That nigh she melteth for pure wood j
ib 356 Hir heed for hoor was whyt as flour, cf. also 520, 580, 1712.
I agree with Stoffel in rejecting the explanation that w e have here
an intensive prefix, but disagree with his analysis, w h e n he speaks
of a "nounal [i. e. substantival] use of adjectives".—Perhaps also
short in " w e call him Joe for short" should be called a predicative.

To, Into
23.3(1). To is used pretty often with a predicative;
this is most often a predicative of becoming in accordance
with the original meaning of to, which implies change or
movement, and to thus means 'so as to become'. The
verb most frequently used in these combinations is turn.
In the quotation from Burns editors unnecessarily change
dead into death, showing thereby that the phrase is not
usual in present day English.
Examples: Beowulf 2079 H i m Grendel weard ... to
mu6-bonan | A S Chron 1085 se cyng . . . dubbade his
sunu Henric to ridere pser | iElfric 1.238 aelc bisceop is
to hyrde ge3ett Godes folce | C h A 2058 Calistopee ... W a s
turned from a worn m a n to [var. till] a bere; cp. 2062 ]
Sh Lucr 867 The sweets we wish for, turne to lothed
sours; cp. Lr. III. 4.80 | H m l II. 2.365 if they [the
children] should grow themselues to c o m m o n players |
Burns 1.285 monie a beast to dead she shot | Shelley
730 The marriage feast and its solemnity was turned to
funeral p o m p | Bronte V 276 with us she rose at once
to the little lady | Di F 99 in a manner that amounted
to personal I Stevenson M 246 the town itself is shrunk
to the hamlet underneath us | Churchill C 153 he had
been reduced to a frenzied supplicant | Mackenzie C 190
The wind had risen to half a gale | Bennett E C h 52 Miss
Eva's temperature had dropped to normal J Lewis M A 368
he had risen from office-boy to owner of a shipping
company.
Cp. also the frequent phrase: Southey L 68 from
the days of John Milton English poetry has gone on from
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bad to worse—and the variants: Dreiser F 308 Things
went from good to better | ib 310 Things went from
better to best.
Here must be mentioned also phrases like Hope D
101 he dropped aflower-potand smashed it to bits | pull
something to pieces.
23.3(2). From combinations like take to wife, in
which we have a predicative of becoming, the transition
is easy to the phrase have to wife, where to is followed
by a predicative of being. (Instead of to we may, of
course, have unto). The idiom is rather archaic.
Examples: C h C 483 The holy writ take I to m y
witnesse, cf. L G W 1304, A 1289 | Malory 81 another
knyght that helde her to peramour | ib 100 Gweneuer
was not holsome for h y m to take to wyf | ib 100 he wold
haue vnto his wyf Gweneuer 1 Greene F 10.9 So thou
consent to give her to m y wife | Marl F 1356 That I
might haue vnto m y paramour That heauenly Helen |
BJo 3.240 he shall have m e to enemy | Trollope B 562
[from the ritual] wilt thou have this w o m a n to thy
wedded wife? | Swinb T 121 oh m y lord that hadst m e
to thy wife | Haggard S 30 she would have taken him
to husband.
With this m a y be compared Thack E 2.128 she was
a princess though she had scarcely anything to her fortune.
23.3(3). A predicative of becoming is frequent after
the preposition into:
Lyly C 305 to haue his iuory turned intoflesh| Sh
Tp I. 2.401 a sea-change Into something rich, and strange |
Bunyan G 10 I changed m y condition into a married
state | Keats 5.73 I have altered, not from a chrysalis
into a butterfly, but the contrary | Shelley P W 2.379 to
degrade God into m a n | R u P 1.176 she must then have
been rapidly growing into a tall, handsome girl | Spencer
A 1 387 the growth of a seed into a plant, or an ovum
into' an adult animal | Huxley L 2.390 I should gravitate
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into a bore | Bennett C 1.298 he had grown down into
a child again | Stevenson M 284 the wind rose into a
tempest | Gissing G 214 the little girl shot into a w o m a n
grown | W a r d M 196 they should not degenerate into a
pair of scolds I London A 287 you could be trained into
a very good husband | Bennett W 1.154 her maternal
affection had exaggerated a molehill into a mountain |
London A 35 he ordered some of the packing-cases to
be knocked together into a coffin | ib 148 the Sniders
he smashed into fragments | Bennett W 2.302 H e had
settled d o w n into a dilettante | Raleigh Sh 37 tadpoles
turn into frogs | Galsw IC 48 as the afternoon wore into
evening | ib 57 the thought ... sliding into a vague wonder
how she was faring ) Benson W 24 the best w a y is to
subside into the genial and interested looker-on | Maxwell
S 317 don't let m e develop into a twaddling old bore |
Wells P F 93 [she was] changed completely into the great
lady she bad intended to be | Dane F B 163 Growing
bored, she had lapsed into a mere listener | They united
into one nation.
23.3(4). The predicative after into is very rarely
an adjective; note the article in Bennett W 1.89 her face
was transfigured into the ravishingly angelic. Into emphasizes the movement more than to does, and that m a y be
the reason w h y it is chiefly found with substantives.
23.3(5). W h e n the verb make is synonymous with
change (change a thing from one state X into another Y ) ,
different constructions are possible: make X Y, make Y
of X (or make of X (a) Y), and make X into Y; cp. the
three renderings of the biblical expression: they make
their belly their god | they m a k e a god of their belly |
they m a k e their belly into their god | Fr. ils font leur
dieu de leur ventre | Dan. D e gor bugen til deres gud.
Here w e are concerned with the third construction only.
It will be seen that in the last of the following examples
into cannot be omitted without making the sentence unintelligible:
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(Layamon 1.137 & makede heo to quene) | Carlyle
R 1.9 God make the possibility, blessed possibility, into
a reality | Benson W 82 it is useless to attempt to make
oneself into a brilliant talker | Russell E d 111 their
teachers thought it sufficient to make them into English
gentlemen | Galsw SS 64 the war made us all into barbarians | id IC 274 making the lie she had told into the
truth.
From, Of
23.4(1). From with a predicative m a y mean both
'from being' (implying change—'kinetic predicative', though
not 'predicative of becoming') and 'from the time when
. . . was, or were' ('static'). (Note the difference between:
"I have known him from his boyhood" with an ordinary
object after from, and "... from a boy" with a predicative). Examples:
Sh R 2 V. 3.79 Our scene is alter'd from a serious
thing, And now chang'd to 'the Begger and the King' |
Gibbon M 48 I felt myself suddenly raised from a boy
to a m a n | ib 84 from a m a n I was again degraded to
the dependence of a schoolboy | Carlyle F R 61 Foulon,
who, from Commissariat-clerk which he once was, m a y
hope ... to be Minister | Browning 1.387 from a boy,
to youth he grew | McCarthy 2.127 From a poetic Radical
he bad become a poetic Conservative | Doyle R 117 he
has turned from a student into an idler | ,Steven6on M
267 he must sink more and more from the child into
the servant | Hardy R 126 he's altered from the boy he
was | Lowndes Ivy 202 the prisoner went from deathly
pale to very red || Bunyan G 8 it put forth it self, both
in m y heart and life, and that from a child | Spect 133
Jack Truepenny w h o has been an old acquaintance of Sir
Andrew and myself from boys | Franklin 15 From a child
I was fond of reading [also L a m b R 6, Di D 317] | G E
A 94 m y aunt brought m e up from a baby | Galsw S S
35 I've been a hair-dresser from a boy | id S w 329 I
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knew him from a little boy [ambiguous: from my, or
his, boyhood?].
23.4(2). The predicative after from is sometimes
an adjective as in Lowndes above: Stevenson M 46 it
only changed in kind from dark to darker. See below
on from . . . old 23.5(3).
23.4(3). Of with a predicative (in the same sense
as from) is completely obsolete, except with make (23.3(5)):
More U 79 in whose housse I was brought vp of a
child [in cuius aula puer s u m educatus] J M i Pr 155 the
Church, to whose service ... I was destined of a child ||
Gissing H 4 it m a d e of the whole garden plot a green
jungle.
Out of m a y be used in contrast to into:
Galsw S P 381 you must remember that out of the
swan she was, Nollie has m a d e herself into a lame duck.
At ten years old, etc
23.5(1). Here we must mention the idiomatic combination of a preposition with an adjective as predicative
determined by a subjunct of measure: at ten years old
means the same thing as at ten years of age or at the age
of ten years, and m a y historically have arisen from a
blending of the two expressions at ten years and ten years
old, but if w e ask h o w the construction is to be analyzed
grammatically, the definition given above seems the correct one. W h a t is said here of the static preposition at,
applies also to the kinetic ones to and from.
23.5(2). Examples with at: Heywood P 1048 at
ten yere olde ] Sh R 3 II. 3.16 when Henry the sixt W a s
crown'd in Paris, but at nine months old | ib II. 4.28
he could gnaw a crust at two houres old | C y m b I. 1.558,
III. 3.101 | Defoe R o x 45 the child died at about six
weeks old | Di D 144 at ten years old | Thack V 23 At
six weeks old, he had received ... a present.
With another adjective we have the same construction
in Bronte J 279 he was standing at a yard or two distant
from where I had to pass.
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23.5(3). Examples with from: A V Mat. 2.16 Herode . . . slewe all the children . . . from two yeeres olde
and vnder | Swift 3.309 horses were trained up from three
or four years old | Austen E 6 she had played with her
from five years old.
23.5(4). Examples with to: Fielding T 2.88 to
live to eleven years old | Di T 1.256 the wall, risen to
some eight or ten feet high.
The construction in "a young man under thirty years old"
(NED 1625) is not parallel, for under belongs to thirty, cp. "a man
about thirty years old".
23.5(5). A related construction is seen in Swift
3.105 the nurse came in with a child of a year old in
her arms. This was mentioned in III 1.5 in connexion
with other cases of the appositional of, which serves to
combine words that cannot be immediately collocated.
Besides the examples there given we m a y here quote
C h R 402 More than a child of two yeer olde |
Caxton R 90 a wulf of VII yere old | Quincey 26 a little
girl of two years old | W o r d s w 76 I have a boy of five
years old | Darwin L 2.47 a little wild duck of a week
old | Mered E 189 a wine of a century old.
With other adjectives than old:
A V Esther 5.14 let a gallous be m a d e offiftycubits
hie (but ib 7.9 Behold also the gallowes, fiftie cubites
high) | Spect 390 a lady of two foot high | Swift 3.12
eighty poles, each of one foot high | Di D 27 a huge,
strong fellow of six feet high | Scott A 1.40 in ranks of
two or three files deep | Mandeville 161 eles of 30 fote
long | Walton A 80 he has caught a lusty one of nineteen inches long | Swift 3.32 threads of six inches long |
Fielding 4.293 he m a d e speeches of an hour long | Gissing H 4 Each [house] ... had its garden of about twenty
yards long | Butler Er 63 he m a d e m e a speech of about
five minutes long.
23.5(C). Where two dimensions are indicated, we
have a completely parallel construction with by:
Jespersen, Modern English Grammar. IV.
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Galsworthy P 6.82 cell . . . thirteen feet broad by
seven deep | Haggard S 25 a silver casket, about twelve
inches square by eight high | Bennett E C h 210 This
interior was about seven feet long by six feet broad.
83.5(7). The phenomenon here treated, a preposition governing a predicative, is found in m a n y languages; a few examples
have already been given, and a few more m a y here be added, arranged according to languages without regard to logical order: Greek:
emos hetairos ek nsou (Plato) | Lat.: pro hoste habere | Fr.: je m e
le tiens pour dit | "Le grand inquisiteur n'est qu'un sot." "Nous
le savions, mais pour injuste et pour fanatique, je ne le connaissais
pas encore" (Merimee) | D'insolent qu'il etait, il se fait humble | (la
consonne) devient une forte de douce qu'elle 6tait (Grammont) | It.:
Fin da ragazzo ho avuto una repulsione per . .. (NP) | Giovanni non
si diede per vinto (Fogazzaro) | Sp.: desde ninos | Con esto podemos
dar por explicados los principals t6rminos (Lenz) | Gothic: ei tawidgdeina ina du piudana | G.: das wasser wurde zu wein | wir laden
ihn zu gaste ein | einen anzug, den sein vater auf einem bauernhof
billig fur alt gekauft hatte (Frenssen) | dafi die kinder die ganze
lottrige wirtschaft fur in ordnung halten (id.) | Dan.: jeg anser h a m
for et geni | jeg har kendt h a m fra ganske lille [ han laeser til praest |
Russ.: postupit' v njan'ki 'become nurse'. But if w e look up grammars and dictionaries, w e find either no mention, or the most heterogeneous explanations and classifications of this phenomenon, see,
e. g. Paul, Wflrterb. 624, 650, Heyne, W b . fur 1004, Tobler, Verm.
Beitr. 2.202 f., Lenz, La Oraci6n y sus Partes, 2. ed. 315, 498.
In languages with case inflexion in nouns the 'predicativity'
of the word after the preposition is sometimes shown by the use of
the nominative, though the preposition ordinarily requires another
case; thus in G. was fiir ein mann, Dutch wat voor een, with indeclinable een, Russian Mo za delovik; in a rather different way Russian v with the nom. pi. ego vzjali v soldaty, Boyer et Speranski,
Manuel, p. 26, 5. Note also the n o m . in G. "Der rektor sprach
fiber das wiiken Sybels als akademischer lehrer", which Curme
(Grammar of the G. L., 2nd ed. 486) explains from the fact that a
verb lies concealed in the sb. wirken; but would it not be possible
to say, for instance, "er sprach von seiner uniform als aktiver offizier", where no verb is concealed in uniform? Als m a y take a
predicative in the nom., just as the verb sein does.
Prepositions and prepositional groups as subjuncts
of degree
23.6(1). W e m a y treat here a phenomenon which
has some similarity, though it is not strictly identical,
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with the phenomenon just treated, namely that some prepositions and prepositional groups m a y be used to indicate a degree and therefore m a y govern an adjective or
adverb, though the object of a preposition is generally a
substantive (a primary). W h e n about is used in this way,
as in
1 a m about tired of this ( N E D ) | Stevenson M 35 I
was about ready | Is your work about finished? | about
as tall as his father
— m o s t dictionaries simply call about an adverb (cf.
H I 1.25) but I have never seen the same term used
about such combinations as far from, next to, etc.
23.6(2). Examples of far from used in this way.
Defoe R 2.5 I a m far from willing | id M 76 I was
far enough from m a d | Johnson R 127 the chief was far
from illiterate | Carlyle F R 402 the King's dinner not
far from ready there | Lytton K 226 I a m far from an
inquisitive m a n by temperament | Swinb L 213 a young,
idle, far from noteworthy m a n | Stevenson M 270 it is far
from improbable | Gissing H 106 I'm sorry to see him
looking so far from well | Maxwell W F 24 The dear fellow was delicate, very far from strong.
This of course is grammatically different from the
very c o m m o n use of a verbal substantive in -ing (which
m a y have a predicative) after far from, as in Defoe R
2.164 he was far from being easy.
23.6(3). Examples of near upon (obs.), near to, next
to, next door to:
Farquhar B 361 There's one tankard that's near upon
as big as m e | Osborne 132 I have used him soe neer
to rudely that there is litle left for mee to doe | Defoe
M 101 I was near to distracted | Hardy R 9 his face, if
not exactly handsome, approached so near to handsome
that ... | Bailey in Crime & Detection 338 he don't know
how near he was to dead || Defoe R 2.19 it must have
been next to miraculous | ib 72 it was next to impossible
to penetrate it [very frequent, e. g. Defoe R 200, Austen
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P 82, Di T 2.7, Bronte V 107] | Collins W 478 I'm next
to certain I should have heard the whole truth | Huxley
L S 72 the worst of our schools give what is really next
to no education at all || Defoe R o x 303 A m y was next
door to stark m a d about her | Ridge G 185 I'm next door
to a pauper || Bronte W 10 M y neighbour struck m e as
bordering on repulsive.
23.6(4). Examples of over and over and above m a y
be compared with the use of passing, exceeding mentioned
in II 15.28:
B y D J 6.15 over w a r m Or over cold annihilates the
charm | ib 6.16 your over chilly w o m e n | Trollope B 254
Mrs Quiverful was not over careful about her attire | Kipl
S 247 it had detained them over long || Scott A 2.12 it
was not over and above civil J id O M 186 I a m not over
and above pre-eminently flattered | Jacobs L 99 you are
not looking over and above well | H o p e Q 126 it wouldn't
be over and above pleasant to have him for a brother-in-law.
23.6(5). Somewhat similar instances, in which we
have a preposition with an adjective, are found in the
following quotations:
Stevenson B 335 an old shipman, between drunk and
sober | Hardy R 41 [face] It was between pretty and
beautiful || Carlyle R 2.316 I had been the reverse of
tempted to look after the other papers | Di F 275 it is
the reverse of important to m y position | Bennett P 156
her feet were the reverse of enormous | Gissing B 339
the constitution of his mind m a d e it the opposite of natural for him to credit himself with . . . || Bennett P 174
That lunch was a bit of all right | Caine M 8 I was just
feeling a bit of tired.
With the first of these cp. Italian: la esistenza era u n a visione
fra dolorosa e leggiadra (Serao) | N o ? esclamd Giovanni fra sorpreso
e incredulo (Fogazzaro). Cp. also Negation p. 36.'

23.7(1). Instead of also m a y have a predicative:
Bennett A 178 Her kindliness became for the time
passive instead of active | R u Sel 1.471 your pretty pro-
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testant beads, which are flat, and of gold, instead of round,
and of ebony, as the monks' ones were.
23.7(2). Short of (most often little short of) m a y
be used with an adjective:
Carlyle F R 215 such a Constitution is little short
of miraculous | Galsw F 424 a preoccupation little short
of ludicrous | Kaye Smith H A 223 he's been short of shy
and hungry.
For the meaning (wanting little in, thus = nearly)
cp. the use with a substantive, as in Stevenson M 179
what animal, short of a lion or a tiger, could thus shake
the solid walls of the residencia? | Wells H 220 the imprisonment of Lady H a r m a n lasted just one day short of
a fortnight | ib 221 But just short of violence Sir Isaac's
spirit failed him.
23.7(3). T h e preposition but governs an adjective
in anything but happy and all but happy.
W e m a y even have an adverb after this but: Cournos
Wall 195 It was true that most moneyed people lived
anything but lyrically.
23.7(4). Of m a y govern an adjective (as well as
a verb) in the popular combination kind of, sort of used
as one indivisible preposed subjunct (cf. II 3.8), e. g.
Di D 535 she was brought up at a public, sort of
charitable, institution | Bennett P 162 I feel sort of lost
without one [a secretary] | Churchill C 122 it's kind of
pleasant to l'arn | Norris P 85 I feel sort of seedy this
morning | he sort of laughed at us.
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Index
a -ing with other verbs than be
12.2(2)ff.,with be 12.3(2), with
similar verbs 12.3(3).
about 23.6(1); about to 22.3(4—6).
Adjectives in -ing with be
14.8(3,5).
adone, dialectal 7.4(2).
advance, have and be 3.6(2).
after with present 2.3(3), = before-future 2.6(1); with preterit
5.6(1); with pluperfect 6.4;
with ing 7.8(3).—Irish after to
express perfect 3.8(5).
After-future 1.1, 22.2(8).
After-past 1.1, 22.2(2—6); was
to have done 10.8(7); would
19.4(1), should 20.1(2); doubtful 2 1 . 4 — 5 ; was to 22.2.
Akerlund on expanded 12.1(1),
14.9(2, 6).
Aktionsart, see Aspect.
already, prt. and pf. 5.1(3).
always, prt. or pf. with, 5.1(6—7),
with since 5.7 (4), with expanded
13.1 ff.
am, see be; am to 22.1(4), had
been to 9.7(6); cf. was to.
Ambiguity
11.1(6), 11.5(3).—
9.8(2).—20.3(4).-22.9(2).
American: was 10.2(2), unshifted
pres. subj. 11.7(6—7); £ will
16.3(7), 16.4(1—2), I would
19.5(3), 21.1(1), would
in
questions 19.7(6). Cf. Irish,
Scotch.
Aphesis, a- 12.2(1 )ff.
arrive, have and be 3.2(2).
as with predicative 23.1(2)ff.; as
it were 10.4(8).

as if, as though with prt. 9.3(4)
with plpf. 9.7(7); was or were
10.4 1, 4ff.); would 19.8(3).
Aspect of verb, see Beginning,
Conclusive, Continuation, Diffident, Duration, Habit, Imaginative, Inchoative, Passive of
becoming and being, Repetition, Unfulfilled.
as soon as with present 2.6(2),
with prt. 5.6(2).
at ten years old, at a yard distant
23.5(2).
Attempted action 13.2(6), cf. Unfulfilled.
Auxiliary verbs, characteristics
of, 1.7(4); of perfect and pluperfect ch. Ill, of the passive
ch. VIII; see have and be;
dropped 3.8(4), 4.4(5).
Back-shifting ll.lff., 22.5, due
to mental inertia 11.1(3), indicating falsity 11.4(1—2), after
imaginative prt. 11.4(3).—No
shifting 22.5, 11.5(1), may
be 11.7(1), imperatives, etc.
11.7(2) ff., come what
may
11.7(3), in reports of proposals
11.7(4).
Base = Crude form of Verb.
be auxiliary of perfect and pluperfect 3.1(2), with come 3.1(4),
3.2(1), get 3.2(3), return 3 2(4),
descend 3.2(5), meet 3.2(6), go
3.3, begone = be away 3.3(4—5),
similarly with other verbs
3.3(6), be gone = go 3.3(8),
with run, pass, cross, set out,

Index.
sail, walk, wander, march, flee,
break loose, vanish, creep,
swarm, rise 3.4( 1), fall 3.4(2),
sit (set) down
3.4(3), retire
3.4(4), expire 3.4(5), become
3.5(1), grow 3.5(2), get 3.5(3),
change, separate 3.6( 1), advance,
enlist, mount, melt, dress 3.6(2),
determine, etc. 3.6(3), verbs
with object 3.7, is = has 3.8(1),
be and have together 3.8(2).—
Auxiliary omitted 3.8(4).—Am
done (finished) 3.9( 1). — Is being
polite 14.7(3)ff.—Be long in
(of, on, a) -ing 12.2(4).—Be =
should be 11.7(4)ff.—Cf.am, is.
become, have and be 3.5(1); with
passive 8.8(1,4,5,6).
Becoming, Passive of, 8.1(2) ff.
before (adv.) tense with, 5.1(3);
(conj.) with present 2.6(3); with
preterit 5.6(2); with would
19.8(2).
Before-future 1.1,22.2( 7); denoted
by present 2 6( 1), by perfect
5.0(3); infinitive 7.3(2); will
with pf. inf. 16.6(l)ff., shall
with pf. inf. 18.4(4), 18.8; indirect 21.3(2), 219(2).
Before-past 1.1, 22.2(1), 22.9(6);
preterit 5.6(1,2).
begin -ing 12.2(2).
Beginning of state or action 22.7;
burst out, set out, fall, etc. -ing
12.2; Passive of becoming
8.1(2)ff.;see first, since.
Being, Passive of, 8.1(l)ff.
better, had better 9.4, 10.8(3).
between (drunk and sober) 23.6(5).
Blending of time-relations
4.7(4,5), 5.8(1, 4 ff.).
begone 7.4(3), cf. go.
being, for the time b. 7.5(3); with
2nd participle 7.7(2).
Biblical language, influence on
use of shall 18.1(1).
break loose, have and be 3.4(1).
Brusendorff on expanded 14.9(5).
building passive 13.6(2), being
built 13.7.
burst out -ing 12.2(1).
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busy -ing 12.2(3).
but with adjective 23.7(3).
by (six feet broad) 23.5(6).
can: could real prt. 5.3(3); imaginative 9.5(1), for plpf. 9.3(6),
9.5(3); cant (couldn't) seem to
22.9(4); n o inf. 22.9(4); couldn't
use to 5.3(2), used to could
22.9(4), would could 10.9(1).
catch -ing 12.2(5).
change, have and be 3.6(1), passive 8.3(1).
Clause, see Condition, Indifference,
Temporal clause. — Contentclause see Back-shifting.
Coextensive acts or states 12.9(4).
come, present tense 2.7(1); = is
come 2.7(2), for future 2.4(2),
2.7(3); have and be 3.1(4),
3.2(1), have come, came 5.2(2);
participle 7.5(2);
expanded
tenses 13.2(6), 14.1; come what
may unshifted 11.7(3); refer'• ence to futurity 2.4(2), 2.7(3),
7.5(2), 14.1(2), 22.1(6), 22.2(6),
22.9(5).
C o m m a n d , shall 17.4(1).
Conclusive verbs 7.6(1), passive
8.1(2) ff.
Condition, rejecting (rejected) or
contrary to fact 9.1, 9.3; main
sentence 19.4(2), 19.5(1).Conditional
clause
present
2.5(4), will 15.9, shall 18.4(1),
would 19,3(1—3); in form of
interrogatory sentence 10.2(4),
20.4(4).—Cf. if.
Continuation 22.7; go on, continue,
keep -ing 12.2.
continue -ing 12.2(7).
could, see can.
creep, have and be 3.4(1).
cross, have and be 3.4(1).
Crude verb-form (Base) 1.3; preposed in clauses of indifference
15.4(7), 19.1(1).
C u r m e on expanded 12.1(3),
14.9(6), on future 16.3(7),
18.9(1).
curse him for . . . 23.2(3).
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'd 15.2(1).
date as a preterit (beside dared,
durst) 1.8(1), daren't 1.8(2),
without not 1.8(3), imaginative
1.8(4), dared imaginative 9.5(4);
dared (durst) have, had dared
to 10.8(9).
dead, died 4.5, is long dead 4.7(3).
Defective verbs (without second
participle, etc. 1.4, 1.7(4), can
5.3(2), 22.9(4), will 15.5(3),
should for would must 20.2,
22.9(3).
Deficiencies 22.9(2) ff.
Dependent speech 11.1, see Indirect.
Deponentia, Latin, rendered in
O E by expanded 11.1(2).
descend, have and be 3.2(5).
destined to 22.2(3).
determine, have and be 3.6(3).
die, present tense 2.7(4), expanded
14.3(1)ff.; cf. dead.
Diffident could 9.5(1), might 9.5(3),
would 19.2(7), 19.3(3), should
20.2(1, 4) ff., 20.3(8), 20.5.
dine present for future 2.4(3),
am dining 14.4(1).
do: have, be done 3.9; have done
imperative 7.4(2), I'll have done
16.6(3); is done 8.3(4); with passive 8.8(6).— Will do 15.3(3, 4),
would do 19.1(7).—Doing passive 13.6(2).
Dramatic present 2.3; inclusive
4.6(3).
dress, have and be 3.6(2).
Duration expressed by expanded
tense? 12.5(1)ff.,13.1 ff.
Economy
of speech:
after 2.3(3),
durst
1.8(1),
9.5(4), 10.8(9).
2.6(1), 5.6(1); simple instead of
expanded 12.9(2), will, shall
only in main sentence 2.5(1,4),
would (should) only in main
sentence 19.8(4).
Emotional should 20.5; expanded
tenses 12.5(5), 13.1(4), 13.2(8),
13.5(5).

enlist, have and be 3.6(2).
enter 3.7.
Eternal truths, in the present
tense 2.1(1, 2); not always backshifted in indirect speech
11.1(7).
even now, tense with 5.1(5).
ever, tense with 5.1(6, 7); cf.
always.
Expanded tenses 1.5, ch. X I I — X I V ,
history 12.1—4, object with of
12.3(4), growing frequency
12.4(1), word-order 12.4(2);
meaning 12.5, explained by
on -ing 12.5(2), frame-theory
12.5(4), identity of two acts
12.8, with while, as 12.9.—
Expanded present 12.6(1).—Preterit 12 6(2)ff.,with soon after,
etc. 12.6(5).—perfect 13.2; pluperfect 13.3.—With always,
etc. 13.1 (l)ff, all this day
13.2(2). — Repeated actions
13.2(7), 13.4(7), 13.5(4).—Infinitive 13.4, futuric sense
13.4(4) ff., repetition 13.4(7),
with will and shall 13.5, probability 13.5(6), after would and
should 13.5(6), perf. inf. 13.2(9).
—Imperative 13.5(8).—Participle 13.5(9).—Emotional colouring 12.5(5), 13.1(4), 13.2(8),
13.5(5).—Passive (cf. 8.8(7),
14.9(6)): is a-buUding 13.6(1),
is doing, building, etc. 13.6(2,3),
ts owing 13.6(4), is wanting,
missing 13.6(5).—is being built
13.7(1)ff.—Verbs, of m o v e m e n t
14.1.—Compounds like is woolgathering 14.5.—Avoided sit,
stand, etc. 14.6(1) ff., psychological states 14.6(3), like, love,
etc. 14.6(5)ff.,see, hear. etc.
14.6(8), with may, etc. 14.7(1).
— T w o participles 14.7(7).—
Approximation to expanded
tenses (sit -ing, be seen -ing,
seem -ing) 14.8(1) ff— Criticism
of other views 14.9.
expect, shall expect to 7.2(5).
expire, be 3.4(5).

Index.
fall, have and be 3.4(2), fall -ing
12.2(1).
"
Falsity shown by tense 11.4(1, 2);
cf. Unfulfilled.
far from 23.6(2).
fasting 14.8(8).
fated to 22.2(3).
feel expanded 14.6(4).
finish, have, be finished 3.9(4).
first, inchoative 5.9, with verbal
substantives 5.9(2).
First participle 7.5, in passive
sense 13.6(6); cp. expanded
tenses ch. XII, XIII, XIV, passive 13.6(1) ff.
First person: will 15.3(4), 15.4(2,
4,5,7,8), 15.5(1), 15.6, questions
15.6(5\ff., 16.2—4. —
Would
16.3(3), imaginative volition
19.2, questions 19.2(4), in conditional clause 19.3(1), in main
sentences 19.5(1)ff.,would I
= 'I shouldn't' 19.5(5); I would
= 'if I were you' 19.5(6); J
would like. I would not mind
19.6(1).—Shall 17.7(2) ff., 18.5,
18.6, different from I will
18.6(2); questions 18.7(1); with
pf. inf. before-future 18.8.—
Should 20.3(4), in questions
20.3(6). — Plural 15.6(4, 8),
16.3(1).
flee, have and be 3.4(1).
for with predicative 23.2; curse
him, a pestilence on him for
23.2(3), leave him for dead
23.2(5); = considering that he
is 23.2(7); what for 23.2(8);
for dronken 23.2(9).
for^=haveforgotten 2.8(2), 22.7.
forthcoming 14.8(9).
Forward-shiftingin indirect speech
after future 11.8(1).
Fossilized expressions, may be,
if need be 11.7(1), God be
thanked, etc. 11.7(2), present
subjunctive in motions 11.7(4).
F r a m e theory of expanded tenses
12.5(4) ff.
Fries on will and shall 15.7(4),
18.7(6), 18.9(1).
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from with predicative (from a
child, etc.) 23.4(1) ff.
from . .. old 23.5(3).
future as participle of be 22.9(5).
Future tense 1.2, 1.5(2), 19.9(2).
-Future infinitive 22.1(6),
22.9(4), missing future inf. 7.2,
13.4(4) ff.
Future time (futurity) 1.1, 1.2,
21,2, 22.1(3-6); present tense
2.4, expanded verbs of movement 14.1(2); cf. will, shall,
Expanded.
Generic time 2.1(2, 3), 22.8; preterit 5.5, shall 17.2(1).
Gerund see ing.
get, have and be 3.5(3); cf. got;
get -ing 12.2(2); with passive
8.8(1—3,6); getting to 14\2(5);
get to to strengthen expressions
of futurity 22.1(6).
go, have and be 3.3, has gone and
done 3.3(3), be gone = be away,
3.3(4, 5), = go 3.3(8), has (had)
been gone, inclusive 4.6(5), is
• (was) gone in same sense 4.7(3);
begone imperative 7.4(3).—Go
-ing 12.2(6).—Expanded tenses
14.1; going to 14.2, 22.3(4-6);
going to have 10.7(5).
got, have got 4.2ff.,had got 4.2(4),
4.4(4); in questions and with
not 4.2(5), restrictions in use
4.3; has got left 4.3l5); have
got to 4.4.
gotten 4.4(6).
Grattan and Gurrey on expanded
14.9(4), on will 15.6(3,4).
grow, have and be 3.5(2); with
passive 8.8(8).
Habit 22.8; in the present 2.1(2),
expanded 12.6(1), 12.7(3, 4),
13.2(7); will 15.3(5). Cf. Repetition.
had and would confused 19.9,
had continued as if would
19.9(3); had have 19.9(4).—Had
to 1.6(4); had as lief, liever,
as good, better 9.4(2), 9.7(4),
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had rather 9.4(3), had like
9.4(4); had ought 9,8(3).
has and is fall together 3.1(3),
3.8(1).
have auxiliary of perfect and pluperfect 3.1, with come 3.1(4),
3.2(1), arrive 3.2(2), get 3.2(3),
return 3.2(4), descend 3.2(5),
»i«rf 3 2(6), go 3.3, synonyms
3.4(1), fa« 3.4(2), sit down
3.4(3), rrt*Ve 3.4(4), become
3.5(1), $r»w 3.5(2), get 3.5(3),
change, separate 3.6(1), advance,
enlist, mount, melt, dress 3.6(2),
determine, etc. 3.6(3), *'* = Aa*
3.8(1), 6e and have together
3.8(2). — Auxiliary omitted
3.8(4).—Have done, finished
3.9(2).—Have got 4 . 2 — 4 . —
Have expanded 14.7(1); having
with second participle 7.7(1, 2);
pf. of ing 7 8(2).—Have to
supplements must 1.4, / shall
have to emphatic shall (must)
18.5(1): 'dftai>el9.9t— C f . had.
hear, present tense 2.8(1); expanded 14.6(8).
Historic present 2.3.
hope present tense in clause 2.4(7);
had hoped 6.7; shall hope 7.2(5);
expanded 14.6(7).
Hypothetical,
see Imaginative.
I, see First person;
we differing
from I 15.6(4,8), 16.3(1).'
Identity of two acts (expanded
tense) 12.8.
if with present and will 2.5(4);
15.9; with plpf. 9.7(5); no
condition, but contrast 10.3(2).
See Condition.
Imaginative ch. IX; 22.6; preterit
9.1ff.,pluperfect 9.7, was, were
ch. X, infinitive 10.6; volition
19.2.
Immediate past 13.2(4,9), 13.3(2).
—Immediate future 13.4(4,6),
13.5(2), 22.3.
Imperative, tenses 7.4; perfect
7.4(2).

Inchoative 22.7; first 5.9; since
5.8(1).
Inclusive time 4.1, 4.6, 22.4; past
4.6(4), gone 4.6(5), 4.7(3); dead
4.5(4); participle 7.6(3); passive
8.5(1), 8.6(1); expanded tenses
13 2(3).
Incompletion 12.6(1), 12.7(2),
13.2i5), 13.3(3).
Indicative, encroaching on Subjunctive 9.1, 10.4(9); was, were
10.1 ff.
Indifference, sentences of i.
15.4(7), 19.1(1).
Indirect speech ch. XI, 22.5, see
Back-shifting;
will, would,
shall, shoidd ch. X X L — B e f o r e future 21.3(2), 22.9(2).
Ineffectual action 13.2(6), cf. Unfulfilled.
Infinitive: present 7.1, reference
to futurilv 7.2; preterit (Somerset) 7.1(3); perfect 7.3, for
before-future 7.3(2), passive
8.7; imaginative 10.6 (1).
missing future inf. 22.1(6);
inf. of providential result
22.2(2); cf. Crude form.
ing (verbal substantive in ing),
with on or a 12.2—3; tense
7.8, perfect 7.8(2), with after
7.8(3); perfect passive 7.8(4).—
Basis of expanded tenses
12.2 _ 4 — F u t u r e 7.8(5), 22.9(5).
Ingressive 22.7, cf. Inchoative.
instead of with predicative 23.7(1).
Intention, see Unfulfilled.
Interdiction, shall 17.4(2).
into with predicative 23.3(3—5).
Irish, after = perfect 3.8(5);
were= would have been 10.5(2);
expanded inf. 13.5(7); 1 will
16.3(7), 16.4(1,2); / would
19.5(3), in questions 19.7(6).
Cf. American, Scotch.
is and has fall together 3.1(3),
3.8(1).
is to 22.1(4); had been to 9.7(6);
cf. was to.
Iterative, see Habit, Repetition.
il is, was 2.4(8), 5.2(5).

Index.
just (now), tense with, 5.1(5).
keep -ing 12.2(7).
kind of 23.7(4).
Kinetic passive = passive of becoming 8.1(2) ff.
know, has been known to 7.1(2).
lately, tense with, 5.1(5).
Latin influence 12.1(3). 18.1(1).
leave (had long left) 4.7(4).
lie expanded 14.6(2).
like expanded 14.6(5); would
(should) have liked (like) to
have 10.8(2).
Likelihood, expressions of 10.8(4).
'II 15.2(1).
Longer and shorter time (expanded tenses) 12.5(2) ff.
love expanded 14.6(5).
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need as a preterit 1.7(1), backshifted 1.7(2), need have 1.7(3),
explanation of the form 1.7(4).
never, tense with, 5.1(6, 7), with
since 5.7(4).
Non-conclusive verbs 7.6(1), iu
the passive 8.1(1).
nothing doing 13.6(2).
Notional survey of time-expressions ch. XXII.
now with simple and expanded
present 12.6(1).

Obligation 17.1(2), see shall.
of with predicative 23.4(3), often
years old, of 19 inches long
23.5(4).—Object after expanded
tense 12.3(4).
old: at ten years old, etc. 23.5(1) ff.,
of a year old 23.5(4).
Omnipresent 2.1(2), see Generic.
make, various constructions
on -ing with other verbs than be
23.3(5); making passive 13.6(2).
12.2(2)ff.,with be 12.3(1); origin
march, have and be 3.4(1).
of expanded tenses 12.2, 12.5;
may possibility in present and
passive 13.6.
future 7.2(3, 4); may be 11.7(1);
with expanded inf. 13.4(3, 4); once, tense with, 5.1(2), with
participle 7.6(2).
might real past 5.3(3), imagiought 9.5(5,6), to have 10.6(4),
native 9.5(4).
in indirect speech 11.6(2), had
meet, have and be 3.2(6).
ought 9.8(3).
melt, have and be 3.6(2).
over 23.6(4).
missing, is m. 13.6(5).
owing (passive sense) 13.6(4).
Molloy o n future 18.9(1).
Hood, see Imaginative, Imperative, Indicative, Infinitive, Paradigm of future 18.9(8).
Participle as adjunct 3.8(3); terms
Subjunctive.
7.5(1;, tenses 7.5—7. First
Motion, verbs of, present = fuparticiple 7.5(2), past and preture time2.4(2),2.7(3), expanded
sent
7.5(4), 8.3(2).—Second
14.1; auxiliaries III; cf. come,
participle 7.6, active past p.
go.
7.6(4); with having 7.7(1), with
mount, have and be 3.6(2).
being 7.7(2).—Participle instead
must, origin 1.6(1), present 1.6(2),
of inf. 10.9.—Missing tenses
preterit of reality 1.6(3), inin participles 22.9(5,6). Cf. ing.
direct 1.6(4), supplemented by
Participles
with
Predicatives
had to 1.6(4);
imaginative
ch. XXIII.
9.5(8);
in indirect speech
pass, have Ami be 3.4(1); passed,
11.6(1); with expanded inf.
past 3.7.
13.4(3, 6).
Passive, tenses and auxiliaries
ch. VIII; non-conclusive 8.1(1),
Near past 13.2(4,9), 13.3(2). Near
conclusive 8.1 (2) ff., passive of
future 13.4(4)ff.,13.5(2), 22.3.
being and becoming 8.1(2) ff.,
near to, etc. 23.6(3).
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present 8.2, perfect 8.3(3) ff.,
preterit 8.4, perfect 8.5, pluperfect 8.6.—Meaning of should
with passive 20.2(2).
Past (time) 1.1, 1.2, 22.1(1); preterit ch. V.
Perfect 1.4, auxiliaries ch. HI,
see have and be; relation to
present ch. IV; retrospective
4.1; inclusive 4.6, relation to
preterit ch. V, with various
time-subjuncts 5.1, in speaking
of dead people 5.2(3, 4), repetition 5.4(1, 2), and prt.
together 5.4(4, 5); for before-future 5.6(3); with since
5.7, 5.8(2, 6); passive 8.5.—
Back-shifted in indirect speech
11.1.
Perfect Infinitive 7.3, after may
5.3(3), after ought to 9.5(6),
after must 9.5(3), after will
16.6(1), 16.7(4), after shall
18.4(4), after should 20.2(3,6),
20.4(3), shifted shall 21.5(2,6).
Perf. inf. imaginative 10.6(2) ff.,
subject 10.6(3), after verb of
intention, expectation 10.7(1),
after (in order) to 10.7(4),
after about (going) to 10.7(5),
after expressions of unreality
10.8(1), would have liked to
have 10.8(2), had better have
10.8(3), expressions of likelihood
10.8(4), in ace. with inf. 10.8(5),
meaning 'if 10.8(6), after
enough 10.8(6), was to have
10.8(7).
Perfect Imperative 7.4(2).—Perfect Participle 7.7(1).
Perfecto-present verbs 1.4, 4.2.
Pluperfect 1.4, auxiliaries ch. Ill,
see have and be; inclusive 4.6(4);
with since 5.7(5), 5.8(3, 6); use
ch. VI; before-past and retrospective past 6.1; with after,
when, etc. 6.4; used for past
time 6.6, had hoped 6.7; passive 8.6.—Imaginative 9.7, for
perfect 9.7(8), refers to present
time 9.7(9); in main sentence

9.8.—Pluperfect = back-shifted
preterit and perfect, not itself
back-shifted 11.1(1), to suggest
falsity of a supposition 11.4(2).
point, on the point of 22.3(4—6).
Politeness as reason for use of
shall 18.9(3).
possessed (active sense) 8.9(2).
possible 22.9(5).
powers that be 2.9.
Predicatives after Particles ch.
XXIII; p. of being and of
becoming 23.1(1).
Prepositions with Predicatives
ch. X X I U .
Present tense 1.2, denotes present
time 2.1, used of the past
(historic or dramatic present)
2.3, with after 2.3(3); of the
future 2.4, alternates with will
and shall 2.4(8), in clauses
2.5(1); relation to perfect ch. IV;
retrospective 4.1, inclusive
4.7(1—3); with since 5.8(4).—
Back-shifted in indirect speech
11.1; subjunctive not shifted
in report of proposals 11.7(4) ff.,
after lest (that) 11.7(7).
Present time, definition 1.1, 1.2,
2.1(1); 22.1(2); cf. Present tense.
Preterit 1.2, 1.3; = present in
some verbs 1.6 ff., used to
express feelings at what is just
happening 2.2. Relation to
perfect ch. V, with definite
time-indication 5.1, without
such 5.2, in speaking of dead
people 5.2(3, 4), in comparisons
with present conditions 5.3(1),.
preterit and perfect together
5.4(4,5), generic 5.5, for beforepast 5.6(1,2), with since 5.7,
5.8(1), 5.8(5); with inchoative
first 5.9(1); after when 6.4.—
Imaginative 9.1 ff., for pluperfect 9.3(5). —Back-shifted in
indirect speech 11.1, not always
back-shifted 11.1(6), 11.2(3),
22.5.
Preterit-present verbs 1.4.
Progressive, see Expanded.

Index.
Promise, will 15.6(2), shall 17.4(3),
17.5(2).
Prophetic shall 18.1(2).
Prospective 1.1, 14.2(4), 22.9(5);
present 22.3(4), past 22.3(5).
Providential result 22.2(2).
Pseudo-passive (expanded) 14.9(6).
Questions, word-order in, 4.2(5);
rhetorical 15.6(7); shall 17.2(2),
17.7, 18.7, advice 17.7(2); will
in first person 15.6(5) ff.,
16.4(1, 2), in second person
16.7. 16.1(5); in third person
15.8, 16.1(6); would 19.2(7),
19.5(5,7), 19.6(2),19.7(3),sfce>Mta
20.3(4,6,9), 20.5(2).—Question
raised to second power 15.6(5),
15.7(6), 18.7(2).—Rhetorical q.
15.6(7), 18.7(1).
rather with had and would 9.4(3),
19.9.
recently, tense with, 5.1(5); recently implied in expanded
perfect 13.2; pluperfect 13.3.
Relative clause (implying condition) 9.3(2), 9.7(6), will 15.9(2),
shall 17.5(4), 18.2(2), 18.4(2),
should 20.4(6) ff.
Repetition 2.28, implied in perfect
5.4(1, 2); expanded perfect
13.2(7), expanded pluperfect
13.3(4), infinitive 13.4(7),13.5(4).
— S e e Habit.
Reported speech 11.1.
Request 15.7(1, 3 — 5 ) , see Imperative, Question.
resolve, have and be 3.6(3).
rest with participle 8.9(4).
retire, have and be 3.4(4).
Retrospective 1.1, 22.3, present
(perfect) 4.1, 5.1 ff.; 22.3(2);
past 6.1, 22.3(1); future 22.3(3).
rise, have and be 3.4(1).
Royster and Steadman 14.2(2).
run, have and be 3.4(1).
sail, have and be 3.4(1).
Scotch I will 16.3(7), 16.4(1,2);
will supposition 16.7(3); I would
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19.5(3); 'se 17.1(1); cf. American,
Irish.
'se = shall 17.1(1).
see expanded 14.6(8).
seem, would
19.7(5), should
20.3(3); seem -ing 14.8(2); can't
(couldn't) seem to 22.9(4).
send -ing 12.2(1).
separate, have and be 3.6(1).
Sequence of tenses 11.1(3) and
ch. XI generally.
set -ing 12.2(1); set out, have and
be 3.4(1).
shall ch. XVII, XVIII. Forms
17.1(1). With adverbs of direction 17.1(2). Meaning 17.1(2).
Fatal obligation (generic time)
17.2, it shall go hard 17.2(4).
Volitional obligation 17.3, explicit statement of will 17.3(1),
implicit 17.3(2), c o m m a n d s and
threats 17.4(1), interdiction
17.4(2), promise 17.4(3), 17.5(2),
threat 17.5(1), shall be nameless
17.5(4), will and shall combined
17.6. Questions, obligation
17.7(1), shall I wish or advice
17.7(2).—Pure Future ch.X VIII.
Influence of Bible 18.1(1). Sole m n predictions 18.1(2, 4, 5),
disused 18.1(3), contrasted with
other times 18.2(1), after the
time will come 18.2(3), implies
condition 18.3(1, 2), in conditional clauses 18.4(1), relative
clauses 18.4(2), temporal clauses
18.4(3), with perfect infinitive
18.4(4).—1st person 18.5; resolution 18.6, different from
I will 18.6(2); same verb with
two persons 18.6(3). Questions
in 1st person 18.7(1), in the
2nd 18.7(3—6). With perf. inf.
18.8.—Summary of will and
shall 18.9. Grimm, Aronstein,
Sweet, Poutsma, Krapp on the
question 18.9(3). Decisive points
18.9(4—6); present rule 18.9(7),
paradigm 18.9(8).—Shall hope
(expect) to 7.2(5), 7.8(5).-Cf.
should.
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shan't 17.1(1).
Shifting in indirect speech, see
Back-shifting.
short of 23.7(2).
should ch. X X ; real past 20.1,
who should I see 20.1(1); afterpast 20.1(2). Imaginative 9.5(5),
Obligation 20.2, with passive
verb 20.2(2), with pf.inf. 20.2(3),
after expressions of desire, etc.
20.2(4) ;should weakened, advice
or admonition 20.2(5); you
should have seen 20.2(6); I
should know 20.2(7); almostcertainty 20.2(8,9). Imaginative
non-obligation 20.3(1), it should
seem 20.3(3). Difference according to person, I should 20.3(4);
J should with perf. inf. 20.3(5);
Ishould [if I were you 120.3(7);
no condition expressed 20.3(8).
Should you? 20.3(9). Conditional clauses 20.4(1,2), with
perf. inf. 20.4(3), without conjunction 20.4(4), in relative
clauses 20.4(6,7), as who should
say 20.4(8). - Emotion al 20.5( 1),
questions 20.5(2),
contentclauses 20.5(3), that-clsmse as
exclamation 20.5(4), cf. 20.5(5),
after verbs of fear 20.5(6).
shouldn't 17.1(1).
Simultaneity (expanded tense)
12.9.
since, tenses with, 5.7,5.8, adverb
5.7(1), conjunction with perfect
5.7(2), 5.8(2, 6), with preterit
5.8(1,6), with present 5.8(4);
causal since 5.8(8).
Somerset, preterit infinitive 7.1(3).
sort of 23.7(4).
stand with participle 8.9, possessed 8.9(2).
start -ing 12.2(1).
Static passive 8.1(2) = Passive of
being.
Subjuncts of degree 23.6.
Subjunctive 9.1(1), present, unshifted in reports of proposals
11.7(4) ff.,
after be.
lest (that)
11,7(7);
see were,

suppaud 17.1(1).
suppose, supposing — if 9.3(1).
swarm, have and be 3.4(1).
Sweet's rule (we two will, etc.)
16.3(1); S. on expanded 14.9(1).
take it = if 9.3(1).
Temporal clause 2.5(1)ft*.,will
16.6(2), shall 18.8(2); with perf.
inf. 16.6(3); should 21.5.
Tense, distinct from time 1.1,
1.2; English two tenses 1.3,
1.5(2^,19.9(2). Notional survey
ch. XXII.—Tense-phrases 1.4;
auxiliaries ch. Ill, see have and
be; expanded ch. X H — X I V ;
tenses with substantives and
adjectives 22.9(6).
Terminology
1.1—1.5, 7.5(1),
19.9(2); cb. XXII.
then, tense with, 5.1(2).
there is . . . -ing 14.8(4).
think expanded 14.6(6).
this morning, tense with, 5.1(4).
Threat 15.6(2), 17.4(1), 17.5(1).
till with present 2.6(4), with
preterit 5.6(2); see Temporal
clauses.
Time, divisions of, 1.1, ch. XXII;
time occupied (be long in -ing,
etc.) 12.2(4); see Temporal
clauses.
time has been, was 5.4(3); time
he left 9.6.
"Timeless" 2.1(2), see Generic
time.
to with inf. as a substitute for
participle 22.9(5); with predicative 23.3; take to wife 23.3(2);
to ten feet high 23.5(3).Providential result (infinitive)
22.2(2).—Cf. am to, have to.
today, tense with, 5.1(4).
Translations from Latin: expanded 12.1(3), 14.9(6), shall
18.1(1).
turn, is turned 3.7.
'ull 15.2(1).
Unaccomplished, see Unfulfilled*
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Unfulfilled design, hope, intention weordan O E to form passive
6.7, 10.8(7), 13.2(5,6), 13.3(3),
8.1(2).
14.1(5), 14.2(4), 19.1(9), 19.6(4),
were, see was.
20.1(3), 21.6(4).
Western on expanded 14.9(3).
Unreality 22.6, cf. Imaginative.
when interrogative and relative
Unrealized, see Unfulfilled.
2.5(2,3).
until, see till, Temporal clauses. Will, see Volition.
use as a preterit 1.9(1), usen't
will fully inflected verb 15.1.
preterit 1.9(3); use infinitive
will auxiliary, ch. X V , XVI, XVIII,
and present 1.9(2), with did
XIX, X X I . — F o r m s 15.2(1).1.9(4). — used pronunciation
With substantive object 15.2(2),
1.9(1), written for use 1.9(1),
with adverbs of direction
without to or separated from
15.2(3).— Means inexorable fate
to 1.9(4), perfect 1.9(4), meaning
15.3(2), power, capacity 15.3(3),
5.3(2), 22.8(1); couldn't use to
habit 15.3(5), 22.8(2); will do
5.3(2), 22.9(4), use to could
15.3(4).—Non-futuric volition
22.9(4).
15.4, will have 15.4(2)ff., will
vanish, have and be 3.4(1).
say 15.4(4). Volition in negaVerbal substantive, with first
tive and positive statements
5.9(2); see ing.
15.4(5, 6), with crude form
Variety, shall and will used for
preposed 15.4(7).—Volitional
v., 17.2(4).
future 15.5,6; replaced by
Verbids, tenses of, ch. VII.
want, etc. 15.5(1) ff. Promise
Verbs of m o v e m e n t in expanded
or threat 15-7. In conditional
tenses 14.1ff.,see Future time.
clauses 15.9.—Pure future
Volition expressed by want, mean,
16.1ff.,in temporal and conintend, choose 15.5(1); see also
ditional clauses 16.5, 16.6(3);
will, would, shall, should.
with perf. inf. 16.6(1).—Supposition
16.7, present 16.7(1),
walk, have and be 3.4(1).
future 16.7(2), perfect 16.7(4).
wander, have and be 3.4(1).
Will in 1st person 15.2(2,3),
wanting, is w. 13.6(5).
15.3(4, 5), 15.4(2, 4, 5, 7, 8),
wa<i, were, in wishes 10.1, in
15.5(1),
15.6, pi. 15.6(4-7),
conditional clauses 10.2, de16.2ff.,Sweet's rule 16.3(1—4),
finite past time 10.3(1), in reElizabethan 16.3(5), recent
lative clause 10.3(4), after as
16.3(6), Scotch-Irish-American
if (though) 10.4(4)ff,if I were
16.3(7); questions 16.4(1,2),
you 10.2(2), was more emphatic
will I do? 15.3(4); 1 will and
than were 10.1(2), 10.2(6),
/ shall 18.6(2). Will in 2nd
10.4(2), if he was (were) to
and 3rd persons, volitional
10.3(3), wasn't 10.2(7), 10.4(3),
15.7, 8, pure future 16.1. Will
as it were 10.4(8), in main
in indirect speech ch. X X I ,
sentences 10.5, me were as lief,
direct 1st person 21.1, direct
etc. 10.5(3), was to 22.2(2), was
second person 21.2, direct 3rd
to have done 10.8(7).— Was and
person 21.3. —Cf. would.
were in indirect speech 11.4(4).
willy-nilly 15.4(6).
— Was to after-past 22.2.
we not agreeing with / 15.6(4, 8), Wishes, preterit 9.1, 9.2, was,
were 10.1, would 19.3:4—6,
16.3(1); cf. First person.
would (to) God 19.3(5).
with ...as
23.1(4),
...for 23.2(6).
won't
15.2(1),
15.4(5).
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would. Forms 15.2(1), confused
with had 19.9; rather 19.9(1),
better 19.9(2).—Meaning ch.XIX.
Real past 19.1, with crude
form of verb preposed 19.1(1);
negative
19-1(2),
positive
19.1(3); would have 19.1(4),
supplanted by wanted, etc.
19.1(5), repeated action 19.1(6),
22.8(1); would do 19.1(7), power
or capacity 19.1(8), with perf.
inf. 19.1(9).—Imaginative volition 10.7(3), 19.2-3, in conditional clauses 19.3(1—3), in
wishes 19.3(4,5), would (to)
God
19.3(5).—Non-volitional
would 19.4; after-past 19.4(1);
imaginative
non - volitional
19.4(2), condition not expressed
19.4(4). Probability 19.7, it

would seem 19.7(5). In conditional clause i9.».
Wouldm
1st person 19.2(2)ff., 19.5,
question 19.2(4), 19.5(5), I would

(if I were you) WW),

I «outt

like 16.6(1). Sweet's rule 16.3(3).
Would in 2nd and 3rd persons
i. a. 19.2(5)ff.; would you
19.-2(7), 19.5(7), 19.6(2). Would
in indirect speech ch. XXI,
direct 1st person 21,1, direct
2nd person 21.2, direct 3rd person 21.3; back-shifted or afterpast 21.4; temporal clauses
21 5.
would-be 19.2(6).
wouldn't 15.2(1).
you was 10.2(3).

Corrections
4.6(3). The quotation from Carlyle does not show inclusive
time.
1 6 . 5 . Will is quite natural (with non-personal subject) in
"I will come if it will be (of) any use to you", which perhaps is
a shade politer than "if it is". Similarly Priestley G 305 N o w if
all the dresses will be finished by about next Monday, w h y don't
you bring them yourself? But will be is not possible instead of is
in "It will be splendid if he is able to join us".
16.7(3). The first example belongs to 19.7(1).
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